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Erratum: Note on section 10.3, Table 10.7
The original OS results published at the time of the challenge differ from the results published
here due to a systematic fault which we found and fixed, in a subset of the labels in the
original OS development and test datasets. After fixing this issue we contacted the three
teams and invited them to resubmit their systems.
The DHV system was re-trained on the fixed OS development data; the configurations of the
other systems (GVV, VVK and the baseline) were not affected, although our evaluation of
them was.
We re-ran all submitted systems to obtain new results.
The original OS results for the challenge as these appear in section 10.3 of this thesis (Table
10.7) do not reflect the aforementioned correction. The corrected OS results for the challenge
appear in the following DCASE paper "Detection and classification of acoustic scenes and
events" published in IEEE Transactions on Multimedia (October issue, vol. 17, no. 10):
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7100934
The corrections to the data generally improved system performance, which is to be expected
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Abstract
Hearing, together with other senses, enables us to perceive the surrounding world through sen-
sory data we constantly receive. The information carried in this data allow us to classify the
environment and the objects in it. In modern society the loud and noisy acoustic environment
that surrounds us makes the task of "listening" quite challenging, probably more so than ever
before. There is a lot of information that has to be filtered to separate the sounds we want to hear
at from unwanted noise and interference. And yet, humans, as other living organisms, have a re-
markable ability to identify and track the sounds they want, irrespectively of the number of them,
the degree of overlap and the interference that surrounds them. To this day, the task of building
systems that try to "listen" to the surrounding environment and identify sounds in it the same way
humans do is a challenging one, and even though we have made steps towards reaching human
performance we are still a long way from building systems able to identify and track most if not
all the different sounds within an acoustic scene.
In this thesis, we deal with the tasks of recognising sound sources or acoustic events in two
distinct cases of audio – music and more generic environmental sounds. We reformulate the
problem and redefine the task associated with each case. Music can also be regarded as a multi-
sound source environment where the different sound sources (musical instruments) activate at
different times, and the task of recognising the musical instruments is then a central part of the
more generic process of automatic music transcription. The principal question we address is
whether we could develop a system able to recognise musical instruments in a multi-instrument
scenario where many different instruments are active at the same time, and for that we draw
influence from human performance. The proposed system is based on missing feature theory
and we find that the method is able to retain high performance even under the most adverse of
listening conditions (i.e. low signal-to-noise ratio). Finally, we propose a technique to fuse this
system with another that deals with automatic music transcription in an attempt to inform and
improve the overall performance.
For a more generic environmental audio scene, things are less clear and the amount of re-
search conducted in the area is still scarce. The central issue here, is to formulate the problem
of sound recognition, define the subtasks and associated difficulties. We have set up and run a
worldwide challenge and created datasets that is intended to enable researchers to perform better
quality research in the field. We have also developed proposed systems that could serve as base-
line techniques for future research and also compared existing state-of-the-art algorithms to one
another, and also against human performance, in an effort to highlight strengths and weaknesses
of existing methodologies.
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Introduction
In our everyday life our ears are bombarded with acoustic signals. These signals hardly ever
come from single sources. Most of the time they comprise a mixture of sound waves coming
from multiple sources. The number of sources is unknown and there is an infinite number of
ways in which simpler sounds could have been added together to build up the summed waveform
reaching our ears. We know, from acoustics, that sounds combine by linear superposition (Ross-
ing et al., 1990) and also there is the convolution with the impulse response between source and
receiver. The difficult task of solving this problem and deriving the actual waveforms that con-
stitute the mixture befalls to our brains. This process is called Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA)
(Bregman, 1990). Human perception has the ability to break down the summed waveform into
sound components and then group them together after classifying them to the same event-source.
This is done by exploiting perceptual principles (regularities found in natural sounds). The re-
search field involved in the design of machine systems capable of performing ASA imitating the
human perception is called computational auditory scene analysis (CASA)(Wang and Brown,
2006a). Unfortunately, a machine system able to achieve the same levels of performance to hu-
mans is yet to be constructed. An important subtask of CASA is classification of sound sources
and acoustic events. In music this is limited to musical instrument recognition, while in a ran-
dom auditory scene it involves a more generic recognition of sound objects/sources that give rise
to two closely related tasks in the field of CASA: acoustic scene classification and detection of
sound events within a scene.
The topic of this dissertation is recognition of sound sources and acoustic objects in music
and environmental audio. Since we are dealing with two related but still distinct cases of sound
classification where the target audio differs greatly we have chosen to separate this thesis into two
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independent parts. Part I examines music signals and therefore deals with polyphonic musical
instrument recognition, whereas Part II examines a more generic acoustic environment and deals
with environmental audio recognition. This chapter includes an outline of the thesis in Section
0.1, followed by a list of all publications associated with the thesis in Section 0.2.
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0.1 Outline of the Thesis
Part I including chapters 1 to 5 deals with the problem of Polyphonic Musical Instrument
Recognition.
Chapter 1 introduces musical instrument recognition. It provides the motivation behind this
work and lists the contributions made by the work.
Chapter 2 presents an overiview of related work on musical instrument recognition. It begins
with a brief discussion of music signal analysis and musical instrument sounds, provides a
more detailed definition of the problem of automatic music transcription while focusng on
the subtask of polyphonic musical instrument recognition, followed by related work on the
subtask including state-of-the-art approaches and frequently employed machine learning
algorithms.
Chapter 3 focuses on the representation of music signals using different transforms as well as
features extracted from the audio signal. It introduces the concept of source separation
through masking, which is used to measure the overlap of different sound sources. We
provide a detailed list of various features and also investigate the relative benefits of differ-
ent signal representation using various transforms, according to criteria such as the degree
of overlap of different sound sources found in the mixture. Finally, we lay the foreground
for the introduction of our proposed method in the next chapter by presenting the missing
feature theory. A family of techniques that based to some extend to the mechanisms of
the human auditory system, attempts to detect sounds based only on partial or incomplete
information.
Chapter 4 presents a proposed polyphonic musical instrument recognition technique using a
missing feature approach. More specifically, we present all parts of the algorithm in detail
from the feature extraction to the classification step. In particular, we introduce novel
proposed features, masking schemes as well a novel mask estimation process. Evaluation
results using the proposed techniques are given and a comparison is performed with a
baseline system that is often employed as the main basis for instrument classification.
Chapter 5 revisits AMT and examine polyphonic musical instrument recognition as part of an
AMT system, discussing promising future approaches in better integrating one with the
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other but also design considerations that may arise. It presents an application of the pro-
posed polyphonic musical instrument recognition technique as part of a music transcription
system using a fusion process through which the independent musical instrument recogni-
tion system is able to work in conjunction with a complete automatic music transcription
system and inform the latter about the musical instruments of the input audio in an at-
tempt to improve overall system performance. Future directions for this research are also
highlighted.
Chapter 6 concludes the first part of the thesis, provides a summary of the contributions made
and offers perspectives for future research aimed at improving proposed polyphonic mu-
sical instrument recognition methods but also more generic automatic music transcription
systems.
Part II including chapters 7 to 11 deals with the problem of Environmental Audio Analysis.
Chapter 7 introduces Environmental Audio Analysis. It provides the motivation behind this
work and lists the contributions made by the work.
Chapter 8 presents an overview of past and existing work on the field. It begins with a defini-
tion of the two main problems of interest: acoustic scene classification and acoustic event
detection followed by a presentation of existing methods and techniques for each case. Fi-
nally, it provides the general framework for audio recognition and classification systems in
the field.
Chapter 9 addresses the difficulties that often researchers face when conducting research in
environmental audio analysis. The chapter lists the shortcomings of available datasets,
challenges and open-source code. From there it moves on to introduce the proposed IEEE
AASP Challenge that we ran for the two aforementioned tasks providing reasons we be-
lieve this would contribute greatly to research on the field.
Chapter 10 describes the challenge in more detail, including the datasets, the employed eval-
uation metric and the evaluation framework. It presents the submitted algorithms for the
two challenge tasks as well as the proposed baseline systems developed for each task. It
follows with a detailed analysis on the results of the challenge evaluation and finishes with
presenting a human classification accuracy listening test performed in order to evaluate the
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human performance for the acoustic scene classification task.
Chapter 11 concludes the second part of the thesis, provides a summary of the contributions
made and offers perspectives for future research aimed to provide fresh ideas for research
on computational auditory scene analysis.
Chapter 12 summarises together the conclusions for both parts of the thesis.
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0.2 Associated publications
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Introduction to Musical Instrument Recognition
Musical instrument recognition or identification plays a central role in music signal analysis. It
is an important subtask of many music analysis systems and algorithms with more important of
all, probably, automatic music transcription (AMT) systems. Such systems attempt to automati-
cally analyse an audio recording of a music piece or excerpt with the goal of annotating it using
musical notation. The main tasks of such systems are to estimate the active pitches at any given
time frame and assign them to instruments. AMT was in the past applied on single-instrument
musical excerpts (monophonic) but over the last decade multi-instrument (polyphonic) scenarios
are mainly consider. For monophonic signals the problem of pitch estimation and instrument
identification can be considered to be solved but transcribing polyphonic music still remains a
challenging problem (Müller et al., 2011).
Early work involved instrument identification of isolated sounds (Herrera-Boyer et al., 2006).
There are not many studies on the human ability to recognise different instrument sounds one
from another. However Herrera-Boyer et al. (2006) put into perspective the experiments of (Mar-
tin, 1999, Srinivasan et al., 2002) and observed that human recognition was about 10% better
than machine both for isolated notes and solo phrases, although there is a wide range of per-
formance depending on the level of musical training of humans as well as the difficulty of the
experimental set-up. However, the gap between human versus machine recognition grows much
larger for mixture signals where several sources are active simultaneously. Instrument identifi-
cation in a polyphonic context is rendered difficult by the way the different sources blend with
each other, with a high degree of overlap among the spectral and temporal information of the
instruments. The accuracy of many proposed systems (Martins et al., 2007a) falls dramatically
with polyphony level, and some of them involve limitations on the number of instruments (Burred
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et al., 2009a) or a priori knowledge of the different instrument combinations (Somerville and Uit-
denbogerd, 2008) - which, in practice, is also difficult because sounds occur in varying amplitude
proportions.
This Chapter includes the motivation and aim of this part of the thesis in Section 1.1 along
with the main contributions of the work in Section 1.2.
1.1 Motivation
The main motivation for research in polyphonic musical instrument identification is the fact that
automatic music transcription methods would benefit directly and subsequently, many applica-
tions in the more generic music technology area can benefit too. Examples of such applications
include improving music genre classification and music recommendation systems by automati-
cally detecting the instrumentation of songs.
1.2 Contributions
The principal contributions of this part of the thesis are:
• Chapter 3: a study on the disjointness and separability of sound sources in music sig-
nals. The study includes multitrack data and covers a set of widely used signal transforms
including a proposed pitch-synchronous transform. The study’s experiments and method-
ology was designed by D. Giannoulis. The experiment and data analysis was performed
by D. Giannoulis with the help of D. Barchiesi and feedback from A. Klapuri and M. D.
Plumbley. The pitch-synchronous transform was utilising research of A. Klapuri.
• Chapter 4: a proposed model for decomposition of spectrogram of musical instrument (and
other harmonic) sounds that utilises missing feature theory, designed by D. Giannoulis and
A. Klapuri. The theoretical basis of the model and an initial draft of the approach were
created by A. Klapuri. The system was developed by D. Giannoulis. Over the develop-
ment period, the theory was finalised with sections corrected or expanded for clarity by D.
Giannoulis and A. Klapuri. All the figures in the chapter were generated by D. Giannoulis.
The pitch estimation and spectral-smoothness filtering utilise previous research of A. Kla-
puri. The mask marginalisation part presented in the Appendix B, except the figure, was
designed and written by A. Klapuri with feedback and corrections from D. Giannoulis.
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Mask marginalisation was also fully implemented by D. Giannoulis.
• Chapter 4: the aforementioned model was employed for polyphonic musical instrument
recognition. The experiment, collection and analysis of results was performed by D. Gian-
noulis with feedback from A. Klapuri.
• Chapter 4: the application of the proposed audio classification system for the recognition
of harmonic sounds in everyday acoustic environments of environmental sounds. The
experiment was designed and performed by D. Giannoulis with feedback from A. Klapuri
and M. D. Plumbley.
• Chapter 5: a discussion on techniques and future directions to improve automatic music
transcription including fusion of systems and information integration amongst different
detectors. This work belongs to D. Giannoulis and it is part of a greater work shared by E.
Benetos, D. Giannoulis, S. Dixon, H. Kirchhoff and A. Klapuri.
• Chapter 5: the application of system integration as a means to improve polyphonic musical
instrument recognition. The approach was designed by D. Giannoulis with the help of E.
Benetos. Two independent systems were integrated, one developed by D. Giannoulis and
the other by E. Benetos. The experimental framework was designed by D. Giannoulis and





In this chapter we introduce musical instrument recognition and present state-of-the-art methods
to the problem. In Section 2.1 we provide background knowledge on musical instrument sounds
together with basic terminology of some music concepts as well design considerations and as-
sumptions frequently adopted in many analysis techniques of music signals. In the following
Section 2.2, which comprises the core part of this chapter, we provide a detailed review of mu-
sical instrument recognition systems up to the present. In Section 2.3 we describe classification
techniques while in Section 2.4 we describe some important subspace analysis algorithms often
employed to solve the source separation problem which we also introduce but also explain how
such algorithms could be utilised for instrument recognition or AMT.
2.1 Music Signals: definitions
Music signals are a specific case of audio signals consisting of a combination of often several
concurrent sounds generated by sources that typically are musical instruments or human singing
(Hainsworth, 2003). Music sounds can be separated into two main categories, pitched and un-
pitched. Pitched sounds are characterised by a fundamental frequency and such signals are de-
scribed by a harmonic series of sinusoids (often referred to as harmonic partials or simply har-
monics) appearing at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency that creates the percept of a
musical note at a clearly-defined pitch in the mind of the listener (Müller et al., 2011).
Pitch is, therefore, closely related to the frequency. However the two are not equivalent since
frequency is an absolute objective concept whereas pitch is a relative perceptual attribute. In
(Plack et al., 2005), pitch is formally defined as the auditory sensation which allows a listener to
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Figure 2.1: Waveform and Spectrogram of an E3 piano note. Audio file taken from the RWC
database (Goto et al., 2003).
assign musical tones to relative positions on a musical scale based primarily on the frequency of
vibration. As a result a pitched sound with locally-stable fundamental frequency is perceived as
a single sound event giving rise to the word note (or US: “tone”). Therefore a musical note is
characterised by a pitch and/or a fundamental frequency (for example the standard tuning pitch
for most Western music is denoted as A4 and has a fundamental of 440 Hz). Fig. 2.1 presents,
as an example, the waveform and the spectrogram of an E3 piano musical note that corresponds
to 164.81Hz. As expected, the energy of the sound appears at frequencies corresponding to
the series of harmonic partials occurring at multiples of the fundamental frequency as it can be
clearly observed in the spectrogram.
An interesting observation is that notes whose fundamental frequencies fall in a 2 : 1 ratio
(denoted as octave) would have the harmonics of the higher frequency note in overlap completely
with every second harmonic of the lower frequency note. As a consequence, the two notes
are perceived as highly similar. They are stated as being “in octave relation” and they also
belong in the same pitch class (for example two such notes would be A4 and A5) because of this
perceived similarity . In (Müller et al., 2011), the reader can find more in depth analysis of music
terminologies and signal analysis techniques.
There is a wide variety of musical instruments in Western music alone, representing differ-
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ent sound production mechanisms and timbre1 (Fletcher and Rossing, 1998). There exist many
different classification systems or taxonomies that group together instruments based on their fre-
quency ranges, their sizes, material composition etc. However, a standard academic classification
scheme is the Hornbostel-Sachs system (von Hornbostel and Sachs, 1961) that classifies instru-
ments into four main categories: the idiophones that produce sound via vibration of the main
body of the instrument itself such as the xylophone or the marimba, the chordophones that pro-
duce sound via vibration of one or more strings attached on the instrument such as the guitar, the
aerophones that produce sound via vibration of a column of air such as the flute and the trumpet
and lastly the membranophones that produce sound via vibration of a stretched membrane such
as drums.
The other main category of music sounds is unpitched sounds, such as those produced by
unpitched percussion instruments like drums. Such sounds are unrelated to the melody/harmony
of the music and they are mainly used to maintain rhythm for the piece. Music rhythm may be
defined as the way in which one or more unaccented beats (aka pulses within a metric context)
are grouped in relation to an accented one (Cooper and Meyer, 1960). Unpitched sounds are
often transient, noise-like sounds that mask any definite frequency and lack any sufficiently loud
fundamental frequency to produce the perception of a pitch, see for example the sound of a snare
drum in Fig. 2.2. However, unpitched sounds may also be inharmonic, producing many over-
tones at non-integer (irrational) ratios to their fundamental frequency or even exhibit some strong
frequencies related to their tuning but having no similarity to the pitches of pitched instruments,
see for example the sound of cymbals or chimes.
2.1.1 Music Signal Analysis
In the previous section, we described pitched sounds as a harmonic series of sinusoidal partials
on integer multiples of the fundamental frequency of the sound. However, it should be noted
that sounds are not strictly harmonic due to the nature of the instruments (Fletcher and Rossing,
1998). This is more the case for string instruments where the natural stiffness of the strings
introduces some degree of inharmonicity (Järveläinen et al., 2000). A characteristic example
of this is the piano, where all partials are elevated in a systematic way due to inharmonicity.
1The American Standards Association definition 12.9 of Timbre: “Timbre is that attribute of auditory
sensation in terms of which a listener can judge that two sounds similarly presented and having the same
loudness and pitch are dissimilar. Timbre depends primarily upon the spectrum of the stimulus, but it also
depends upon the waveform, the sound pressure, the frequency location of the spectrum, and the temporal
characteristics of the stimulus.” (ANSI 1960, p: 45; also in ANSI, 1973)
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Figure 2.2: Waveform and Spectrogram of a snare drum hit. Audio file taken from the MUMS
database (Opolko and Wapnick, 1989).
However this effect is not as extreme as one can observe from the spectrogram of a piano note
as for example in Fig. 2.1. The effect of inharmonicity is even more extreme in the case of
idiophones such as the marimba or the vibraphone. Inharmonicity in this case is so extreme that
the harmonic partials are not integer multiples of the fundamental frequency anymore. This can
be observed in the spectrogram of a Marimba note in Fig. 2.3.
Musical instrument notes exhibit some sort of evolution over time from their onset to their
dissipation. Over this temporal evolution of the sound they pass through different temporal stages
that alter the characteristics of the sound. These stages are the attack, the decay, the sustain and
the release. The attack stage is the initial time interval starting from the onset of a note to the
time the amplitude envelope reaches its peak. The attack stage of a note is often rich in transient,
non-harmonic components, that relate to percussive hits between components of the instrument
such as the hit of the hammer on the string in a piano or the pick of a guitar player on the string.
The decay stage is the subsequent time interval taken for the amplitude envelope to reduce from
the attack level to the sustain level. The sustain state, for the duration of which the envelope
remains fairly flat is dominated by the harmonic part of the sound. This varies from being fairly
long in wind (blown) instruments or bowed string instruments to being absent in instruments
such as the guitar which are pitched percussive. The final stage is the release, over which the
amplitude decays to zero and the note ends.
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Figure 2.3: Waveform and Spectrogram of an A4 Marimba note. Audio file taken from the RWC
database (Goto et al., 2003).
It is often the case that over the temporal evolution of notes the relationships between the
harmonic partial amplitudes but also the overall frequency content of the note varies a lot. How-
ever, in signal analysis a simplification often made is the assumption that the energy distribution
of the signal over the different harmonic partials of the note remains fairly constant during its
evolution. In other words, the difference between various harmonic partial amplitudes within the
same note does not change a lot. Of course, this assumption does not hold true and as an example
see the temporal evolution of the energy distribution of the harmonic partials of the piano note
in Fig. 2.1. Because of that, many methods that analyse music signals employ a multi-note state
approach and allow for state transitions over the evolution of a note event (Mysore, 2010, Mysore
et al., 2010).
Musical instruments also exhibit frequency or amplitude modulations, called vibrato and
tremolo respectively. These result in slight periodic changes (oscillations) on the fundamental
frequency or the envelope amplitude of the note over the course of the note. An example of
tremolo and vibrato on a Violin A4 note can be observed in Fig. 2.4.
Often in music analysis, only the amplitudes of the harmonic partials are regarded in the sub-
sequent analysis and phases are often discarded. It was Helmholtz back in 1870 who associated
timbre, with the harmonic partial amplitudes obtained through Fourier analysis of the periodic
part of sounds (von Helmholtz, 1870). He also observed that the phase differences between par-
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Figure 2.4: Spectrograms of an A4 Violin note (440 Hz) exhibiting vibrato (Top plot) and tremolo
(bottom plot). Audio file taken from the RWC database (Goto et al., 2003).
tials are not important the same way their amplitudes are. Later research (Risset and Wessel,
1999), came to expand upon Helmholtz’s theory and include the non-periodic attack part of a
note as well as the temporal evolution of partials as influencing the instrument timbre, thus play-
ing an important role in its perception. However, effects of phase differences amongst harmonic
partials were quite weak and often imperceptible in reverberant rooms.
2.1.2 Automatic Music Transcription
A central problem in music signal processing is that of Automatic Music Transcription (AMT).
AMT is the process by which an audio recording is converted into a symbolic representation
using musical notation. AMT is not a central problem addressed within this thesis, therefore we
will not present the problem in detail. The reader may refer to (Benetos et al., 2013b) for an in
depth analysis of AMT.
There are many applications related to AMT, among which are automatic search and an-
notation of musical information, interactive music systems etc. (Klapuri and Davy, 2006) or
musicological analysis (Goto, 2004). An AMT system involves two core tasks, the detection of
multiple concurrent pitches and their assignment to musical instruments (instrument identifica-
tion). Most systems perform these two tasks in order by first identifying pitches and subsequently
assigning them to instruments. The past few years many promising novel approaches have been
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proposed including systems where these two tasks are performed in a joint way (Wu et al., 2011).
AMT systems also involve many other subtasks which may include: note onset/offset de-
tection, rhythmic information extraction or loudness estimation. Again, the reader is directed to
(Benetos et al., 2013b) for more information on the different subtasks of AMT and perplexities
arising from combining them into a single system.
As far as pitch estimation is concerned, there are two main categories of multi-pitch estima-
tors (also noted as multiple-F0, where the term F0 denotes the fundamental frequency). One is
the iterative spectral subtraction approach as in (Klapuri, 2003), while another is the joint pitch
estimation algorithm, as proposed by Yeh (Yeh et al., 2005). These are feature-based approaches
based on a pitch candidate set score function. The iterative approach extracts the most prominent
pitch in each iteration whereas the joint estimation method evaluates possible F0 combinations
and picks the best one. The latter may lead to more accurate but also more computationally
“expensive” systems. Finally, other techniques adopt an entirely different approach and thus
are classified as spectrogram factorisation-based or statistical-model based approaches (Benetos,
Dixon, Giannoulis, Kirchhoff, and Klapuri, 2013b).
2.2 Musical Instrument Recognition
Musical instrument recognition or identification attempts to identify the musical instrument(s)
playing in a music excerpt or piece. The task is of high interest when considered either as a
stand-alone task where the goal is to find the instruments of a sound mixture but also under the
framework of AMT where together with pitch detection they are the central parts of the system.
Instrument recognition can be further separated in two categories as stated in (Müller et al.,
2011): recognition in isolation and in polyphonic music signals.
2.2.1 Monophonic Instrument Recognition
Systems developed for monophonic instrument recognition attempt to identify the playing in-
strument at a given time (Herrera-Boyer et al., 2006). Such systems usually employ a supervised
classification method where:
1. A set of acoustic features are extracted over successive frames in order to describe the
relevant aspects of the signal.
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2. Training data, representative of each instrument class are used to learn a model that de-
scribes well the distribution of the features within this class.
3. The learned models are then used to classify previously unseen data (samples) through a
classification method.
The first, most important choice when building a classification model is that of choosing a set
of features to be employed by the model. It is necessary to keep the number of features relatively
low to avoid increasing the computational complexity and required processing power and speed
of the algorithm. However, the features need to express and describe the salient characteristics
of different classes to a high degree to offer the system the discriminative power necessary for a
high classification accuracy.
2.2.2 Features
There is a great variety of acoustic features to be extracted from a music signal (Eronen, 2001,
Müller et al., 2011), among which are:
• Spectral Features








– Harmonic versus Noise Part Energy
• Cepstral Features
– Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
– Mel-warped Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCCs)
• Modulation Spectra
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• Temporal Features
– The first few moments of the energy envelope within frames ( 1 sec.)
– The frequency and strength of Amplitude Modulation in the range of 4-8 Hz (“Tremolo”)
and 10-40 Hz (“Roughness”)
• The first and second temporal derivatives of the features are often appended on the fea-
ture vector.
This list of features is highly redundant, therefore, the classification system should involve a
feature selection stage where training data are used to identify and discard unnecessary features.
One such method is the“Inertia Ratio Maximization using Feature Space Projection” (IRMFSP)
feature selection approach that makes use of the Fischer discriminant, as used in (Essid et al.,
2006) or the more classic “Correlation based Feature Selection” (CFS) algorithm. In order to
make easy the subsequent statistical modelling of the feature distributions, the retained features
are usually decorrelated and the dimensionality of the feature vector is reduced using techniques
such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (ICA) (Duda et al., 2001). Peeters (2004), presented an extended
review of features (often called audio descriptors) that were developed and used as part of the
CUIDADO (Content-based Unified Interfaces and Descriptors for Audio/music Databases avail-
able Online) project (Vinet et al., 2002). Comprehensive reviews and comparative evaluations of
acoustic features can be found in (Eronen, 2001, Essid et al., 2006, Joder et al., 2009, Wegener
et al., 2008).
Among all the acoustic features, those comprising the various dimensions of timbre are im-
plicitly represented by the time-varying spectral envelope. The spectral envelope can be de-
scribed very successfully with cepstral features such as the MFCCs. MFCCs, originally used for
speech recognition (Rabiner and Juang) encode the coarse shape of the log-power spectrum of the
Mel-frequency scale. They are a form of a cepstral representations that could be described as a
non-linear “spectrum-of-a-spectrum” and as such it measures periodicities in a logarithmically-
scaled frequency spectrum. MFCCs have been successfully used for speech processing appli-
cations since the 90s, however, they have also been applied in music processing Logan et al.
(2000). For a comparison of cepstral, but also other kinds of features for instrument recognition
see (Eronen, 2001).
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Figure 2.5: Calculation process for the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs).
MFCCs over a signal frame are computed by first taking the Fourier Transform of that frame
and calculating the powers of the spectrum, which is subsequently filtered with triangular filters
with equally spaced centre frequencies on a Mel-scale. After taking the logarithm of the mel-
spectrum a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is computed on the mel log powers that produces
the mel-cepstrum, the amplitudes of which are the MFCCs. Fig. 2.5 displays the individual steps
of the process.
An alternative to that are the Modulation Spectra. Modulation spectra are obtained by de-
composing the signal into subbands with a filter-bank and extracting the energy envelope within
each subband. Finally by computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) on the energy en-
velope within longer ”texture” windows and discarding the phases one can analyse the ampli-
tude modulation within a subband. This results in a 3-Dimensional representation of the signal
with the corresponding dimensions being AM frequency, frequency and time. Time can be col-
lapsed by analysing the signal over a single time window to get a 2-dimensional representation.
Based on the idea of the modulation spectra, the authors in (Vinton and Atlas, 2001) developed
a two-dimensional transform that achieves good compression and scalability by concentrating
any relevant information into a small number of coefficients. If energy appears early or late in a
frequency bin of the T-F plane makes a difference since there is no shift invariance of the energy
envelope. The transform works by taking the FFT of a time-frequency bin, windowed over time,
and discarding the phases making the result shift-invariant. Modulation spectra have been used
for instrument recognition in (Cont et al., 2007).
Most instrument classification systems employ the “bag-of-features” approach where the sig-
nal is modelled by the statistical distribution of its short-term acoustic features and the temporal
order of the features is ignored. It is a general classification framework used to analyse and
model audio signals and requires the use of a classification algorithm such as Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs) to perform the classification. The model is analogous to the “bag-of-features”
method , employed in computer vision for image classification (Fei-Fei and Perona, 2005). Both
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stem from the bag-of-words technique for automated text classification, whereby documents are
modelled by distributions of word occurrences (Sebastiani, 2002). In contrast to this approach,
Joder et al, in (Joder et al., 2009), examined the concept of temporal integration in a thorough
evaluation to see if it improves over the bag of features approach. The integration consisted of
two stages, early and late. Early integration methods involve computing a new feature vector
which summarises the temporal behaviour of each acoustic feature within longer “texture win-
dows”. Late temporal integration takes place at the classifier level. Similar was the approach in
(Lagrange et al., 2010), where the authors tried to model explicitly the temporal dynamics of the
spectral parameters in order to build spectro-temporal features.
In contrast to the typical classification systems using the “bag of features” approach are the
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) classifiers. These are statistical models used to describe random
variables generated from underlying hidden states, where the temporal dependencies are mod-
elled explicitly. In (Joder et al., 2009), HMMs were evaluated and they performed significantly
better than GMMs classifiers which suggests that taking into account the temporal dependencies
of the feature vector improves the classification.
Recently, more advanced techniques that aim to find low-dimensional structures (subspaces)
of patterns within higher-dimensional spaces such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA),
Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) and Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (PLCA)
have also gained popularity since modern computer technology allows for the added computa-
tional complexity.
2.2.3 Polyphonic Musical Instrument Recognition
As mentioned earlier, the instrument identification task becomes a lot more difficult in the poly-
phonic case because of the way the different sources blend with each other, resulting in a high
degree of overlap in the time-frequency domain. In this case, each source plays also the role of
interference to all the other sources in the mixture and the instrument recognition task gets closely
related to sound source separation, where the different instruments play the role of sources. As a
result, many systems for polyphonic instrument recognition work by first separating the different
instruments and reducing the problem of estimation to that of a monophonic nature (Bosch et al.,
2012). Employed techniques for the separation include the source-filter model for sound pro-
duction using a variant of the non-negative matrix factorisation algorithm (Heittola et al., 2009),
structured spectral models using a non-negative matrix factorisation framework (Grindlay and
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Ellis, 2011), extraction of sinusoidal components from the mixture and then grouping them us-
ing cues such as common onset time, frequency proximity, and harmonic frequency relationships
(Burred et al., 2009a, Martins et al., 2007a), the frequency envelope distribution (FED) algo-
rithm introduced to musical duet separation and classification through artificial neural networks
(Kostek, 2004). A similar method, but with the difference that instrument separation and identifi-
cation are performed jointly, using for example signal model-based probabilistic inference under
a score-informed scenario is that by Itoyama et al. (2011).
Another straightforward approach is systems that try to extract features directly from the mix-
ture signal thus avoiding the hard source separation step. Little and Pardo (2008) trained binary
classifiers using weakly-labelled polyphonic audio mixtures in order to detect the presence of
individual instruments. Kitahara et al. (Kitahara et al., 2007) applied linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) to identify features extracted from annotated polyphonic music data that would be robust
to the interference of other sources by computing weights based on how much they are affected
by overlapping partials of co-occurring sounds. Another approach proposed again from Kitahara
et al. (Kitahara et al., 2006) introduced a “note-estimation-free” instrument recognition system
that made use of a spectrogram-like representation (“Instrogram”) where the two dimensions cor-
respond to time and pitch and each entry represents the probability of a given target instrument
being active at that point. Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2011) designed a joint Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) of the sustain part (harmonic partials) and the inharmonic attack of musical notes and
then extracted features jointly from the harmonic and attack parameters of the model and per-
formed instrument classification through a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with radial
basis function (RBF) kernel. Their results showed improvement in performance when using the
attack features in addition to the harmonic features. Essid et al. (2006) proposed a system that
performs a direct recognition of combinations of instruments by exploiting some cues on the
common structure of musical ensembles. They introduce the concept of taxonomy of a musical
ensemble. The technique involves defining a number of classes equal to the possible instrumen-
tations related to a genre of music. A hierarchical classification tree is built where a segment is
first classified among the top-level classes and subsequently it is determined more precisely in the
bottom level ones. The feature selection before the classification step is performed class-pairwise
leading to an optimised set of features for each possible pair of classes. The method used is the
IRMFSP feature selection method that makes use of the Fischer discriminant. The classification
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is performed through a one vs. one scheme on the class-pair using GMMs. Drawbacks of the
method are the high combinatorial complexity and the requirement of a priori knowledge of the
musical context in order to define the classes.
Thirdly, joint source separation and musical instrument identification methods have been pro-
posed by employing dictionary-based sparse representations in order to obtain a mid-level repre-
sentation of the mixture signal as a weighted sum of a small number of atoms with instrument-
and pitch-specific labels (Bay and Beauchamp, 2012, Leveau et al., 2008) or by using parametric
signal model-based probabilistic inference as in (Vincent and Rodet, 2004) or the more recent
(Itoyama et al., 2011). In the latter the onset time, duration and pitch of the mixture sounds are
given beforehand, limiting the applicability of the method.
Noisy Feature Approaches
An interesting variant to approaches that extract features directly from the mixture is a series
of approaches incorporating missing feature theory that aim to generate time-frequency masks
that indicate spectrotemporal regions that belong only to a particular instrument which can then
be classified more accurately since regions that are corrupted by noise or interference are kept
out of the classification process (Eggink and Brown, 2003a). The approach proposed by Eggink
and Brown (2003a,b) first introduced missing feature theory to musical instrument recognition.
The method made use of a binary mask that indicates spectrotemporal (time-frequency) regions
that are dominated by energy from interfering sources and thus are labelled unreliable or missing
(Cooke et al., 1994) and should be excluded from the classification process. Eggink and Brown
used a binary mask to completely disregard noisy time-frequency elements from the classification
process but the mask can also be real-valued representing a measure of confidence for the spectral
components. The method assumed the binary missing data masks were known a priori but also
included a simple pitch-based mask estimation alternative with significantly worse performance,
while the missing data were entirely disregarded from the classification step of the algorithm.
Another recent technique that loosely relates to a missing feature approach is that of Barbedo
and Tzanetakis (2011) that performs musical instrument recognition by focusing on time-frequency
regions with isolated, thus clean, note partials based on pitch and onset detection. Their method
exploits the possible spectral disjointness among instruments by identifying isolated partials that
belong only to one instrument. From these partials a number of features are extracted and used
for identification. The identification is done using a majority decision based upon pairwise com-
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parisons of instrument likelihoods. For each pair, a linear classifier identifies which instrument
from the pair will be associated with that partial, based on a first majority rule summarising the
results of all the features. Afterwards, a new summarisation takes place over all the pairs of in-
struments and the instrument that appears more times as the pair winner is chosen as the label of
the partial. In (Müller et al., 2011, sect. IV) the reader can find an extensive survey of approaches
on polyphonic and monophonic instrument recognition that span the last decade.
2.3 Learning Algorithms
Machine learning and pattern recognition provide a plethora of learning algorithms. These algo-
rithms serve to enable a system to “learn” or be trained from data in order to be able to represent
them or classify new instances of previously unseen data. Machine learning algorithms can be
organised into categories based on the input available during training (the learning process) but
also based on the desired outcome of the algorithm.
The first gives rise to supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning, labelled
training data is provided to the algorithms that serves as prior information. This enables the
algorithms to infer relationships between the pre-defined categories (classes) to be modelled. In
unsupervised learning, the training data are not labelled and the algorithm has to find out, itself,
the distribution of classes from the data. Other minor categories may include, semi-supervised
learning where both labelled and unlabelled data are available, reinforcement learning and so on.
Another important separation, concerning the outcome of the learning process this time, is
whether the learning algorithm is generative or discriminative. An algorithm that learns gen-
erative models is able to produce full probabilistic models of all the system variables. In other
words, the algorithm generates a joint probability distribution p(x,y) over the data (observed
variables denoted as x) and the classes (labels or target variable denoted as y). Therefore, is
able to model data directly by generating new data through the probability density function or
class-conditional density functions (likelihoods). However, generative classifiers can be used to
predict the label of new data by using Bayes rule to transform p(x,y) intop(y|x) and then use it
for classification by picking the most likely y.
An algorithm that learns discriminative models, also referred to as conditional models is
only able to model the posterior conditional probability distribution p(y|x) enabling us to predict
the class given the data x. Discriminative models are therefore, inherently supervised and also
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unable to express complex dependencies between all of the system variables. However, they are
the preferred choice for machine learning tasks that do not require the joint distribution to be
inferred such as classification (Jordan, 2002).
Two main tasks of machine learning are classification and regression analysis. Regression
aims to model a continuous relationship between a dependent variable and one or more indepen-
dent ones. Classification, which is central to this thesis, is the problem of identifying to which of
a discrete set of classes a new observation (sample) belongs, using a classifier trained on labelled
instances of all the possible classes.
2.3.1 Classification
Classification can be both unsupervised or supervised. One case involves using an unsupervised
learning algorithm followed by supervised classification. The algorithm is trained with large
amounts of unlabelled data which groups into clusters and then supervision is used to label the
clustered data. The opposite approach is to train the classifier with a small set of labelled data
and then let it run without supervision over a much larger set of unlabelled data to classify them.
As explained in (Duda et al., 2001), unsupervised learning procedures followed by clustering can
be used in a handful of applications and they can provide some insight into the structure of the
data through exploratory data analysis and extraction of features useful for categorization. One
such unsupervised learning algorithm for clustering data is the EM (Expectation Maximisation)
algorithm. This algorithm involves an iterative method consisting of two steps, the E-step and the
M-step and tries to find maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates
of parameters in the model. Given a statistical model consisting of some observed data X and
a vector of unknown parameters θ then the Maximum Likelihood estimation problem can be
formulated as:
L(θ ;X) = θˆML = argmax
θ
P(X|θ) (2.1)









where the denominator does not depend on θ and therefore can be omitted since it plays no role
in the optimisation.
Classification methods include both generative models such as Naive Bayes or single Gaus-
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sian or Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) or Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and discrimina-
tive models such as k-nearest neighbours (KNNs), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), artificial Neural Networks (NNs) and Decision Trees.
2.3.2 K-means Algorithm
One simple non probabilistic technique exploiting the EM algorithm is the K-means clustering.
The aim of the technique as described in (Bishop, 2006) is to partition the data into a number K
of data clusters. First, we introduce µk vectors, each associated with a single cluster k = 1, . . . ,K,
representing the centre of that cluster. Also, for each data point xn we introduce a set of binary
indicator variables r(n,k) ∈ 0,1 describing which of the clusters the data point is assigned to, so
that if data point xn is assigned to cluster k then r(n,k) = 1 and r(n,l) = 0 for lk. Then, we can
define an objective function J representing the sum of the squares of the distances of each data









The goal is to find values for rn,k and µk that minimise the objective function. This is done
through an iterative procedure involving two consecutive stages that correspond to the E and M
steps of the EM algorithm:
1. First we set some initial values for µk.
2. In the 1st stage, we minimise J with respect to rn,k, keeping µk fixed. (E step)
rn,k =






3. In the 2nd stage, we minimise J with respect to µk, keeping rn,k fixed by setting its deriva-





rn,k(xn−µk) = 0 (2.5)





4. Go back to step (2).
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It is assured that the algorithm will converge, because each step minimises the convex ob-
jective function (Bishop, 2006). The method described is a batch version where the whole data
set is used before updating the prototype vectors, there also exists an on-line version where for
each data point in turn we update the nearest prototype µk (sequential update). The objective
function can be a more general dissimilarity measure, other than the squared Euclidean distance
which makes the cluster centres non-robust to outliers. The K-means technique assigns data
points closest to the means to the corresponding cluster assuming data points form centroidal
patterns, disregarding more complex shapes or densities of points. Therefore, it corresponds to
a non-probabilistic limit of EM applied to mixtures of Gaussians, another classification method
(Bishop, 2006). For a probabilistic formulation of the K-means algorithm that connects directly
to Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) the reader is directed to (Murphy, 2012, chapter 11).
2.3.3 Gaussian Mixture Models
A distribution often used in conjunction with an unsupervised learning method that can be used
for supervised Bayesian classification is Gaussian Mixture models (GMMs). The algorithm at-
tempts to model different densities of data points by fitting a number of multivariate Gaussian
density functions on the data. As described in (Duda et al., 2001), GMM classification methods
involve the following steps:
1. Use a GMM to model the probability density of feature vectors xt extracted from training
examples representing class c. The GMM parameters could be learned in an unsupervised
manner using the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm. This produces the GMM
parameters θc = pik,µk,σk for k = 1, ...K, where K is the number of Gaussians used, µk,σk
are the mean and variance of Gaussian k and pik is the weight of Gaussian k. (θc is just a
shorthand to represent all the parameters for class c.) Then the distribution of the features
for class c can be written as p(xt |θc).
2. Use the GMM models of different classes to do supervised classification. Find class c that
maximised p(c|X), where X represents the observed features x1,x2, ...,xT of T unlabelled
samples. Using Bayes (p(c|X) = p(c)p(X|c)/p(X)) and the learned GMM models for






Assuming that features in successive frames are independent of each other etc.
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Other learning algorithms, apart from the EM algorithm that are often employed are among oth-
ers, gradient descent, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), variational Bayes (Murphy, 2012).
2.4 Subspace Analysis Methods
As mentioned earlier, subspace methods are methods aimed at finding low-dimensional struc-
tures from the higher-dimensional data space. As stated in (Virtanen, 2006) there are various
such unsupervised learning algorithms developed over the last few years that try to obtain a use-
ful decomposition for multivariate data by separating and learning the underlying structure of
sources in mixture signals based only on information-theoretical principles, such as statistical in-
dependence of sources. Such algorithms include: ICA, NMF and sparse coding. Frequently such
algorithms are employed in order to perform blind source separation, however they are regularly
applied to other tasks.
2.4.1 Blind Source Separation (BSS)
Blind source separation is the task of attempting to separate a set of source signals from a set
of mixture signals without any provided information about the source signals. The classical in-
terpretation of the problem is the “cocktail party problem” coined by Cherry in (Cherry, 1953),
where a number of people are talking simultaneously in a room (for example, at a cocktail party)
resulting in several voices overlapping one another in time. The listener, however, is able to fol-
low one of the discussions by focusing their attention on a targeted speech in presence of others.
Therefore, the objective of blind source separation is to extract a set of source signals {sk}Kk=1
from one or more observed mixtures {xm}Mm=1 without prior information about the mixing pro-
cess. Apart from the main goal of source separation, which is retrieving the source signals, it
can also assist other tasks such as source recognition (for instance, instrument recognition in the
polyphonic case). That is by employing source separation followed by a classification step of the
separated components.
Humans are able to perceive individual sources in complex sound mixtures with ease. Ideally,
we would like to mimic the human perception and develop sophisticated separation algorithms
able to model it. When the number of observed mixtures M is equal or greater than the number
of sources K, the problem is said to be determined or overdetermined respectively and can be
tackled with methods such as independent component analysis (ICA) (Hyvärinen et al., 2001)
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(strictly defined for the determined case).
On the other hand, when K >M and usually M = 1 for single-channel (monaural) mixtures, the
problem is referred as underdetermined, which is ill-posed and can be solved only by making
further assumptions of the sources. Strategies for recovering the sources usually include minimi-
sation criteria for an error function, i.e. the square of the Euclidean distance, or time-frequency
approaches. Prior information on the different source signals include timbre models and har-
monicity (mainly in music signals), temporal continuity and sparsity constrains.
BSS approaches
Separation of multiple sources from monaural mixtures is a very active research field with many
proposed methods found in the literature. Burred et al. presents a computational model of musi-
cal instrument sounds based on sinusoidal modelling (Burred et al., 2010). The model focuses on
the extraction of spectro-temporal envelopes of the notes of different instruments that are able to
capture the dynamic behaviour of the instruments. The sinusoidal components are subsequently
grouped into the different sources. Other methods involve instrument-specific harmonic models.
Leveau et al. in (Leveau et al., 2008) present a technique for the decomposition of the signal
into a small number of harmonic atoms or molecules bearing explicit musical instrument labels.
(Durrieu et al., 2010) proposes a structured source/filter signal representation based on statistical
models.
Another popular approach to underdetermined source separation among those presented ear-
lier is the use of masks to retrieve the source signals. Estimating the masks from the mixture
signal is a very hard task. There are different methods to the problem, from auditory motivated
(CASA) (Barker et al., 2005) or supervised learning of statistical parametric spectral (timbre)
models (Ozerov et al., 2007) to blind methods like Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF)-
based sound separation approaches (Mysore, 2010). In the first one, Barker et al. (2005) is using
Computational Auditory Scene Analysis front-end and missing-feature theory to integrate over
different masks. CASA is used for segmenting the time-frequency domain into regions, then
missing-feature approach is used to try out different mask values (0 or 1) for each region. Oze-
rov et al. (2007) present a probabilistic approach based on a source model adaptation technique
that tries to adapt the source models to the statistical properties of the mixture under a Bayesian
framework. The method is based on learning models for the spectral energy distribution (timbre)
of vocals and the background and using those to control a Wiener filter. Wiener filter can be
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viewed as a soft mask (values between 0 and 1 but not binary, e.g. value 0.3 is possible) to sep-
arate the spectrogram into vocals and the accompaniment. The results show that the technique
can improve separability. Finally, blind methods based on NMF can also be viewed as estimat-
ing soft-masks for sources since the learned NMF models can be used as ”masks” to extract the
different sources from the mixture signal representation.
To conclude, we should mention that there also exist other statistical modelling approaches,
i.e. Bayesian or machine learning methods, such as the one proposed by Davy and Godsill
(2003). Their proposed Bayesian approach for pitch transcription models the spectrum as a sum
of Gabor atoms with time-varying amplitudes and non-white residual noise while also accounting
for inharmonicity. A Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) was used to estimate the unknown
model parameters of the model.
2.4.2 Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
The ICA, as explained in (Hyvärinen et al., 2001) and (Virtanen, 2006), is a “blind” source
separation algorithm applied on time-domain representations (in the case of audio signals) of
non-Gaussian data in an attempt to separate them so that the latent signals are maximally statis-
tically independent. Let us denote by x = [x1, . . . ,xK ]T the observation vector at a time instance
t, containing K observed variables. This can be modelled as a linear combination of N source
variables s1, . . . ,sN so that:
x = As (2.8)
Where [A]k,n = a(k,n) is a mixing matrix and s = [s1, . . . ,sN ]T is the source vector. ICA, in order
to work, requires the number of observed variables K be equal to the number of sources N, or
larger given that the observed variables can be decorrelated with PCA (Principle Component
Analysis). This is because we require the mixing matrix A to be invertible, thus square. Based
on the assumption that the components s are statistically independent the matrix A is estimated,
its inverse is computed W = A−1 and the independent components are obtained simply by:
s = Wx (2.9)
There exist many algorithms for ICA and it has been shown in (Lee et al., 2000) that many of
them are equivalent and share a common mathematical foundation. As stated in (Hyvärinen et al.,
2001), the independence of the components is strongly connected to their non-Gaussianity. For
ICA to be possible, independent components must be non-Gaussian.
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An idea combining the multidimensional ICA with invariant feature extraction is Independent
Subspace Analysis (ISA) originally proposed by Hyvärinen and Oja (2000). ISA as a technique
based on ICA but extended in many ways was used by Casey (Casey and Westner, 2000). The
main extension being a method to extract statistically independent subspaces from the projec-
tion of a one-dimensional observation signal onto a frequency basis using the short-time Fourier
transform or a constant-Q transform. Each frequency bin can be seen as a sensor that produces
an observation within each frame. So the spectrogram is decomposed into separate multicompo-
nent source spectrogram subspaces. As a result, the projection relaxes the constrain of ICA that
requires at least as many mixture observation signals as sources. The spectrum can be seen as a
set of independent controllable features (basis vectors of the Fourier transform) calculated from
the input signal. ICA is applied to decompose the signal into components. The extracted compo-
nents (set of features) form a spectrogram for each independent subspace that is inverted to yield
a separated multi-dimensional source signal (multidimensional because we have more than one
sensor). In (Vincent and Rodet, 2004) the technique of ISA with fixed log(·) and exp(·) non-
linearities for instrument identification was investigated. The authors claim that the method, as
with factorisation methods in general, presents certain theoretical advantages over others based
on statistical models such as GMMs, SVMs or Linear ISA applied on music. These are that they
are directly applicable on polyphonic music without requiring a separate prior step of note es-
timation. Note estimation and instrument identification can be applied simultaneously and they
are embedded in a single optimization procedure. Nevertheless, these advantages are considered
“theoretical” as often those methods require a pre-extraction/learning step (often accompanied
by a set of constrains) to learn meaningful note spectra in order to achieve goof performance in
the aforementioned tasks during the factorisation.
2.4.3 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) or the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) is a technique em-
ploying an orthogonal transformation that tries to minimise a squared error (Euclidean) criterion
and doing so convert a set of observations or features of possibly correlated variables into a set
of values of linearly uncorrelated variables that are called principal components. The directions
of the principal components in the vector space are the directions of maximum variance of the
dataset (Duda et al., 2001, p.655). PCA has a direct application in dimensionality-reduction and
feature de-correlation as after identifying the principal components, the observations can then be
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projected onto subspaces spanned by subsets of the principal component set.
2.4.4 Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF)
The Nonnegative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) algorithm was first proposed by Paatero and Tap-
per (1994), followed by Lee and Seung (1999). The goal of the algorithm is to decompose the
matrix X of the signal into the product of a basis matrix W and a gain(coefficient) matrix H
by restricting the basis functions and their gains to non-negative values and by minimising the
energy of the residual matrix X−WH using a distance measure between the input X and the
reconstruction WH (reconstruction error). The non-negativity restriction is a sufficient condition
for the separation of sources in many cases without needing an explicit assumption about their
independence (Virtanen, 2006).
Audio signals have both positive and negative values in the time domain but the magnitude
of the spectrogram fully satisfies the restriction requirement. So given the input magnitude or






where the dth column of the matrix W is regarded as a basis feature and the dth row of matrix
H is regarded as the vector of coefficients for the relevant basis. k is the frequency bin index and
t is the time frame index. Lee and Seung (2001) proposed multiplicative updates for the NMF
algorithm that are easy to implement and modify and have been used extensively in the literature.
In addition to this, they proposed two cost functions to measure the reconstruction error. The
square of the Euclidean distance deuc between the matrices X and WH and the divergence ddiv or
D[·] of X and WH.





D([X]n,m||[WH]n,m) where D(p||q) = p log pq − p+q (2.12)
The later is not symmetric in X and WH, and therefore, they named it divergence as it cannot be
called a distance. When the matrices are normalised so that ∑k,t Xk,t = ∑k,t [WH]k,t = 1 so that
they can be regarded as probability distributions, the measure reduces to the Kullback-Leibler
divergence or relative entropy.
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Both cost functions are lower-bounded by zero, which is obtained when X = WH (perfect
reconstruction). The cost functions can be minimised by standard gradient descent rules (e.g.
projected steepest-descent algorithms) but the multiplicative update rules derived by Lee and
Seung are faster and have proven to be more efficient than additive update rules like gradient
descent. The update rules for each method are presented in detail in (Lee and Seung, 2001) as
well as in (Virtanen, 2006).
In (Févotte et al., 2009), another type of divergence, the Itakura-Saito divergence was used
with NMF. IS-divergence is the only one of the β -divergence family (Bregman divergences)
to possess the property of shift-invariance. The β -divergence was introduced by Eguchi and
Kano (Mihoko and Eguchi, 2002) and special cases of it are also the KL divergence and the
Euclidean distance. Extensions to the algorithm involve introducing a series of constrains like
sparseness and time-continuity constrains to force it to learn more meaningful bases and gains
(Virtanen, 2007) (Hoyer, 2004). Another frequently used constrain is the harmonic-constrain as
used in (Raczyn´ski et al., 2007), where the spectral basis are initialised to have non-zero values
in the fundamental frequency of the pitch and its overtones and this structure is enforced in every
iteration, or in (Vincent et al., 2010), where the basis spectra are expressed as weighted sums
of narrowband spectra, in order to preserve a smooth spectral envelope for the resulting basis
functions.
The NMF algorithm including a series of extensions and modifications has seen great use
in many applications from source separation tasks from simple stream separation (Wang and
Plumbley, 2005) to more complex ones like music transcription (Smaragdis and Brown, 2003),
(Vincent et al., 2008), (Vincent et al., 2010) or instrument recognition (Heittola et al., 2009). In
the latter the authors used a source-filter model and an augmented NMF algorithm to decompose
the mixture into a sum of spectral bases modelled as a product of excitations and filters of the
different instruments.
Virtanen, in (Virtanen, 2006) claims that NMF or sparse coding with non-negative restrictions
produced better results than ISA in simulations and also states that prior knowledge about the
sources, like for instance learning source-specific basis functions, can significantly improve the
separation. A viewpoint shared by others as well.
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2.4.5 Convolutive (Shift Invariant) NMF
The linear model presented earlier is very efficient and obtains meaningful representation of
musical signals as a sum of fixed basis functions multiplied by their time-varying gains. However,
the assumption of constant spectral template (fixed spectra over time) is unrealistic for natural
sound sources. Because of that, more complex models, extended from the basic NMF algorithm,
can be constructed (Virtanen, 2006) to address this problem explicitly. These models can allow
for time-varying basis functions or a time-varying fundamental frequency for each basis and can
represent a source with a single component instead of several fixed ones.
Time-Varying Basis Functions
Each basis function wr of the basic linear model is replaced by a sequence of basis functions
w(r,τ) where τ = 0, . . . ,L− 1 is the frame index for the spectrogram of the basis function. The
new signal model will be a convolution between the spectrograms of all the components N and








wn,τhn,t−τ for t = 1, . . . ,T (2.13)
Time-Varying Fundamental Frequencies
The idea behind this model is to use a single component for representing different pitch value
events of a specific instrument or source. For this, it is best to utilize a logarithmic spacing of
frequency bins since on the logarithmic scale, the spacing of the partials of a harmonic sound
follows a fixed pattern independent of its fundamental frequency. A logarithmic scale consists of
frequencies at fre fβ (k−1) where k = 1, . . . ,K is the frequency index, fre f is a reference frequency
equal to the lowest (1st) frequency of the scale and β is the ratio between adjacent frequencies.
β = 12
√
2 produces a frequency scale where the spacing between consecutive frequencies is one
semitone, while β = 48
√
2 produces spacing of a quarter of a semitone. So given the spectrogram
X of a harmonic sound with fundamental frequency f0 then a new sound with fundamental fre-
quency γ f0 can simply be implemented using the same spectrogram after a translation so that
X˜(k,n) = (X)(k−δ ,n) where δ = logβ γ . In the new signal model the gains hn,t will be replaced
by hn,t,z where z = 0, . . . ,Z is a frequency-shift index with Z being the maximum allowed shift.
So the new model will be a convolution between the shifted versions of all the basis functions
wn and their corresponding gains hn,t . The shifted versions are obtained by translating their
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wk−z,nhn,t,z for t = 1, . . . ,T (2.14)
In the literature such models have been introduced in (Smaragdis, 2004) and (Morup et al.,
2007).
As with the simple NMF, convolutive-NMF can also be extended to include certain con-
strains. An example is the use of sparseness constrain as proposed in (O´grady and Pearlmutter,
2006) where a time-varying basis model with a sparseness constrain able to detect auditory
objects is presented.
Assuming X is the input spectrogram and Xˆ the approximation through the convolutive NMF:









H denotes shifting the columns of H by τ index positions to the right. Using the
Kullback-Leibler divergence D(X||Xˆ) as the initial reconstruction cost function, this will now be
extended as a new cost function Q to include the sparseness constraint on the gains:
Q(X, Xˆ) = D(X||Xˆ)+λ∑
n,t
hn,t (2.16)
And the updates for the basis functions W and the gains H will be:
H = H+ηH∇HQ(X, Xˆ) , W = W+ηW∇WQ(X, Xˆ) (2.17)
where η is the learning rate for each update.
A technique similar to convolutive NMF is Non-negative matrix factor deconvolution as pre-
sented by Smaragdis in (Smaragdis, 2004) and was used to extract shifted structures of multi-
dimensional non-negative data.
2.4.6 Non-Negative Tensor Decomposition (NTF)
The matrix factorisation techniques can be extended to deal with multidimensional spectrograms.
That technique is called Non-negative Tensor Factorisation (NTF). The signal to be decomposed
is a tensor containing the spectrograms of all the different audio channels. Since the only differ-
ence between the various sources (instruments) in each channel is located on the intensity of each
source at any given time, the same frequency basis can be used to describe structural elements
(i.e. notes, chord etc.) coming from the same instrument in all channels and having only the gains
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vary among channels. An NTF algorithm working on 2-channel data was proposed by FitzGer-
ald et al. (2005). Févotte and Ozerov (2010) built a statistical framework for the approach of
FitzGerald and investigated the statistical source models of the multichannel observations. Some
recent proposed methods for source separation of instruments involve shift invariant tensor fac-
torisation algorithms. Most such methods make use of log-frequency spectrograms to achieve
shift-invariance in frequency. In (Derry et al., 2008), an additive synthesis-based approach is
proposed that allows for a linear frequency representation with strict harmonic constrains that
improve the method.
An interesting work that introduces a general framework that attempts to unify the different
NMF approaches under a probabilistic hierarchical model named Probabilistic Latent Tensor
Factorisation (PLTF) proposed specifically for audio modelling is that in (Cemgil et al., 2011).
2.4.7 Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (PLCA)
PLCA can be considered as the probabilistic counterpart or extension of NMF as proposed by
Smaragdis et al. (2006)2. The method extends the basic NMF model (Lee and Seung, 1999) with
the Kullback-Liebler divergence cost function and expresses it in probabilistic terms. There-
fore, PLCA provides an easy way to accomodate probabilistic techniques in the model such as
introduction of prior distributions over the parameters of the model.
In PLCA, the input spectrogram X(ω, t), with ω denoting the frequency and t the time, is
modelled as a histogram measuring the amount of “sound quanta” at every Time-Frequency point.
In other words, the spectrogram is viewed as a distribution P(ω, t) of acoustic energy across the
Time-Frequency plane which holds true assuming proper normalisation of the spectrogram.
A single slice of the normalised spectrogram at a specific time frame t would then be ex-
pressed as P(ω|t) or Pt(ω) and using the asymmetric form of the PLCA model would be ex-





where z is the index over the bases or components of the model, P(ω|z) is the spectral basis
vector corresponding to component z which can be regarded as a conditional multinomial pdf of
2Although, the method stems from Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) introduced a lot
earlier (Hofmann, 1999)
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frequency ω given the latent variable z and Pt(z) is the activation of component z at time frame t
or a multinomial pdf of the activations for each component z given t.
The unknown parameters P(ω|z), Pt(z) are estimated using an iterative update rule procedure
through the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm that tries to maximise the expected log-
likelihood of the data (Shashanka et al., 2008).
Shift-Invariant Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (SIPLCA)
SIPLCA was proposed by Smaragdis and Raj (2007). Due to the model invariance to parallel
shifts to the frequency axis, SIPLCA is very succesful in extracting shifted patterns in non-
negative data. In music signals, the harmonic structure of notes consisting of the equally spaced
harmonic partials can be transformed into a fixed pattern using a log-frequency spectrogram
representations. Shifts in the log-frequency would correspond to pitch changes.
Making the PLCA model shift-invariant is relatively simple since the model is probabilistic
and the probability distribution of the sum of two or more independent random variables is the








P(ω− k|z)P(k, t|z) (2.19)
where ω now is the log-frequency index and k is the shifting factor. z denotes the components
like before. P(ω − k|z) denotes the spectral basis vector of component z, P(k, t|z) is the time-
varying pitch shifting for component z and P(z) is the component’s prior. The EM algorithm is
used again like in PLCA to derive the update rules for the parameters.
2.4.8 Sparse Coding
Sparse Coding attempts to represent a mixture signal in terms of a linear combination of a small
number of active elements chosen from a larger set. The elements are usually called atoms and
the set from which they come is called dictionary. The atoms in the dictionary need not be linearly
independent, in other words the dictionary can consist of a union of several basis functions (i.e.
Fourier, Wavelet, Gabor). Such a dictionary would be overcomplete and there would exist an
infinite number of solutions in expressing the signal using atoms from the dictionary. Finding
a solution that would be sparse and efficient is not at all a trivial task, but a rather complex one
(Sturm and Lee, 2009). Several methods have been developed to lead to a satisfactorily sparse
solution but not necessarily the maximally sparsest one (Elad, 2010).
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The Sparse Coding approach is very efficient for source separation and quite applicable in
audio signal analysis (Plumbley et al., 2010b). The method and a probabilistic framework based
on it were first presented by Olshausen and Field (1997). A similar framework is presented by
Virtanen in (Virtanen, 2006) and a proposed algorithm in (Virtanen, 2003).
Considering the same linear model presented earlier:
[X]k,t = [W]k,n[H]n,t + rt (2.20)
Where the term rt stands for the residual (noise) and is assumed i.i.d., independent from the model
WH. The sparseness restriction is usually applied on the gains, meaning that the probability
of an element in the gain matrix being zero is high. Consequently, only a small number of
components are active at any given time and each component remains active for a small number
of frames. Both the gains H and the matrix of the basis functions W are estimated by maximising
their posterior distributions ρ(W,H|X) (Likelihood of WH) given an observed spectrogram X






Note that the MAP estimate coincides with the maximum likelihood of the observed data L(X |
W,H) if the prior P(W,H) is uniform.
The maximisation of MAP leads to a minimisation problem where a sparse representation
is obtained by minimising a cost function which is the weighted sum of the reconstruction error
term of the model ||X−WH||2F and the term applying a penalty on non-zero elements of H. The
minimisation is usually solved using an iterative algorithm. If neither the bases W nor the gains
H are known then the cost function might have several minima and it might be hard reaching
a global minimum. In such cases optimisation techniques for the algorithm can be utilised,
such as steepest descent, covariant gradient or quasi-Newton. Blumensath and Davies (2004)
proposed an iterative reweighted least squares solution for learning the bases of a sparse coding
problem in polyphonic piano music. Plumbley et al. (2006) developed two approaches for sparse
decomposition of polyphonic music using dictionary learning and non-negative sparse coding
via the MAP estimate. Finally, Virtanen (2004) presented a convolutive sparse coding approach
to sound source separation. This approach shares many similarities to convolutive NMF with the
observed spectrum modelled as a convolution of source basis spectrograms and one-dimensional
gains (onset vectors).
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If the basis functions W are fixed, like for instance if the dictionary is learned in advance
from training data, then more efficient optimisation algorithms can be used. Such algorithms
are the so called pursuits that use linear programming or “greedy” iterative descent to reach a
satisfactorily sparse approximation of the signal (Sturm and Lee, 2009). The most widely used
among them is the matching Pursuit (MP) algorithm.
Matching Pursuit (MP)
In sparse representation theory we look to decompose a signal x into a set of elementary wave-
forms uλ taken from an overcomplete dictionary D, meaning that in finite dimension N, D spans




We want to obtain a more compact representation of the signal, so that it can be approximated






aλiuλi + rN with rn being the residual. (2.23)
Overcompleteness is required in order to get truly sparse representations since real orthonormal
bases like discrete wavelets or lapped local cosines are not shift variant, thus different bases need
to be used for shifted versions of the same element, but also because the signals usually have
complex structures best represented using a union of orthogonal bases rather than a single class
of waveforms.
Matching Pursuit is a class of iterative, “greedy” algorithms comprised of the following steps:
(a) Initialise the algorithm by computing all the inner products: αλ =< x,uλ >.
Let the starting residual equal the signal R0 = x, and the iteration index i = 0
(b) Find the maximum modulus amongst all the inner products: λi = argmaxλ |αλ |
(c) Update the residual by subtracting the corresponding atom: ri+1 = ri−αλiuλi
(d) Update the inner products: αλ =< x,uλ >
(e) [Stopping Condition] If |αλi |< εstop then stop, otherwise iterate i← i+1 and go back to step
(2).
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When the algorithm has stopped a representation of the signal x is estimated using (b). The
algorithm has been characterised as “greedy” because it is optimal at every iteration but not nec-
essarily globally. At every iteration, it selects and removes the atom that minimises the residual
energy, thus the “optimality”. MP is computationally expensive. Specifically steps (2) and (4)
can be lengthy when the dictionary is large. Therefore, it is to our best interest to consider
faster, sub-optimal versions. One such version is the “Weak Matching Pursuit”. Others are also
mentioned in the paper.
Another class of a “fast” MP algorithm is Molecular Matching Pursuit (MMP), as used in
(Daudet, 2006), which is trying to utilize the structural information of the signal (locality of the
atoms in the T-F plane). The method groups together atoms of the same class (i.e. belonging
to the same orthonormal basis) with neighbouring time-frequency/time-scale parameters. The
groups of atoms are referred to as “molecules” thus the name “Molecular”. MMP is compatible
with harmonic models, so the extracted molecules can be grouped together to a single note (its
attack and its harmonic partials). An alternative is harmonic matching pursuit which looks for
harmonically related atoms but the method requires excessive prior knowledge and the estimation
of a large amount of parameters. One such example is (Leveau et al., 2008) where two versions
of a modified MP algorithm, an atomic and a molecular, were used to extract the most prominent
atom at each iteration by maximising the signal-to-residual ratio with the first performing best.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented an in depth introduction to musical signals and their analysis and
also described many widely used algorithms and techniques for music signal processing and
analysis coming from the fields of machine learning or digital signal processing. In the following
chapters, we will focus on presenting novel work and proposed methods and because of that we
will often refer to algorithms and techniques presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER3
Masking in the time-frequency Domain
In the previous chapter we defined the closely-related problems of polyphonic musical instru-
ment recognition and source separation. We presented state-of-the-art algorithms but also the
predominant tools and techniques from the field of machine learning that are often employed.
In this chapter we explore the concept of masking in the time-frequency domain as a method of
source separation and propose a way to measure the separability of overlapping sources using
different signal representations. This work was published in (Giannoulis et al., 2011).
In Section 3.1 , we introduced the concept of source separation through masking. In Section
3.2 we describe different signal representations and explore applications of masking to different
signal representations in an attempt to measure the level of separability of the sources under each
representation. Finally, in Section 3.3 we present a study on the degree of disjointness of sources
in Music using different time-frequency representations.
3.1 Source Separation through Masking in a Transform Domain
As mentioned in Section 2.4.1 the task of blind source separation becomes increasingly hard in
the underdetermined case where he number of sources present in the audio mixture is greater
than the number of available mixture signals. There are several approaches to underdetermined
source separation and the use of time-frequency masks as a means to separate out the different
sources is a popular one among them. The overall structure of a masking algorithm can be
described as follows. A mixture x of k source signals sk(t) is first mapped by a linear operator T
into a transformed domain, usually a time-frequency or time-scale representation. Then K masks
{Mk}Kk=1 are estimated and subsequently each mask is applied in the transformed domain, and an
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estimate sˆk of the corresponding source sk can be obtained by inverting the transform:
sˆk = T −1(Mk(T (x))) (3.1)
A common fact, as observed by Yilmaz and Rickard (2004) is that, in audio, sources are generally
weakly-overlaping in the time-frequency domain. In the ideal scenario, where the sources do not
overlap at all, a binary mask can be estimated so that the kth source spectrograms Sk(t, f ) can be
exactly retrieved from the following opearation:
Sˆk(t, f ) = Mk(t, f )X(t, f ) (3.2)
where X(t, f ) denotes the mixture spectrogram and Mk(t, f ) = 1, i f Sk(t, f ) 6= 0 or Mk(t, f ) = 0,
otherwise. As is frequently the case, sources do exhibit some level of overlap with one another
even in the time-frequency domain. In this case the missing part of the spectrogram for which
the mask is zero has to be ignored or estimated. An alternative would be to use a soft mask
(masking function that takes continuous values) so that Mk(t, f ) ∈ [0,1]. In this case the mask
would be close to one if the kth source dominates that time-frequency tile or close to zero if it
is dominated by other sources or noise. Many of the subspace methods, presented in Section
2.4, employed for source separation such as NMF-based approaches like (Mysore, 2010) can
be viewed as estimating a series of soft-masks. Other masking approaches may be auditory
motivated (CASA) (Barker et al., 2005) or may involve statistical parametric spectral models
(Ozerov et al., 2007).
Although soft masks may lead to more accurate estimates for the overlapping sources, esti-
mating these is often far from trivial. In (Yilmaz and Rickard, 2004), the authors show results that
demonstrate that binary masks are sufficient to separate several speech signals from one mixture
and while it is an open problem to estimate these ideal masks blindly from the mixture, sufficient
approximations can be obtained.
3.1.1 Ideal Binary Masks
If we assume that prior information about the sources is at hand (i.e. from multi-track music
data) then it is possible to construct oracle masks for the sources that satisfy the ideal masking
assumption. The ideal masking for a concerned source specifies the regions in the time-frequency
representation domain where the signal energy of that source is greater than the interfering energy
from all the other sources in that region. That way, we can test the capabilities of a tranform
without suffering any loss in performance from estimating the masks.
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The ideal binary mask for each source of the mixture in the transform domain is calculated
as:
Mk(γ) =
 1, for |Sk(γ)|> |Yk(γ)|0, otherwise (3.3)
where γ ∈ Γ indicates elements from the set of coefficients in the transform domain and yk =
∑ j 6=k s j is the sum of the sources interfering with the k-th source in the mixture.
In the special case where the transform results in a time-frequency representation of the signal,
γ ∈ Γ can be parametrized by γ = (ω, t) where ω and t are the frequency and time indexes
respectively. The mask is then defined as Mk(ω, t) and indicates the time-frequency points where
sk has more energy than the combined energy of all the interfering sources.
In the ideal case where for different time-frequency regions there is only one source con-
tributing to the mixture, sources can be considered as perfectly disjoint. Then it is be possible
to partition the support of the mixture in such a way as to obtain the original sources simply by
applying the appropriate binary mask to the mixture. In a less ideal and more realistic setting
we can measure the degree of disjointness between the sources. A well-defined measure of dis-
jointness is the approximate W-disjoint orthogonality (WDO, where W stands for the analysis
window function of the transform), as proposed by Yilmaz and Rickard (2004).
3.1.2 W-disjoint Orthogonality Measure
Two sources or signals can be characterised as (W-)disjoint orthogonal when the supports of the
(windowed, thus the “W”) Fourier transform of any two signals in the mixture are disjoint sets.
Given a mask M, such that 0 ≤ M(γ) ≤ 1 for all elements (γ) of the transform space Γ, the




||Sk(γ)||2 , SIRM =
||M(γ)Sk(γ)||2
||M(γ)Yk(γ)||2
The approximate W-disjoint orthogonality is defined as:
WDOM = PSRM− PSRMSIRM (3.4)
The maximum possible value, WDOMk = 1, implies that the signals of the mixture are disjoint
and the mask Mk can perfectly separate and recover the k-th source.
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3.2 Signal Representations
Tzanetakis and Cook (2002) refers to signal representations as transformations of time-domain
audio signals into a more compact, information-bearing representation. time-frequency represen-
tations simulate the early processes of the human auditory system in obtaining a decomposition
of the frequency content of the audio signal. Choosing a suitable transform T is crucial for the
success of subsequent analysis tasks like source separation or classification. In particular, when
source separation is considered, the operator T must satisfy the following properties:
• Invertibility: the transform must admit an inverse in order to obtain the source signals in
the time domain. The reconstruction must be robust to noise (high SNR) in order to avoid
any artifacts.
• Fast implementation: the transform must admit a fast implementation in order to be suit-
able for separation of audio sources from entire songs and even large databases of music.
• Disjoint representation: the transform must lead to a representation in which the support
of the coefficients corresponding to different sources overlap as little as possible.
While the first two properties are important to source separation, they are of lesser signifi-
cance to classification. But the third property is equally important to both tasks. Disjointness of
the sources can greatly increase the performance of both separation and classification.
3.2.1 Short-time Fourier Transform
There are many signal representation used for the analysis of audio signals. The most widely
used among them is the short-time Fourier Transform (STFT), a time-frequency representation
using Gabor atoms. A common realisation of the tranform is using an N-point tapered window






w(n)x(n+ t ·N/2)e(− j2pikn/N) (3.5)
where t ∈ [0, ...,T − 1] being the time frame index with T the number of time frames and
k ∈ [0, ...,K] the frequency index with K = N/2 the index of the maximum unique frequency
corresponding to the Nyquist Frequency = Fs/2. Fs is the sampling frequency.
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The transform owes its popularity to its computational efficiency and the fact that it is easily
invertible (through the overlap-add method) even after having introduced overcompleteness to it
by using frame overlap. There are however, certain drawbacks such as the constant frequency
resolution that comes in direct conflict to the human perception of music which follows a log-
arithmic scale (each octave step corresponds to a same music interval, resulting in each octave
being equally important).
3.2.2 Constant Q Tranform
A transform that better matches the human perception of music is the constant Q transform
(CQT). CQT, as proposed by Brown (1991), is a time-frequency representation similar to STFT
but with logarithmic frequency resolution so that the Q-factors (ratios of the centre frequencies
to bandwidths) of all the frequency bins are the same, resulting in the same spacing between
individual harmonic of different pitches. In other words, the spectral components of harmonic
sounds form a similar pattern independent of the fundamental frequency that is more easily recog-
nisable. The amplitudes of the spectral pattern will reflect the timbre differences of the various
instruments and sounds. The cost for this benefit is an increase in computational complexity,








where the constant ratio Q of frequency to resolution should be Q = f/δ f = (2
1
b −1)−1 and the
window of the transform Nk will be variable to give a constant Q with a length N[k] = fsQ/ fk
with fs being the sampling rate and fk being the frequency of the kth spectral component fk =
(2
k−1
b ) fmin . The cycles inside the window are kept constant and equal to Q. So for b = 24
(equivalent to 1/24-oct filter bank) this leads to Q = 34 = f/0.029 f . The resolution of 3% of the
frequency enables us to distinguish between frequencies with semitone (6%) spacing.
Brown and Puckette (1992) presented an FFT-based algorithm for an efficient CQT com-
putation. Recently, Schörkhuber and Klapuri (2010) created a CQT toolkit based on Brown’s
FFT-based algorithm that processes the highest octave with an STFT-based method downsam-
pling by a factor of 2 and then repeating for an octave lower and so on for as many octaves as
desired.
In the past, CQT was mainly used for pure analysis tasks due to its lack of perfect invertibility
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because of the logarithmic frequency spacing. However recently, Dörfler et al. (2011) proposed
a perfectly invertible signal transform featuring a constant-Q frequency resolution using non-
stationary Gabor frames which is an extension of the Gabor transform.
3.2.3 Modified Discrete Cosine Transform
Another popular transform is the Modified Discrete Cosine transform (MDCT). It is a Fourier-
related, real valued time-frequency transform based on the type-IV discrete cosine transform
(DCT type-IV). It is widely used in coding standards such as MPEG 1 Layer 3 (MP3) (Bran-
denburg and Popp, 2000). An important characteristic of MDCT is its additional property of
being lapped, thus belonging to a flexible class of transforms called Lapped orthogonal trans-
forms (LOTs) (Malvar, 1992). This, in addition to the benefits of DCT (i.e. energy-compaction)
make it a very efficient transform. It is performed in a block by block basis on the data, where





















So for an input of 2N samples the transform will give an N real number output. In other
words the transform is a linear function F : R2N → RN .
3.2.4 Lapped Orthogonal Transforms
Lapped orthogonal transforms allow a frame-by-frame analysis of audio signals while ensuring
critical sampling, perfect reconstruction and noise stability (Mallat, 1999, Malvar, 1992). They
can be constructed using local overlapping orthogonal basis and result in a globally orthogonal
transform. LOTs provide a flexible framework for analysing audio signals where we can vary
various parameters including window lengths, overlap lengths and types of local orthogonal basis
resulting in different transforms.
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where eachΦi is a localised in time orthogonal basis of length li and I is the total number of local
orthogonal transforms, such that ∑i li =N. It is straightforward to prove that the global basisΦ is
an orthogonal transform of the space RN whenever the supports of the local basis do not overlap.
Therefore, transforming a signal x ∈ RN is simply achieved by y = ΦHx1 and can be achieved
by windowing x with rectangular non-overlapping windows of lengths li and applying the local
transforms independently.
Unfortunately, when analysing periodic signals with Fourier-like local basis, a rectangular
window is known to introduce artificial high frequencies resulting in a non compressible repre-
sentation. The LOT was introduced in order to mitigate this problem: the signal x is projected
onto overlapping intervals using windows with smooth overlapping edges and then transformed
locally. The process is done through lapped orthogonal projectors that decompose the signal into
orthogonal pieces that have overlapping supports. By enforcing certain conditions on the length
of the windows and on the length and shape of the edges, it is possible to ensure critical sam-
pling, perfect reconstruction and stability with respect to quantisation noise of the transformed
coefficients, a crucial property for coding applications. This can be equivalently interpreted as a
lapped orthogonal basis Φ˜ of the space RN consisting in windowed overlapping local orthogonal
bases Φ˜i. The LOT, as just described, provides a flexible framework for analysing audio signals
where we can vary various parameters including window lengths, window edges (tail) lengths
and types and local orthogonal basis resulting in different transforms. Two simple examples are
the use of local Fourier bases with zero tail lengths and constant windows lengths resulting in
the standard non-overlapping short time Fourier transform or the use of local cosine bases, 50%
overlapping edges and constant windows lengths that results in the MDCT (DCT-IV).
3.3 A Study on the Disjointness of Sources in Music Using
Different Time-Frequency Representations
A thorough study of the disjointness of the time-frequency representations of simultaneously
playing musical sound sources was conducted in order to examine and understand the degree
of overlap between musical instrument sounds. A range of transforms were compared by mea-
suring the degree of disjointness among the various tracks of music mixtures. As a measure
of disjointness, we use the approximate W-disjoint orthogonality as proposed by Yilmaz and
1here the superscript (·)H indicates the complex conjugate or Hermitian operator.
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Rickard (2004), which loosely speaking measures the degree of overlap of different sources in
the time-frequency domain. The motivation for this study is to find a maximally disjoint repre-
sentation in order to facilitate the separation and recognition of musical instruments in mixture
signals.
Previous work includes a paper by Tan and Févotte (2005) measuring the performance of
a source separation algorithm using various orthonormal and over-complete representations on
a limited dataset of speech and musical test signals. Also, Yilmaz and Rickard (2004) present
measurements on the performance of binary masks created using knowledge of the instantaneous
time-frequency powers of the STFT representations of source and interference of speech signals
suggesting that speech can be considered highly disjoint (93.6%WDO for 2 active sources).
In this study, the transforms investigated include the short-time Fourier transform (STFT),
constant-Q transform, modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT), and pitch-synchronous STFT,
later expanded to include other pitch synchronous lapped orthogonal transforms (Malvar, 1992).
3.3.1 Experiment
We used a dataset of 18 multi-track songs of varied genre from pop-rock to heavy metal so
as to have a representative but also varied set of modern popular music. The available tracks
per multi-track song are: Guitar, Bass, Drums and Vocals. For measuring the disjointness the
measurements where performed on random 2.9 sec segments from the songs, that were previously
normalized to unit energy to avoid taking into account the specific mixing levels of each.
During the selection we used the following criterion to ensure that none of the sources to be
measured were silent in the segment. A random segment xi belonging to the mixture x was only
considered as valid and was used in the measurements if the RMS value of each source signal in
that segment of the mixture was no more than 20dB lower than the RMS level of the whole mix.
We collected WDO measurements, according to eq. (3.4), for 30 such segments per song and
obtained values for all possible different pairs of instruments in order to show how disjoint they
are from one another.
Furthermore, motivated by the fact that sources in music are deliberately mixed so that they
blend with one another, we introduce a pitch-synchronous analysis prior to the transform in order
to improve the sparsity of the representation of the sources and thus improve their separability.
We measured the performance that can be achieved by applying the pitch estimation algorithm on
a single track and then measure the disjointness we can achieve by applying a pitch-synchronous
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STFT on the mixture tracks with analysis windows adapted to the pitch of one of the sources
present in the mixture (see Section 3.3.2). The pitch estimator was applied on the Bass track and
from the estimated pitches we defined the analysis window lengths of non-overlapping rectan-
gular windows for the STFT of the instrument tracks prior to measuring their disjointness. The
reason why we chose to perform the pitch-synchronous analysis on the Bass track is mainly due
to the fact that the signal is monophonic (single-pitched) and ”dry” in most of the data.
In addition to this, we also implemented LOTs with Fourier and DCT-IV bases with overlap-
ping pitch-synchronous windows that did not improve over the rectangular window case. This
could probably be explained due to windowing smearing the clear peaks of the data on the trans-
form domain but we plan to perform further experiments to better understand the behaviour of
pitch-synchronous transforms.
3.3.2 Pitch Synchronous Analysis
It is a well known fact, that Fourier-like transforms of periodic audio signals are sparser if the
length of the analysis window is a multiple of the fundamental frequency of the audio to be anal-
ysed because discontinuities at the borders of the analysis window are minimised and this reduces
the effect of spectral leakage due to windowing. Therefore, in order to partition the audio signal
in intervals whose length is locally adapted to the fundamental frequency, a pitch estimation algo-
rithm is employed prior to the transform in order to obtain a set of window lengths that will serve
as the analysis frames and will closely follow the dominant fundamental frequency of the signal
. The algorithm we used for the pitch estimation was proposed in (Klapuri, 2008). It is based on
a periodicity analysis mechanism and is able to extract multiple fundamental frequencies in an
iterative way.
For improved accuracy over the pitch estimation we employed the following method, as used
in (Klapuri and Virtanen, 2010). A preliminary pitch analysis is first conducted, in which the
pitches were estimated with the pitch estimation algorithm described earlier over 93 ms time
frames with 75% overlap. Following this, pitch markers that indicate each individual period
were generated based on the preliminary pitch estimates. The pitch markers serve the purpose of
correcting minor mistakes of the preliminary pitch estimation algorithm and increase the overall
accuracy of the method. Then the pitch synchronous window lengths for the successive trans-
form were chosen so that they would consist of a discrete number of pitch periods as close to a
predefined reference window length as possible, with the later being either 1024, 2048 or 4096
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samples long.
In order to test the validity of what was just claimed and check whether the improved pitch
estimation accuracy is reflected on the representation itself, the following was performed. We
used a set of audio files for which we obtained their time-frequency representation (STFT in this
case) for the following cases:
(a) Complete STFT with rectangular window and no overlap.
(b) STFT with hamming window and 50% overlap.
(c) pitch-synchronous STFT (with pitch estimation): STFT with rectangular windows of varied
length, adapted to the estimated pitch of a pre-processing pitch analysis.
(d) pitch-synchronous STFT (with pitch estimation + pitch markers): STFT with rectangular
windows of varied length, adapted to the estimated pitch of a pre-processing pitch analysis
with the extra accuracy of generated pitch markers.
The first one is expected to perform the worst since rectangular windows and no overlap is
guaranteed to introduce representation artifacts that will reduce the sparseness of the transform.
The second one, is probably amongst the best, one can achieve out of an STFT representation
since both the use of overlap and windowing minimise unwanted artifacts. And although, it has
a level of overcompleteness due to overlapping, the original signal can be retrieved through the
overlap-add technique. The third and forth are both varied window length, rectangular windowed,
complete STFTs. Our aim is to test their performance against that of the overcomplete STFT.
For a comparative feature between the transforms we use the sparsity of the representations
which is defined as the number of non-zero coefficients of the transform (Chen et al., 2001). The
smaller this number the more sparse the resulting representation.









where xi is the signal, with i = 1, ...,N (3.8)
The l1-norm is widely used to impose signal sparsity but it is scale variant and it can be minimized
simply by reducing the signal length. The l1/l2 can be seen as a normalized version of the l1
making it scale invariant.
Figure 3.1 presents plots of the 4 aforementioned representations (see 4 cases listed earlier)
and Table 3.1 gives the l1/l2 sparsity measure for each. The measure was computed over the
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transform coefficients of a single frame and an average was obtained over all the time frames of
the representation.
Figure 3.1: STFT Representations of an Oboe signal
Employed Transform l1/l2
(a) Complete STFT 8.50
(b) Overcomplete STFT 6.74
(c) Pitch-Synchronous STFT (rough) 5.57
(d) Pitch-Synchronous STFT (accurate) 5.52
Table 3.1: l1/l2 values for the STFT representation of the Oboe signal.
The values of Table 3.1 are representative of the differences in sparsity level among the rep-
resentations. And as it is clearly shown the pitch-synchronous approach presents higher sparsity
than the overcomplete STFT. Furthermore, as it can be observed from the table results, the more
accurate the pitch estimation the better the sparsity.
We expect to see a correlation between the sparsity of a representation and the disjointness of
the sources. This is intuitively justified by the following argument: if the representation results
in a small number of non-zero coefficients, then the probability that representations of different
sources overlap in the transformed domain will also be small.
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3.3.3 Results
Figure 3.2 present pairwise WDO measurements for all pairs of instruments for the following
transforms: STFT, MDCT with DCT type-IV bases and CQT for a series of different resolutions.
The results show that there is a significant variance on the data, but this is due to the wide range of
music tracks used for the experiment. The disjointness between two instruments depends highly
on the genre, the artist but also on the musical structure of the song. Nevertheless, when consid-
ering a single song the behaviour of WDO when changing transform resolution, was following
closely the behaviour of the median, and thus gives statistical significance on the observed dif-
ferences. To prove this we present, in Figure 3.3, ratios of WDO values of songs relative to 1024
MDCT. Here the variances are much lower.
Another interesting observation is that different pairs of instruments exhibit different levels
of disjointness that are partly explained from the frequency range of some instruments (Bass)
but also from the shape of the time-frequency representation of others (“formants” in the Vocals,
and note structures of the Guitar and Bass). Furthermore, measurements when all instruments
are present in the mixture, thus there is a higher degree of overlap among them, showed that
disjointness is reduced around 60− 70% as opposed to 83.4% obtained for a 4 speaker speech
mixture (Yilmaz and Rickard, 2004).
Examining the results numerically, they show that different pairs of instruments exhibit dif-
ferent levels of disjointness that vary based on the transform and the analysis window used.
MDCT outperformed STFT and CQT. A 2048 analysis window gave the best results with a few
exceptions where longer analysis windows like 4096 or 8192 performed slightly better, mainly
when dealing with pairs of pitched instrument tracks, especially if their frequency range spans
the low end of the frequency space like in the case of the Bass.
As far as the pitch-synchronous pre-processing analysis is concerned, the method improves
performance for transforms with short analysis window lengths when dealing with pairs of
pitched instruments (like Guitar/Bass), but this improvement disappears for longer windows.
Further experiments are needed to support this finding and propose a concrete explanation as to
why it is happening.
Finally, another experiment performed was to investigate potential relationships between the
disjointness of a representation and its sparsity. Sparsity was measured using `1/`2-norm, that
is, calculating `1 norm after normalising by the `2 norm for each time frame and then averaging









































































































































































































































































Figure 3.2: WDO measurements of different pairs of instruments for various transforms. Rect-
angles span the first to the third quartile aka. the inter-quartile range (IQR) or the likely range
of variation. Centre red lines display the median while the whiskers display the full range of
variation (from minimum to maximum).









































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.3: Ratios of WDO measurements relative to WDOMDCT1024 for different pairs of instru-
ments. Rectangles span the first to the third quartile aka. the inter-quartile range (IQR) or the
likely range of variation. Centre red lines display the median while the whiskers display the full
range of variation (from minimum to maximum). Outliers falling outside 3× IQR are marked
with asterisks.
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Figure 3.4: Sparsity vs Disjointness of the different pairs of instruments for the 4096-point
MDCT
over all frames. The transform used here was MDCT with 4096 points (but other representations
were also tested in a preliminary basis). The sparsity and disjointness values for each mixture
were obtained by calculating `1/`2 and WDO separately for the two instrument signals and then
their average for all possible instrument pairs and songs respectively. Figure 3.4 shows sparsity
vs. disjointness measurements for all instrument pairs in each of the 18 songs. We found no
correlation between the disjointess and the sparsity of a representation that could lead to a linear
dependence. Figure 3.4 shows clearly that sparsity does not imply disjointness and vice versa in
music.
3.4 Discussion
This chapter presented several widely used transforms for the representation of audio signals.
A thorough study on the disjointness and separability of sound sources for all these transforms
was also presented. The study analysed the levels of overlap between musical instruments using
multi-track song data. The study examined many different transforms and their effect on source
signals separability (disjointness) and therefore, potential performance of audio source separa-
tion. Disjointness of source signals was compared against sparsity, because studies in the liter-
ature (Tan and Févotte, 2005) have found that sparsity is positively correlated with the success
of source separation. Furthermore, Tan and Févotte (2005) claim that switching to overcomplete
transforms does not lead to improvements in source separation, and this could potentially explain
why the more complex pitch-synchronous transform did not outperform the other transforms.
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Through the work presented in this chapter, the concept of masking in the time-frequency
domain was introduced with the purpose to investigate how different spectrotemporal regions
for different musical instruments are masked due to interference from co-occurring sounds from
other instrument sources. This leads to a separation of the spectrotemporal field into regions that
are dominated from energy coming from a single source and therefore, carry “clean” information
for that source and regions for which more than one sources are competing for dominance with
the result of information not being able to be attributed to a single source. These concepts would
serve as basis on top of which we will build in the following chapter. This work was published
in WASPAA 2011 international conference (Giannoulis et al., 2011).
The main contribution of this work is studying the disjointness of sources in music. Similar
studies had previously only been conducted for speech signals (Yilmaz and Rickard, 2004). It
should be mentioned that in an attempt to reproduce the findings of (Yilmaz and Rickard, 2004)
for the disjointness of speech signals using a dataset of equally proportioned audio files between
male and female speakers from the TIMIT database (Garofolo et al., 1993), it was impossible
to replicate the same WDO values. Although for pairwise mixtures of speakers the WDO was
measured fairly close to the 93.6% WDO, reported in (Yilmaz and Rickard, 2004), as the number
of active speakers in the mixture increased, a faster drop in WDO was observed. Speech was,
found to be more disjoint than music for the same number of active sources. It is worth repeating
such an experiment in future work to conclude whether this finding relates to a local effect due to
the specific TIMIT audio clips chosen to compose the dataset, or if actually speech is on average
less disjoint as the literature suggests (Yilmaz and Rickard, 2004).
A set of further novel contributions that should be highlighted include the following:
• Utilising multi-track data from a variety of music genres to cover to a good extent modern
western music for the analysis, which to the author is the first attempt of the use of multi-
track music data for such an experiment.
• Measuring the degree of source overlap for a series of signal transforms that are often
employed in the analysis of audio and music signals.
• Investigating whether a pitch synchronous-transform would result in more disjoint sources’
spectrograms.
• And finally, exploring if there is a link between disjointness and sparsity amongst the
spectrograms of the various sources’ of the mixture.
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CHAPTER4
A Proposed Missing Feature Framework for Poly-
phonic Musical Instrument Recognition
In the previous chapter, we introduced the concept of time-frequency masking and its application
to source separation. We investigated the disjointness of sources in music and drew some useful
comparisons to speech. In this chapter we introduce the missing feature theory. A masking-based
framework that attempts to separate or recognise sources based on partial or incomplete infor-
mation. The framework has been successfully applied to speech processing and has only briefly
been introduced to music processing. Subsequently a missing feature approach for polyphonic
musical instrument recognition is proposed. This work has been published in (Giannoulis and
Klapuri, 2013).
In Section 4.1 we present the missing feature theory, which comprises the central point of
the proposed algorithm that follows. We also refer to some applications of the approach to
both speech and music. In Section 4.2 we present the proposed missing feature approach to
polyphonic musical instrument recognition. In Section 4.3 we present evaluation results using the
proposed technique in comparison to a baseline system that is often employed as the main basis
for instrument classification. Finally, in Section 4.4 we present an application of the proposed
algorithm in a CASA framework, specifically for the recognition of harmonic sounds in everyday
acoustic environments.
4.1 Missing Feature Theory
As argued in Section 3.1, many natural sounds, including musical sounds, are sparse in the time-
frequency domain and as a consequence it is reasonable to expect that portions of their spectro-
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gram data remain uncorrupted even in the presence of multiple other sources1. These regions,
“glimpses” of the sound sources in question, provide partial information that in most cases is
significant to identify the sound. At the same time, the other major issue that arises from this
interference is a mismatch between the clean information on which the classifier of the recogni-
tion system is trained on and “expects” the representation of a sound of the source in question to
look like, and what it actually “observes” in the mixture spectrum. Missing feature approaches
provide a general framework for recognising sound sources based on partial information (Barker,
2012, Cooke et al., 1994, Raj and Stern, 2005). They try to separate the corrupted or occluded
regions of the spectrogram from the ones for which clean information about each source can
be extracted and this is achieved by estimating binary masks that separate out the clean source
spectrograms from the mixture.
Missing Feature approaches are motivated by the human ability to recognise objects in var-
ious sensory domains such as vision or hearing based only on partial information. For instance,
we only need to see the tail of a dog around the corner of a building or the rooftop of a house
behind a line of trees to correctly identify it. Similarly in the auditory domain, we are able
to recognise sounds and tell them apart with ease, especially when presented in context, even
under the most adverse listening conditions where noise and interference cover up most of the
time-frequency domain information of sounds (Bregman, 1990, Cooke et al., 1994). What the
auditory system so effortlessly seems to do is ignore noisy spectrotemporal regions and focus on
areas where information for a single sound source is dominant, provided that a sufficient amount
of such regions exists to support the presence of a given sound source or event. Besides recog-
nising sounds, the auditory system also partly restores the corrupted spectrotemporal data based
on previously stored information in memory (Bregman, 1990).
The idea of avoiding regions that are corrupted from interference or noise when performing
recognition has been around for a long time. Cooke et al. (1994) proposed .... Such an approach
was proposed for speech recognition (Tibrewala and Hermansky, 1997). The method is based
on estimating independent class conditional probabilities over several frequency sub-bands. The
principal idea behind this method is that by performing classification in individual sub-bands over
a time frame, you can extract sufficient reliable information about a class from some sub-bands
and you do not have to use unreliable information from the other possibly corrupted sub-bands.
1This remains valid in music despite of music favouring harmonic pitch relationships and synchronous
timing which significantly increases the time-frequency domain overlap of concurrent sounds.
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This process is supposed to be employed by humans. The method performed well with various
types of speech corrupted with noise (narrow-band non-white). It should be noted however, that
if speech was corrupted with white noise (thus all bands were corrupted) the method performed
worse than conventional approaches. (Tibrewala and Hermansky, 1997)
In missing feature theory, there are two broad classes of techniques for handling spectrotem-
poral elements that have been identified as unreliable or missing, feature vector imputation and
marginalisation (Barker, 2012, Raj and Stern, 2005). In feature vector imputation, one attempts
to restore the unreliable elements of a feature based on the reliable ones, before using it for
classification. In marginalisation, the classifier itself is modified: the unreliable features can be
completely marginalised (excluded from the classification) or the observed value for the unreli-
able spectral feature can be considered as an upper bound for the unobserved clean feature value
before the interference and bounded marginalisation can be applied (Barker et al., 2005). Esti-
mating the reliability (or, mask) information automatically from a mixture signal is difficult and
constitutes a central part of these approaches. For a comprehensive overview of missing feature
algorithms, see (Barker, 2012, Raj and Stern, 2005).
4.1.1 Missing Feature Theory and Music Signals
Even though missing feature techniques have been successfully applied to speech processing for
tasks such automatic speech recognition (ASR)(Barker et al., 2005, Raj and Stern, 2005) since
it offers an excellent framework for dealing with the time-varying interference and noise, there
has been very little research to this direction in instrument recognition since the work of Eggink
and Brown (2003b) as presented in Section 2.2.3. A potential reason for this is the fact that
the problem of polyphonic instrument recognition encompasses some inherent difficulties. As is
often the case in music, the source to be recognised corresponds to only a small fraction of the
total energy of the mixture signal. The interference caused by the other instruments is highly non-
stationary and unpredictable since the identities of the other instruments are usually not known
either. Furthermore, musical compositions favour harmonic pitch relationships and synchronous
timing which significantly increases the overlap of these sounds in the time-frequency domain.
What makes the problem even harder in music is absence of natural spatial cues and additionally
the fact that music signals are composed so that sounds blend well with each other; note onsets
are in synchrony and harmonic partials overlap due to intentional pitch relationships. Finally,
both the target and the interfering sources can be any from a broad class of musical instruments
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which is less strictly defined than speech signals or stationary noise sources making the sources
even harder to model. The above reasons result in an increased difficulty to the task of estimating
the proper masks which is central to missing feature techniques.
In contrast to the above, musical instrument sounds exhibit strong structural characteristics
that, if exploited properly, could provide an advantage in modelling that could be utilised in
the recognition process. Pitched sounds, that are the ones we regard in our analysis, are fully
characterised by their pitch or fundamental frequency as described in Section 2.1. Therefore,
estimating the pitch of the notes that are present in a mixture enables us to identify the frequencies
of the partials of each note where we expect that energy would be concentrated at. This fact,
together with a series of often made assumptions for music sounds, as defined in the following,
will enable us to build a missing feature framework for musical instrument recognition including
a novel mask estimation procedure.
4.2 A Missing Feature Approach for Polyphonic
Instrument Recognition
In the following, a missing-feature algorithm for musical instrument recognition is proposed,
where unreliable features are handled with bounded marginalisation. The main advantage of the
algorithm is that polyphonic instrument recognition is performed without the preceding and com-
plex step of sound separation but also without the requirement for reliable multi-pitch detection.
This is because the mentioned steps are error-prone and therefore can become a bottleneck for
the subsequent recognition.
Let us consider an observed sound mixture signal over a time frame t by a vector the observed
audio signal at time frame t by vector ot = [ot(n)]n=1,...,N , where n denotes the time frame index.
The observed time-domain signal ot within a single frame t can be regarded as a mixture of a
sum of harmonic structure sounds s f and a residual r.
ot = ∑
f∈Ft
s f ,t + rt (4.1)
where f denotes the pitch of sound s f ,t = [s f ,t(n)]n=1,...,N and the set Ft contains pitches of all
sounds that are active in frame t. The residual signal rt represents all non-harmonic sounds such
as drums or background noise. For convenience, the frame index t is omitted in the following
since the processing is identical in all analysis frames and write (4.1) as o = ∑ f∈F s f + r.
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The recognition problem can be seen as the calculation of p(c|o) for all the possible in-
strument classes c, that is the probability that a sound from instrument class c is present in the




The calculation of p(c|o,F) for all the possible instrument classes c, that is the probabil-
ity that a target sound from the observed analysis frame ot with pitch f ∈ Ft truly belongs to
instrument class c, can be seen as the instrument assignment problem.
The candidate pitch sets F and their probabilities p(F|o) are obtained using the multipitch
detector described in Klapuri (2006). For simplicity, here the probability p(F|o) for the detected
set of pitches is set to one, which makes the sum vanish in (4.2). In other words, the multipitch
detector determines a single set of active pitches F . It is important to note the fact that for
classification purposes we do not need to assume that the multi-pitch detector is perfectly reliable.
It only has a “gatekeeper” role in admitting sound candidates to the classification stage: If the
set F includes wrong pitch values, we run a risk that the corresponding spurious sounds may by
chance sound like a real instrument, but the risk is low if the classification stage works well. If
a truly existing pitch is not detected, we miss the opportunity to use the corresponding sound s f
to detect the presence of an instrument. However there are usually a number of other notes from
the same instrument (although not necessarily in the same analysis frame), so that is not critical.
The classification stage consists of calculating p(c|o,F) in (4.2): the probability that class c
is present given the observed signal o and the active pitches F . In polyphonic music, one sound
from class c suffices to conclude that class c is present. In other words, if class c is not present,
none of the sounds s f belongs to class c. However note that the contrary is not true: small value
of p(c|o, f ) for certain f does not prevent p(c|o) from getting values up to 1 if there are other
pitches for which p(c|o, f ) is large.
Making the assumption that the class membership probabilities of individual sounds are in-
dependent of each other can be expressed as:
p¯(c|o,F) = ∏
f∈F
p¯(c f |o,F) (4.3)
Using the complements p(c|o,F) = 1− p¯(c|o,F) and p(c f |o,F) = 1− p¯(c f |o,F), the latter
can be expressed as
p(c|o,F) = 1−∏
f∈F
[1−p(c f |o,F)] (4.4)
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where p(c f |o,F) denotes the probability that sound s f belongs to class c.
By making two further simplifying assumptions to reduce the complexity of the model, then
p(c f |o,F) is expressed by
p(c f |o,F) = p(c f |y f , f ) (4.5)
where the assumption has been made that the class probability of sound s f depends on its pitch
f , but not on the pitches of the other sounds. Furthermore, the observation o has been replaced
by feature vector y f that is extracted from the mixture signal to represent the sound with pitch
f based on the assumption that y f sufficiently describes all the information of the sound s f and
therefore, p(c f |y f ,o, f ) reduces to p(c f |y f , f ).
The focus in the following would be on calculating p(c f |y f , f ), that is, the probability that
a candidate sound belongs to class c when given its pitch f and the feature vector y f extracted
from the mixture signal o. This can be expressed as MAP estimation problem where the aim is
to find the maximum a posteriori probability among the different classes given the feature vector
x.
cˆ f = argmax
c f
p(c f |y f ) (4.6)
and using Bayes rule this can be rewritten as:
cˆ f = argmax
c f
p(y f |c f )p(c f )
p(y f )
(4.7)
The problem becomes less straightforward and more complex in polyphonic scenarios where
the feature vector y f is usually partly obscured by other co-occurring sounds that overlap in the
time-frequency domain. Probabilistic models representing instrument c are trained using “clean”
feature vectors extracted from isolated signals representing instrument c. This is because the
interference caused by other, co-occurring sounds in polyphonic audio is highly varying and
unpredictable and therefore any interference introduced at the training stage would hardly be
representative of the test stage.
The problem can then be re-stated as calculating the probability p(c|y f , f ) when statistical
models representing class c have been trained from clean data and the information of which
elements in the feature vector y f are reliable (clean) and which are obscured is not known. In
order to tackle this problem we need to estimate a mask vector that is of the same size as y f and
contains probabilities that the different elements of y f are reliable. The mask is then marginalised
in the classification process. However let us first look at the feature representation y f .
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4.2.1 Feature Representation
In Section 2.2.2 we presented an extended list of features that have been frequently employed
for instrument recognition, including spectral, cepstral, temporal, and modulation-spectral fea-
tures. In a missing feature framework, however, the employed features must be local in the
time-frequency domain where the interfering sounds tend to have a sparse energy distribution
and therefore only a local effect on the features. Cepstral features do not satisfy this condition
as in the cepstrum domain interference is spread all across the feature space. In the present work
we are proposing spectral features suitable for musical instrument recognition.
The feature vector y f as presented earlier, is computed by first picking the harmonic partials
for a sound with pitch f from the mixture spectrum, assuming perfect harmonicity (frequencies
of overtone partials are assumed to be integer multiples of the pitch). Subsequently the squared
magnitudes yˆ f ∼ yˆ f (h) of the harmonics h = 1,2, ...,H observed from the mixture spectrum are
linearly transformed and subjected to logarithmic compression:
y f = log(Byˆ f ) (4.8)
The transform matrix B is designed to map from a linear to log-frequency resolution and thereby











where the window function
w(a) =

0.5+0.5cos(a), a ∈ [−pi,pi]
0, otherwise
. (4.10)
The parameter γ determines the log-frequency resolution of the features, γ = 13 leading to a third-
octave resolution, for example. For a sufficiently small γ , B becomes an identity matrix.
In the following, we use the term subband to refer to the elements k of the feature vector y f .
The center frequencies wk of the subbands (elements y f (k)) are defined recursively by setting
w1 = f and
wk = max(2γwk−1,wk−1+ f ) (4.11)
This ensures that all elements of y f (k) are informative and not wasted in the gaps between the
partials (especially between the lowest partials on log-frequency scale). Figure 4.1 illustrates the
linear transform for γ = 13 .

























Figure 4.1: Illustration of the transformation matrix [B]k,h for γ = 13 .
4.2.2 Binary Mask
The observed feature vector yˆ f (h) extracted from the mixture signal o would, in all probability,
include corrupted features due to overlapping harmonic partials h between the candidate sound
s f and other co-occurring ones. This is frequently the case in music where harmonic relation-
ships are favoured in order to produce a well-blended and melodious sound and therefore partial
collisions are unavoidable.
Because of this, it is necessary to define binary masks to separate the feature space into clean
and corrupted regions.
Previously, we used yˆ f (h) to denote the powers (squared magnitudes) of the observed har-
monic partials of sound s f in the mixture. Now let us use xˆ f (h) to denote the unobserved,
“clean,” harmonic partial powers of sound s f in isolation. Additionally, let us denote by x f =
10log10(Bxˆ f ) the corresponding unobserved feature vector that we would obtain if we transform
the harmonic partials of the clean sound s f as we presented earlier.
Both feature vectors x f and y f contain energies for different frequency subbands k. We can
now define their corresponding binary mask m f (k), where m f (k) = 1 if subband k is dominated
by energy coming from source with pitch f or it will be zero otherwise. So the binary mask can
be used to segregate clean from obscured subbands and come up with the following formula that
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the unobserved feature vector x f should obey:
x f (k) = y f (k) if m f (k) = 1 (4.12)
x f (k)< y f (k) if m f (k) = 0
This is valid if the power summation assumption is true. Power summation is another fre-
quently adopted assumption that is very frequently adopted when analysing musical sounds. It
states that the power of two coinciding partials equals the sum of their respective powers and it
holds true in the expectation sense assuming that sources are independent. The expected value of
the power spectrum of the observed mixture signal o is the sum of the power spectra of the har-
monic structures of the participating sources, despite the fact that individual spectral components
may either, partially or fully, add up or cancel each other depending on their phases.
It is expected that meaningful binary masks m f exist since instrument sources like other nat-
ural sounds can be considered sparse in the time-frequency domain and thus their corresponding
unobserved masks often contain a high number of non-zero values in the sense that x f (k)≈ y f (k).
The clean “glimpses” of the sources, when m f (k) = 1, form a basis for the recognition. How-
ever also the subbands where m f (k) = 0 inform about s f : the observed feature value y f (k) sets
an upper bound for the unobserved clean feature value x f (k). To keep the notation uncluttered,
we omit the subscript f in the following and write simply x, y, and m, with the exception of c f
to avoid confusion with c.
4.2.3 Marginalisation of the Missing Data and the Mask
Obtaining the true unobserved mask m of harmonic sound x from the observed feature vector y
is not an obvious task because x is not observed. Therefore, it requires to marginalise the mask
and subsequently the missing data.
The marginalisation approach we propose in this subsection is similar to the one proposed in
Barker et al. (2005), although the employed model and features are different.
The probability p(c|y, f ) that a candidate sound s f belongs to class c, as required in (4.5),
can be written as
p(c|y, f ) =∑
m
p(c,m|y, f ) =∑
m
p(c f |m,y, f )p(m|y, f ) (4.13)
where p(c,m|y, f ) denotes the joint probability that the sound s f belongs to class c and m
matches its true mask. Note that m f is a vector of k components of values either 0 or 1 and
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the summation∑m is short for ∑1m(1)=0∑
1
m(2)=0 · · ·∑1m(K)=0, that is, summing over all possible
binary masks. This renders the summation quite computationally demanding.
The term p(m|y, f ) denotes the probability that m matches the ideal (unobserved) mask of s f .
The ideal (aka “oracle”) mask has ones at positions where y(k)≈ x(k) and zeros elsewhere.2 It is
important to distinguish between the fact that the probability p(m|y, f ) represents confidence in
the estimated mask and the fact that the mask vector m itself represent confidence in the observed
feature vector elements y(k) (as described by (4.12)).
Note that in the case of a deterministic mask mdet Mestimation we can set its probability
p(m = mdet) = 1, leading to p(c f |y, f ) = p(c f |m = mdet ,y, f ).
The joint probability p(c,m|y, f ) in (4.13) can be written as
p(c,m|y, f ) =
∫
p(c,x,m|y, f )dx =
∫
p(c|x,m,y, f )p(x|m,y, f )p(m|y, f )dx (4.14)
=
[∫
p(c|x,m,y, f )p(x|m,y, f )dx
]
p(m|y, f )
where p(x|m,y, f ) is given by (4.16) and the integral is used to marginalize the unobserved x.
The factor p(c f |x,m,y, f ) simplifies to p(c f |x, f ) since c f does not depend on m or y given x
Using Bayes’ rule for p(c|x, f ), (4.14) becomes
p(c,m|y, f ) = p(c| f )
[∫
p(x|c, f )
p(x| f ) p(x|m,y, f )dx
]
p(m|y, f ) (4.15)
where p(c| f ) is the prior probability of class c at pitch f and p(x|c, f ) is the likelihood of observ-
ing x for class c and pitch f . The latter can be estimated from training data representing isolated
(clean) signals from class c. The probability density function (pdf) p(x| f ) is estimated similarly
but using data from all classes.
The assumptions in (4.12) allow us to write the probability density function (pdf) of the
unobserved clean features x of sound s f :
p(x(k)|m,y, f ) =

δ (x(k)− y(k)) if m(k) = 1
Up(x(k)|µ ,χ , f ) if m(k) = 0 and x(k)≤ y(k)
0 if m(k) = 0 and x(k)> y(k)
(4.16)
where δ (·) is the Dirac delta function and U is a normalizing constant to make the pdf sum to
unity since the pdf is truncated to be zero above y(k). p(x(k)|µ ,χ , f ) is the distribution of x(k)
2More precisely, y(k)≈ x(k) here means that |y(k)− x(k)|< ε , where ε values of 3–6 [dB] were found
suitable (see Section 4.2.4).
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Figure 4.2: The proposed system outline for the case when a deterministic mask is estimated and
provided to the classification stage.
given values of x at subbands where m(k) = 1. µ denotes a tuple of subband indices k ordered
from smallest to largest, where m(k) = 1, so that m(k)= 1 if and only if k∈ µ . The corresponding
values of y are stored in set χ so that χ(k) = y(µ(k)). The distribution p(x(k)|µ ,χ , f ) is learned
using isolated sounds from all classes.
Note that in the case of a deterministic mask for which the joint probability simplifies to
p(c f |y, f ) = p(c f |m,y, f ) as observed earlier, (4.14) and (4.15) simplify to:
p(c f |m,y, f ) =
∫
p(c f ,x|m,y, f )dx (4.17)
=
∫
p(c f |x,m,y, f )p(x|m,y, f )dx
p(c f |m,y, f ) = p(c f | f )
∫
p(x|c f , f )
p(x| f ) p(x|m,y, f )dx (4.18)
In Figure 4.2 we present the layout of the proposed system for the case when a deterministic
mask is estimated and provided to the classification stage. If instead we marginalise the mask
rather than estimate one, we need to substitute m f (k) for the mask probabilities p(m f |y f , f and
then the classification output would be p(c f ,m f |y f , f ) and a summation over possible masks
would have to be performed in order to marginalise out the mask and obtain p(c f |y f , f ).
A theoretical framework for the computation of p(c f |y, f ) has now been set, however, there
still exists a few problems that need to be solved in order for the approach to be practically
feasible.
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Firstly, the statistical models for p(x|m,y, f ) should be invariant to the presentation level
(scaling) of sound s f , appearing as an additive constant in the log-power features x. (Note that we
cannot normalise the scale since some of the feature vector elements are obscured and therefore
not available.) To achieve that, we consider only level differences between subbands k. Let us
use d`k ≡ x(k)− x(`) as a shorthand to denote the level difference between subbands k and `.
Secondly, the multi-dimensional integral over x in (4.15) is not computationally feasible in its
direct form. In the Appendix A a step-by-step derivation of a factorial form of (4.15) is presented,
as described in (Giannoulis and Klapuri, 2013).
In the following only the final form is presented and the involved assumptions are discussed.
The factorial form of (4.15) is given by
p(c|y, f ) (4.19)





































∣∣dβ (k)α(k), f)dx(k) (4.21)
For the clean subbands, dµ(i+1)µ(i) denotes the level difference of each neighbouring pair of clean
subbands i and i+ 1. In the special case where all subbands are clean (mask is all-one), (4.19)
reduces to








∣∣dkk−1,c f , f)/p(dk+1k ∣∣dkk−1, f)] (4.22)
The integral over x has disappeared, due to Dirac delta in (4.16) which has been substituted in
(4.15) to get (4.19). For computational tractability, we have also assumed that the level difference
dµ(i+1)µ(i) of each neighbouring pair of clean subbands depends only on f and the level differences
on both sides, dµ(i)µ(i−1) and d
µ(i+2)
µ(i+1), but not on other subbands.
For the noisy bands, k /∈ µ , value dα(k)k denotes the level difference between band k and its
nearest clean subband α(k). The subband α(k) is used as a “point of reference” for band k for
which m(k) = 0. Similarly, β (k) denotes the second-nearest clean subband to k. Again, we
assume that dα(k)k depends only on f and the level difference d
β (k)
α(k) between only the two nearest
clean subbands.
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4.2.4 Mask Estimation
Mask estimation consists a central and arguably the most difficult part of missing feature tech-
niques. Mask estimation in music has not been properly investigated in depth and to the best
of the author’s knowledge no dedicated methods for the mask estimation of music sources has
been proposed in the literature. However, it should be noted that instrument recognition systems
that are based on source separation techniques in order to separate sources from the mixture
can be considered to incorporate mask estimation as a side-product in order to produce spec-
trographic masks for the sources to allow their separation (Burred et al., 2009b, Heittola et al.,
2009, Kostek, 2004, Livshin and Rodet, 2004, Martins et al., 2007b). The same can be said about
methods intended for musical sound separation in general, especially those based on spectro-
gram factorisation (Févotte et al., 2009, Smaragdis and Brown, 2003, Virtanen, 2007) which can
be considered as estimating “soft”, i.e. non-binary but valued between 0 and 1, spectrotemporal
masks that separate the energy of different spectrotemporal regions of the mixture between the
different sources that collectively compose the mixture.
A number of mask estimation methods have been proposed in the field of environmentally
robust speech recognition (Raj and Stern, 2005, Virtanen et al., 2012). One approach based on
the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio is to estimate the power spectrum of additive noise by assuming
that it is slowly-varying, and then use it to estimate the SNR ratio at each time-frequency loca-
tion. The noise power spectrum is estimated from regions where no speech signals are active
(El-Maliki and Drygajlo, 1999, Stahl et al., 2000, Vizinho et al., 1999). An alternative approach
is to use a Bayesian approach for the estimation of spectrographic masks. Such methods attempt
to model the target speech signal instead by computing features at each time-frequency location
of the spectrogram that exploit the characteristics of the target speech signals. Subsequently a
Bayesian classifier is employed to label those locations as speech or noise (Seltzer et al., 2004).
Thirdly, one can take an auditory scene analysis approach, where spectral components are or-
ganised to their respective sound sources using perceptual cues based on selective properties of
the human auditory system and the physics of sound, such as harmonic frequency relationships
and synchronous time changes that promote the fusion of components to the same source (Barker
et al., 2001, 2005, Wang and Brown, 2006b). Another such proposed system, employing a CASA
approach in music for singer identification is the work of Hu and Liu (2013). The system em-
ploys CASA to segregate the singing voice from a mixture signal by estimating time-frequency
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masks based on pre-extracted pitch-based features and subsequently employing missing feature
marginalisation to deal with the missing features and enable the identification of the singer.
The aforementioned approaches cannot be applied in a straightforward way in music signals.
The first because the interference caused by other instruments is not slowly-varying and does not
represent a single source that could be labelled as “corrupting noise”. The second because both
the target and the interference represent the same class of musical sounds and thus the employed
features would have to be more specific and with higher discriminative power, in order to be
able to model those characteristics of instrument that can separate one from another, rather than
singing voice from accompanying instruments. The third approach is complicated by the fact that
music is produced in such ways to promote the blending of different sources into a homogeneous
sound. This is achieved via harmonic pitch relationships and synchronous onset times that “fool”
the auditory system to perceive simultaneous sounds as a single entity (Bregman, 1990, pp. 457–
460).
The mask estimation algorithm proposed in the following is based on the spectral smoothness
assumption (Cauwenberghs, 1999, Klapuri, 2001). A formulation of the assumption states that
the spectral envelopes of musical sounds tend to be smooth: slowly-varying as a function of
log-frequency, in a specific sense (Klapuri, 2001). The amplitude of an individual frequency
partial can deviate negatively from the smooth envelope, but is very seldom much higher than
those of its neighbours. In the latter case, the partial it is more easily perceptually segregated and
perceived as a separate sound, which is undesirable for musical sounds Bregman (1990). Many
instruments can be seen to consist of two acoustically coupled parts, a vibrating source (e.g. a
string or an air column) and a resonator such as the guitar body. Usually the excitation signal
of the vibrating system resembles a transient or an impulse train, resulting in a spectrum where
no individual harmonic stands out. The coupled body resonator, in turn, does not usually have
sharp resonance modes, but tends to be strongly damped and radiate acoustic energy efficiently
(Fletcher and Rossing, 1998, p.41).
When two sinusoidal partials with magnitudes α1 and α2 and phase difference θ∆ coincide in
frequency, the amplitude of the resulting sinusoid is given by
α = |α1+α2eiθ∆ |. (4.23)
If α1 ≈ α2, the partials may either amplify or cancel out each other, depending on θ∆. However,
if one of the amplitudes is significantly larger than the other, as is usually the case, α approaches
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1st Clean Note Harmonics
2nd Clean Note Harmonics
Figure 4.3: Spectrum of a Clarinet note D]5 and an Oboe note G]5 which are in 3 : 4 pitch
relationship. Amplitudes of the harmonic partials of both notes, taken from both the clean signals
and the mixture have been highlighted. The partials of the lower-pitched sound dominate, except
for the fourth partial for which the observed value (“∗”) is larger than the underlying clean value
(“”). For the higher-pitched sound, the third partial is only slightly affected because of the much
higher amplitude, but for the 6th, 9th, 12th and 15th partials, the observed amplitudes (“∗”) are
clearly higher than the clean values (“◦”) and the partials rise above the rest of the observed series
of harmonic amplitudes. The partials that overlap have been marked with arrows.
the maximum of the two. As a consequence, partials that overlap with a more dominant one
(from another source) tend to have higher magnitudes than their neighbours and rise above the
smooth spectral envelope. Figure 4.3 illustrates such a situation where two sounds are in 3 : 4
pitch relationships and therefore every third partial of the higher-pitched sound (marked with
black arrows on the figure) overlaps every fourth partial of the lower sound.
The above observations suggest that individual partials with amplitudes clearly higher than
their neighbours are more likely to have been corrupted by a partial from an interfering source,
and the mask value at the corresponding position of the feature vector should be set to zero. That
is the basic idea of the mask estimation procedure described in the following.
Mask Estimation using Spectral Smoothness
The algorithm first estimates the smooth spectral envelope by calculating a local moving average
over the series of observed harmonic amplitudes [yˆ(h)]1/2 of a sound, where yˆ(h) denotes the
power of the partial as discussed in Sec. 4.2.1. An octave-wide hamming window is centred at
each harmonic partial h, and a weighted average a(h) of the magnitudes of the partials within

























Figure 4.4: The spectra of an Oboe sound (top) and a Clarinet sound (bottom). The smoothed
harmonic partial magnitudes a(h) have been highlighted with “◦” and are connected with line
segments for illustrative purposes to show the “smooth envelope” of the sound.
the window is calculated.3 Figure 4.4 illustrates the smooth spectra for two example isolated
sounds. As can be seen, there are negative deviations from the smooth envelope (especially for
the clarinet for which even harmonics are weak due to its sound production mechanism) but none
of the harmonics rises much above the envelope.
The smoothed magnitude spectrum values a(h) are then squared and [a(h)]2 are substituted
for yˆ(h) in (4.8) in order to get a feature vector ysmo. We then calculate the difference between
the initial and the smoothed feature vectors, denoted as δ (k) and not to be confused with the
Dirac delta function, by:
δ (k) = max(0,y(k)− ysmo(k)) (4.24)
where negative values are clipped to zero because we are interested only in positive deviations
from the smooth spectral envelope.
For learning the mask probabilities, we utilise an “oracle” mask: an underlying ideal mask.
The oracle mask is available at the training stage by generating training sound mixtures for which
we have the isolated (clean) sounds before mixing. We compute the feature vectors y from the
mixture, and in addition we compute the clean feature vectors x by applying the same feature
3Note that for the first partial, an octave-wide window includes only the partial itself and therefore a(h)
equals the observed amplitude of the partial.
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extraction procedure on the isolated sounds before mixing. The oracle mask is then defined as
mor(k) =

1 if |y(k)− x(k)| ≤ ε
0 if |y(k)− x(k)|> ε
(4.25)
where ε is an empirically found threshold value (in preliminary experiments, values 3–6 dB were
found suitable).
The top panel of Figure 4.5 shows an example spectrum consisting of the polyphonic mixture
of four instruments. The lower panel gives a similar example for another mixture of four sounds,
highlighting the partials of a clarinet sound and the corresponding ideal mask.
Based on the binary value of the oracle mask at each band, we compile two sets of histograms.
Γ0(k,δ (k)) is a histogram of δ (k) values at subbands k, counting only the training cases where
the oracle mask mor(k) = 0 at band k. Separate histograms are calculated for each subband k.
Similarly, Γ1(k,δ (k)) are histograms of δ (k) values at subbands k, counting only cases where
the oracle mask mor(k) = 1. Based on the two histograms for each band k, we can then calculate
the empirical probability distributions for the bands:
p(m(k) = 1|δ (k)) = Γ1(k,δ (k))
Γ0(k,δ (k))+Γ1(k,δ (k))
(4.26)
Figure 4.6 illustrates the estimated mask probabilities as a function of k and δ (k). As can be
seen, the probabilities p(m(k) = 1|δ (k)) as a function of δ (k) are very informative for all the
bands k: as the value of δ (k) increases, the probability decreases.4
The estimated mask probabilities are common to all pitch values f . In principle, the probabil-
ities in eq. (4.26) could be conditioned by f and separate mask probabilities could be estimated
for different pitch values f . However this was found unnecessary in preliminary experiments.
Finally, full mask probabilities are calculated by assuming independence of different sub-
bands:
p(m = m′|δ ) =∏
k
p(m(k) = m′(k)|δ (k)) (4.27)
where m′ is a given mask, for which the probability is to be calculated. The probabilities p(m|δ )
are then substituted for p(m|y, f ) in eq. (A.8). Note that all the information required for mask es-
timation is included in δ which is obtained from eq. (4.24) and the empirical probability densities
of eq. (4.26) estimated at the training stage.
4Note that the value of δ (k) at the few lowest bands varies only within a narrow range, and is always
δ (k) = 0 for band 1, where the smoothed amplitude equals the observed amplitude.
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Figure 4.5: The upper panel shows the spectrum of a mixture of four sounds. The observed
partial magnitudes y(k) of an oboe sound have been indicated with “∗” and the underlying clean
magnitudes x(k) with “◦”. The ideal (oracle) mask for this sound is shown as a series of 1s and 0s
above the spectrum. The subband boundaries are indicated with dotted horizontal lines (note that
subbands 1–4 contain a single partial only). The lower panel shows another example mixture,
highlighting the partials of a clarinet sound and the corresponding ideal mask.
The independence assumption in eq. (4.27) is made for simplicity. The mask marginalisation
algorithm (described in detail in the Appendix B) would allow a more generic factorial form for
the mask probabilities, namely





which leads to more accurate mask probabilities. However for simplicity we adhere to eq. (4.27)
in the following.
The estimated mask probabilities are used when marginalising the mask, as described in the
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k
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the empirically estimated mask probabilities p(m(k) = 1|δ (k)). Darker
value indicates higher probability.
Appendix B. Alternatively, we can also define a single, maximum-likelihood mask estimate as
mˆML(k) =

1 if p(m(k) = 1|δ (k))≥ 0.5
0 if p(m(k) = 1|δ (k))< 0.5
(4.29)
When using the maximum-likelihood mask, the probability of mˆML is set to one and the prob-
abilities of other masks to zero, making mask marginalisation trivial as summing over masks is
not needed in eq. (4.19).
Similarly to (4.29), we can define yet another heuristic mask that does not require training
the mask probabilities p(m(k) = 1|δ (k)) at all, but is directly based on the estimated value of
δ (k)). This heuristically estimated mask is denoted by mˆheur and is given by
mˆheur(k) =

1 if δ (k)≤ εsmo
0 if δ (k)> εsmo
(4.30)
where the threshold value εsmo = 3 dB was chosen based on preliminary experiments. Again,
when using the above mask, the probability of mˆheur is set to one and the probabilities of other
masks to zero, making the mask marginalisation unnecessary. These simplifications of the pro-
posed system are also separately evaluated in Sec. 4.3.
Finally, in Appendix B, the reader can find a detailed presentation of an algorithm that im-
plements mask marginalisation by summing over different masks in eq. (4.19) and (A.8). The
algorithm was published in (Giannoulis and Klapuri, 2013).
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4.3 Evaluation
The proposed method and various baseline methods were tested using mixtures of musical in-
strument sounds. Recognition was performed within an individual 93 ms analysis frame, as our
purpose was to reliably validate the proposed missing feature algorithms and not so much to
maximise the absolute recognition performance by including temporal features and integrating
the class probabilities over time. The use of a long (93 ms) frame was to allow for sufficiently
high frequency resolution.
Two different databases were used, one for training the class models and another for testing,
in order to ensure complete independence of the training and test data. For training the models,
we employed the RWC Musical Instrument Sound database (Goto et al., 2002). It contains
several instances of each instrument (for example several violins) and different dynamic levels
and playing styles (depending on the instrument) from each instrument instance. For testing,
we used the McGill University Master Samples (MUMS) database (Opolko and Wapnick, 1989)
which contains the full pitch range of one instance of each instrument played with one dynamic
level and normal playing style.
Ten different instruments were chosen for the classification task, mainly based on the avail-
ability of data in the above-mentioned databases. These included bassoon, cello, clarinet, flute,
oboe, piano, piccolo, alto saxophone, tuba and violin. The choice of the instruments was made
before computing any classification results.5
The probability densities for each class were trained using isolated samples from the chosen
instruments, as described at the end of Sec. 4.2.3. We used all the available training data (all
instrument instances, playing styles and dynamic levels) by sampling randomly from the database
until we had collected 10000 analysis frames for each instrument. The analysis frames were
93 ms in duration and were chosen near the beginning (onset) of each randomly-selected note.
The test mixtures were obtained by choosing random notes from random instruments in the
test database and mixing them with equal mean-square levels. 10000 one-, two-, and four-sounds
mixtures, corresponding to polyphonies of 1, 2 and 4 respectively, were generated for testing and
the recognition was carried out within a single 93 ms analysis frame near the onset of each
mixture. Importantly, we had to constrain the test mixtures so that each instrument appears
5With the exception of alto saxophone which was chosen to replace trumpet because poor results for the
baseline methods indicated that the trumpet types in the two databases were different (B[ vs. C trumpet) .
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only once in a given mixture, excluding multiple notes from the same instrument in the same
mixture signal. This information, along with the number P of component sounds in the mixture
(“polyphony”), was given as side-information to the classifiers. This was an unavoidable step due
to the way the classification is performed by the baseline methods where the classifier simply
outputs the P most probable classes. This has the consequence that the random guess rate for
isolated sounds is only 10% (one out of 10 instruments), whereas the random guess rate for a
mixture of four sounds is 40% (guessing 4 out of 10 instruments). This makes the absolute
recognition rates slightly less meaningful, but does not prevent from comparing the proposed
methods against the baseline and assessing the relative improvement achieved. Pitch information
was not given as side-information, but the multipitch estimator (Klapuri, 2006) was applied as
described in the beginning of Sec. 4.2.
4.3.1 Reference Methods
In order to put the results in perspective, we compared the proposed method with various refer-
ence classifiers and acoustic features.
As reference features, we employed Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), which
have been widely used for musical instrument recognition (Herrera-Boyer et al., 2006), speech
recognition (Huang et al., 2001), and speaker verification (Reynolds et al., 2000). The zeroth
coefficient was discarded and the following 12 coefficients were used for classification. The
MFCC features were mean- and variance-normalised so that each element of the feature vector
has zero-mean and unity variance over all the training data from all classes. The global mean and
variance parameters were stored and used for normalising the test features too. This improved
the classification performance only slightly.
To study how much information is lost in the proposed method by retaining only the harmonic
partials of each sound instead of the entire spectrum (see Sec. 4.2.1), we computed another set
of features, here called “MFCC-H,” based on the harmonic partials only. More exactly, we
computed the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the analysis frame applying the Hamming
window and zero-padding factor of two, picked local maxima in the vicinity (±2 frequency bins)
of integer multiples of the estimated pitch, and then set the rest of the spectrum to zero, retaining
only individual frequency bins at the positions of the partials. The resulting spectrum was then
used for calculating the MFCC coefficients in a normal manner. The number of coefficients used
and the normalisation applied were the same as for the standard MFCC features described above.
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As a reference classifier, we employed a Bayesian classifier using Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) to represent the class-conditional likelihood densities. We tried different GMM model
orders and settled for 10 Gaussians per model, with diagonal covariance matrices. Both MFCC
and MFCC-H features were used in conjunction with this classifier.
As another baseline classifier, we replaced the GMMs with simple Gaussian models that
were trained separately for each pitch value (musical note). This model is termed “Gaussian/ f ”
in the following to indicate we have one Gaussian per pitch. In order to have a sufficient amount
of training data for each pitch value, we included data from ±N notes around the target note
since the spectra of nearby pitches is usually representative too. In preliminary experiments,
we found N = 4 to perform well. At the test stage, the pitches of the component sounds are
estimated (similarly to the proposed method) and then used to choose the corresponding pitch-
specific model from each class to calculate class membership probabilities. The classifier with
pitch-specific models was tested using MFCC, MFCC-H, and the features proposed in Sec. 4.2.1.
Diagonal covariance matrices were used in all cases.
4.3.2 Parameters of the Proposed Method
Acoustic features for the proposed method were extracted as described in Sec. 4.2.1, setting
H = 30 so that we use only the lowest 30 harmonic partials. The partials were located in the
spectrum by searching for maxima within ±2 frequency bins around the integer multiples of the
estimated pitch (similarly to MFCC-H described above). We analyzed the spectrum only up to
10 kHz and set harmonic amplitudes to zero above that since most instruments do not exhibit
clear sinusoidal components above that. When mapping from linear to logarithmic frequency
resolution, we used third-octave resolution, setting γ = 0.33 in (4.8). Finally, as described in
Sec. 4.2.3, in order to achieve scale invariance we used level differences between neighboring
subbands as classification features, termed as “subband level differences” (SLD) in the remainder
of the paper. The trained models for the proposed algorithm were always pitch-specific. Similarly
to the second baseline system, we utilized ±N notes around each target note for training, setting
N = 4.
4.3.3 Results
Table 4.1 shows results for different configurations of the proposed method and the reference
methods. The presented accuracies represent the average performance of 5 runs, each with dif-
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ferent instantiations of the training and the test sets. The first row of results in Table 4.1 shows the
random guess rate, which increases along with the polyphony P for the reason explained above.
The main observation in Table 4.1 regards the performance difference between the GMM+MFCC
baseline method (with bold font on the second row) and the proposed method on the last row.
The proposed method outperforms the baseline by a wide margin for polyphonies 2 and 4, in-
dicating that the taken missing feature approach provides significant robustness improvement in
mixture signals. The performance difference remains when switching to the GMM+MFCC-H
baseline, indicating that utilising the pitch information to pick the corresponding partials from
the spectrum does not alone explain the performance difference between the proposed system
and the baseline.
For isolated samples, however, the proposed method performs clearly worse than the GMM+MFCC
baseline. The main reason seems to be that the proposed features are based on the amplitudes of
harmonic partials only, discarding the spectrum between the partials and being subject to pitch
estimation errors. This conclusion can be drawn by comparing the 2nd and 3rd rows in Table 4.1,
where the performance of the GMM baseline drops from 74.6% to 62.3% for isolated samples
when moving from MFCC to MFCC-H features. Utilizing the stochastic spectral components be-
tween the harmonics in polyphonic music is difficult due to the low level of these components.6
Of course, in practice the recognition would not be based on a single analysis frame or even a
single note and therefore the recognition rates for solo recordings can be considerably improved
even with the harmonic part only.
Rows 4–6 of Table 4.1 show results for the second baseline classifier with pitch-specific
Gaussian models (“Gaussian/ f ”). Interestingly, this classifier performs essentially equally well
as the GMM-based classifier, suggesting that the use of a simple Gaussian per note (as is done
in the proposed method) is not problematic. Both the GMM and the Gaussian/ f methods were
trained on polyphonic material, which was found to perform significantly better than the same
models trained on isolated samples. For example the performance of GMM+MFCCs was on the
average 15 and 9 %-units worse for polyphonies of 2 and 4, respectively, when trained on isolated
samples.
The performance difference for different features on rows 4–6 is quite illuminating. The dif-
ference between MFCC and MFCC-H features only confirms what was already discussed above
6However see Wu et al. (2011) where the authors used both the harmonic part and the attack transient
for polyphonic instrument recognition.
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Table 4.1: Average recognition accuracy (%) and standard deviation (%) of different methods.
Results are computed out of 5 runs, each with different randomly-sampled instantiations of the
training and the test sets.
Method Polyphony
Model Training Features Mask 1 2 4
% % %
1. Random guess – – – 10.0 20.0 40.0
2. GMM Polyphonic MFCC – 74.6 ± 1.7 50.7 ± 0.2 53.1 ± 0.2
3. GMM Polyphonic MFCC-H – 62.3 ± 1.0 46.5 ± 0.8 51.8 ± 0.1
4. Gaussian/ f Polyphonic MFCC – 76.7 ± 0.4 50.5 ± 0.3 53.6 ± 0.2
5. Gaussian/ f Polyphonic MFCC-H – 62.9 ± 0.7 46.7 ± 0.3 50.9 ± 0.1
6. Gaussian/ f Isolated SLD – 63.4 ± 0.3 41.9 ± 0.5 52.6 ± 0.1
7. Proposed Isolated SLD Oracle 64.1 ± 0.5 62.8 ± 0.2 67.5 ± 0.2
8. Proposed Isolated SLD Oracle (full m.) 64.1 ± 0.4 60.3 ± 0.2 64.6 ± 0.1
9. Proposed Isolated SLD All-one 64.1 ± 0.3 51.8 ± 0.1 56.4 ± 0.1
10. Proposed Isolated SLD Heuristic 61.5 ± 0.5 56.9 ± 0.1 60.2 ± 0.1
11. Proposed Isolated SLD ML 64.1 ± 0.5 57.3 ± 0.6 60.8 ± 0.2
12. Proposed Isolated SLD Mask probs. 64.1 ± 0.5 58.2 ± 0.4 61.5 ± 0.2
for the performance of the GMM-based classifier. However it is interesting that the MFCC-H and
the SLD perform nearly equally well, despite the fact that the proposed features are correlated and
diagonal covariance matrices were used. We tested decorrelating the SLD using principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA, see Section 2.4.3 or Abdi and Williams (2010)) before employing them in
the Gaussian/ f -based classifier, and separately the use of full covariance matrices, but the results
were very similar. Important to note is that the proposed features given to the Gaussian/ f -based
classifier consisted of level differences between successive subbands, resulting in a feature vector
that is one element shorter than the vector y described in Sec. 4.2.1. This partly decorrelates the
features.
Rows 7–11 of Table 4.1 show results for different configurations of the proposed method.
Five different types of masks were tested. In addition to the proposed mask marginalisation
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process (“Mask probs.” on row 12), as explained in B, we employed the maximum-likelihood
mask (row 11) and the heuristic mask (row 10) described at the end of Sec. 4.2.4. As a simple
baseline mask, we used an all-one mask and set its probability to one (row 9). Furthermore,
in order to obtain an upper bound for the performance from the viewpoint of mask estimation,
we calculated the ideal “oracle” mask by utilising the test samples before mixing and set its
probability to one (row 7). It is worth mentioning that by passing in to the method the ground truth
F0s at the testing stage, thus suppressing any error propagation due to incorrect F0 estimation,
the oracle mask performance improves by an extra 2.5 %-units and 2 %-units for polyphonies of
2 and 4, respectively.
The performance difference between the oracle and all-one mask is quite drastic for poly-
phonies 2 and 4, highlighting the importance of handling unreliable data appropriately in the
classification process. Results for the estimated mask probabilities (last row of Table 4.1) are
approximately half-way between the oracle mask and the all-one mask, indicating that the spec-
tral smoothness-based mask estimation is able to make an important step towards the ideal mask.
Interestingly, this is true even in the case of isolated samples, for which the oracle and the all-one
mask are equivalent: here the results are identical for the oracle, the all-one, and the estimated
mask.
The maximum-likelihood mask (row 11) and even the heuristic mask (row 10) perform sur-
prisingly well, although slightly worse than the full system on row 12. This indicates that the
mask marginalisation algorithm described in B could be avoided in computationally restricted
applications.
To study the difference between bounded integration and full marginalisation, we calculated
results for the oracle mask using both options (rows 7 and 8 of Table 4.1). In the case of full
marginalisation, the integral over x(k) is calculated from −∞ to ∞ instead of −∞ to y(k),
which has the consequence that the noise terms Qc, fj,k,` become one and need not be computed at
all. Confirming the results of other authors, e.g. Barker et al. (2005), bounded marginalisation
works consistently (although not dramatically) better than full marginalisation: assuming that the
observed unreliable value gives an upper bound for the unobserved clean value is meaningful.
Table 4.2 presents results per instrument for the polyphony of 4 and for a subset of the meth-
ods. As can be seen, the differences between instruments are rather large. This could be partly
explained by the fact that (α) some of the instruments are more easily confused with each other
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Table 4.2: Average recognition accuracy (%) and standard deviation (%) per instrument of dif-
ferent methods in polyphony of 4. Results are computed out of 5 runs, each with different
randomly-sampled instantiations of the training and the test sets.
Method
Instrument
GMM Proposed, Proposed, Proposed,
MFCC oracle mask heuristic mask mask probs.
row 2 in (4.1) row 8 in (4.1) row 10 in (4.1) row 12 in (4.1)
% % % %
Piano 35.1 ± 1.0 68.3 ± 1.0 62.3 ± 0.6 76.3 ± 0.7
Violin 49.8 ± 1.4 66.2 ± 1.9 68.7 ± 1.2 65.5 ± 0.6
Cello 65.7 ± 1.0 80.1 ± 0.7 85.5 ± 0.3 77.1 ± 0.5
Tuba 75.5 ± 0.8 69.6 ± 1.0 29.0 ± 0.9 47.0 ± 0.9
AltoSax 48.1 ± 0.8 48.1 ± 1.4 61.8 ± 1.0 47.6 ± 2.0
Oboe 46.4 ± 0.8 64.1 ± 0.7 50.8 ± 0.9 64.4 ± 1.2
Bassoon 64.1 ± 1.8 90.9 ± 0.5 69.6 ± 0.3 76.7 ± 0.4
Clarinet 49.8 ± 1.7 73.1 ± 1.3 55.5 ± 1.3 57.7 ± 0.6
Piccolo 55.7 ± 2.0 58.6 ± 1.2 64.1 ± 0.8 51.4 ± 1.3
Flute 40.8 ± 2.1 56.4 ± 1.1 54.7 ± 0.7 51.0 ± 0.5
and (β ) for some instruments, the training data is not representative of the test data due to dif-
ferences in the two databases. Interestingly, it seems that the proposed method performs worse
for high-pitched instruments such as altosax, piccolo, and flute. One possible explanation is that
the number of partials available below 10kHz is not sufficient for robust recognition, especially
if some of those partials are partly obscured due to other overlapping sounds. Surprisingly, the
proposed mask seems to outperform the oracle mask for piano. One possible explanation for
that is that piano, having the most diverse data (many different playstyles, dynamics and types of
instrument) but also the widest range of F0s, resulted in more generic learned models that often
dominated over other instruments in cases when the deterministic mask was not very meaningful.
Figure 4.7 shows a confusion matrix for the proposed method and a polyphony of 1. The
results on the diagonal further support the observation that the proposed method works somewhat
worse for higher-pitched instruments.












































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: Confusion matrix for the proposed method. The rows correspond to the recognised
instrument and the columns to the present instrument. Each entry of the matrix shows mean
accuracy and standard deviation over 5 runs for a polyphony of 1 to highlight the confusions
among instruments.
For comparison, in Figure 4.8 we present the confusion matrix for the pitch-specific MFCC
model after averaging over 5 runs for a polyphony of 1.
4.4 Application of the Method to Computational
Auditory Scene Analysis
Although, the method was explicitly defined in order to perform recognition of musical instru-
ments in polyphonic audio, we argue that it can also be applied on more generic environmental
audio for recognition of various harmonic sounds.
Apart from musical instruments, other types of harmonic sounds like certain animal sounds












































































































































































































































Figure 4.8: The confussion matrix for the pitch-specific MFCC model. Each entry on the matrix
shows mean accuracy and standard deviation over 5 runs for a polyphony of 1 to highlight the
confusions among instruments for the given model and features.
and various environmental sounds (natural or artificial) also satisfy the spectral smoothness prin-
ciple as introduced in Section 4.2.4. As a matter of fact Figure 4.9 depicts the smooth spectra
for various harmonic sounds beyond only musical instruments.
However, for an evaluation of this claim we would require extensive data for harmonic sounds
that would exhibit some variance in order to enable us to train and generalise probabilistic mod-
els. Therefore, in the following evaluation and purely for practical purposes (mainly the avail-
ability of data), we use musical instrument sounds as the target classes but the method is not
limited to musical sounds. The advantage of musical instruments is that they provide a wide
range of well-defined sound source classes with a lot of acoustic variability within each class.
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Figure 4.9: The spectrum of a musical instrument sound (top), a Humpback whale call (mid-
dle) and a modern cordless phone ringing (bottom). The smoothed harmonic partial magnitudes
have been highlighted with “◦” and are connected with line segments to produce the “smooth
envelope” of the sound.
4.4.1 Evaluation Results
For this evaluation framework, single instrument sounds were mixed with background noise from
four different auditory scenes: rain and rumble, crowded bar, dishwashing, and shower. Audio
data for the acoustic scenes were obtained from Freesound.org (Freesound.org). 12 such ran-
domly sampled datasets were made, one for each background acoustic scene and for 4 different
singal-to-noise (SNR) levels including: infinity, 40, 20 and 0 dB. Recognition was carried out
in an individual 93 ms analysis frame. Figure 4.10 shows results for the proposed missing fea-
ture method and the baseline method for varying signal-to-noise ratios. To analyze the effect of
mask estimation errors, results are also shown for the “oracle” mask: the underlying ideal mask
obtained by utilizing signal information before mixing.
The proposed method clearly outperforms the reference method by a wide margin in low
SNR. The full potential of the proposed method can be appreciated by seeing the robustness that
can be achieved with the oracle mask.
4.5 Discussion
This chapter proposed a model for decomposing sound spectrograms of harmonic structures such
as pitched musical instrument note sounds with the purpose of classifying the sounds the mixture
is comprised of. The method is based on the missing feature theory and local spectral features,
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Missing Feature − Inferred Mask
Missing Feature − Oracle Mask
Figure 4.10: Performance of three systems under varied SNR conditions. Systems comprise the
proposed missing feature system with oracle mask, the proposed missing feature system with the
inferred mask (that is the heuristic, based on spectral smoothness) and the baseline system using
GMMs and MFCCs. The plots show mean values and standard deviations out of 12 randomly
sampled datasets using the four acoustic scenes.
using bounded marginalisation to treat the unreliable feature vector elements. The algorithm is
explicitly developed to deal with harmonic sounds by exploiting the structure of such sounds.
A mask estimation technique was proposed that is based on the assumption that the spectral
envelopes of musical sounds tend to be slowly-varying as a function of log-frequency. A compu-
tationally efficient algorithm for marginalising the mask was described.
The chapter described how the model can be utilised for polyphonic musical instrument iden-
tification in automatic music transcription. The model can be expanded to recognise harmonic
sounds in more generic environmental audio analysis outside music and one such case was pre-
sented for recognition of harmonic sounds from everyday acoustic scenes in a CASA framework.
In mixture signals, the proposed method outperformed the reference methods by a wide mar-
gin, indicating that the missing feature approach provides a significant robustness improvement
when processing polyphonic audio. For isolated samples, the proposed method performed some-
what worse than the reference method, which seems to be due to the fact that information only at
the positions of the harmonic partials is utilized and the rest of the spectrum is discarded.
Different masks were tested with the proposed method and their performance was compared
with that of a trivial all-one mask and an ideal “oracle” mask. The estimated masks achieve an
accuracy that is approximately half-way between that of the all-one and the oracle masks, indicat-
ing that the proposed mask estimation principle is efficient. The estimated maximum-likelihood
mask performs surprisingly well too, making it a viable option to avoid the mask marginalisa-
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tion step altogether in computationally limited applications. This work has been published in
(Giannoulis and Klapuri, 2013, Giannoulis et al., 2013c).
Currently, the proposed system performs the analysis on single frame and does not include
any temporal processing or integration of information over time. Future work could include the
development and performance study of dynamic (temporal) features. Dynamic features, such
as delta-MFCCs, are known to improve the recognition of isolated musical instrument samples
Eronen (2001), Herrera-Boyer et al. (2006). Using dynamic features in the proposed framework
is in fact easier than the use of static (non-differentiated) features, since frame-to-frame differen-
tiation takes care of level normalisation and there is therefore no need for calculating differences
between subbands. Music signals do not exhibit the slowly-varying effect of speech signals7:
the pitch and timbre of an individual musical sound is usually relatively constant over its dura-
tion compared to the fluctuations observed in speech, and synchronous timing is favoured for
concurrent sounds. For these reasons, the estimated mask values in a given frame can be rather
safely assumed to apply to the neighbouring frames on both sides, making it easier to accom-
modate local dynamic (delta) features in the proposed framework, as different combinations of
mask values in successive frames need not necessarily be considered when calculating the dy-
namic features. Dynamic features at unreliable subbands can be completely excluded from the
classification process.
The novelty of the algorithm and the employed features themselves, as well as the proposed
framework for handling the missing data, estimating the mask or marginalising the mask are the
main contributions of this work. Missing feature techniques have been very scarcely used for
music processing and this work serves to expand the literature in that direction.




Application of the Missing Feature System to Au-
tomatic Music Transcription
In this chapter we present a further application of the proposed missing feature-based polyphonic
musical instrument recognition system of Chapter 4. In Section 5.1, we revisit automatic music
transcription and this time we highlight and analyse current challenges and problems that re-
searchers in the field are facing. We propose future directions, focusing on those more relevant
to the instrument recognition task. It should be noted that part of this section has been published
by the author in (Benetos, Dixon, Giannoulis, Kirchhoff, and Klapuri, 2013b). In Section 5.2,
we present an approach based on the proposed directions in Section 5.1. The approach involves
the integration of two polyphonic musical instrument recognition systems with the goal to im-
prove the overall instrument recognition performance but also transcription accuracy of the AMT
system. This work has been submitted as a conference paper to an international conference (Gi-
annoulis et al., 2014). Finally, in Section 5.5 we conclude the chapter with a discussion of the
aforementioned and other similar applications.
5.1 Improving Automatic Music Transcription (AMT)
As discussed in previous chapters, automatic recognition of the musical instruments in recorded
music has several direct applications including, music retrieval based on instrumentation and au-
dio management in recording studios. Nevertheless, the most direct application is its importance
in automatic music transcription systems that in turn is directly relevant to many more applica-
tions from the fields of music information retrieval (known as MIR) and music signal processing.
Extracting information about the identity of music sources is an integral part of music transcrip-
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tion and sound separation systems as it enables to use source-specific models and assumptions
that allow the organisation of sounds events to “streams” that can be attributed to certain instru-
ments (Benetos et al., 2013b).
Despite significant progress in AMT research, there exists no end-user application that can
accurately and reliably transcribe music containing the range of instrument combinations and
genres found in recorded music. The performance of even the most recent systems is still clearly
below that of a human expert, despite the fact that humans themselves produce imperfect re-
sults and require multiple takes, while making extensive use of prior knowledge and complex
inference. If the evaluation results for the core task of every AMT system, the frame-based
multiple-F0 estimation task, of the MIREX evaluation (MIREX) are observed, one will quickly
notice that there seems to be a plateau in performance. The observed stagnation in AMT sys-
tem performance can be further emphasised when we compare multiple-instrument transcription
with piano transcription for the note tracking task of MIREX (see detailed analysis in (Benetos,
Dixon, Giannoulis, Kirchhoff, and Klapuri, 2013b)).
The shortcomings of existing methodologies do not stop in absolute performance limitations.
Currently proposed systems fall short in flexibility to deal with diverse target data. When it
comes to music theory, instruments, performance and expressiveness, music genres like classical,
hip-hop, ambient electronic and traditional Chinese music have little in common. Furthermore
styles of notation vary with genre. For example Pop/Rock notation might represent melody,
chords and (perhaps) bass line, whereas a classical score would usually contain all the notes
to be played, and electroacoustic music has no standard means of notation. Similarly, the parts
for specific instruments might require additional notation details like playing style (e.g. pizzicato)
and fingering. The user’s expectations of a transcription system depend on notational conventions
specific to the instrument and style being transcribed. The task of tailoring AMT systems to
specific styles has yet to be addressed in the literature.
Also, as it is typically the case, algorithms are developed independently to carry out indi-
vidual tasks such as multiple-F0 detection, beat tracking and instrument recognition. Although
this is necessary, considering the complexity of each task, the challenge remains to combine the
outputs of the algorithms, or better, the algorithms themselves, to perform joint estimation of
all parameters, in order to avoid cascading of errors when algorithms are combined sequentially.
The overall performance of AMT systems could potentially be improved further by utilising the
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following: user-assisted or semi-supervised methods, use of musicological models or partial in-
formation from pre-existing partially complete scores. In Figure 5.1 a general architecture of a
transcription system incorporating all of the aforementioned techniques is depicted. In the core of
the system lie the multi-pitch detection and note tracking algorithms. Four transcription sub-tasks
related to multi-pitch detection and note tracking appear as optional system algorithms (dotted
boxes) that can be integrated into a transcription system. These are: instrument identification,
key and chord estimation, onset and offset detection, and tempo and beat estimation. Source
separation, an independent but interrelated problem, could be addressed with a separate system
that could inform and interact with the transcription system in general, and more specifically
with the instrument identification subsystem. Optionally, information can also be fed externally
to the transcription system. This could be given as prior information (i.e. genre, instrumentation,
etc.), via user-interaction or by providing information from a partially correct or incomplete pre-
existing score. Finally, training data can be utilised to learn acoustic and musicological models
which subsequently inform and interact with the transcription system.
5.1.1 Instrument-specific Transcription Methods and Information Integration
There is a wide variety of musical instruments each including possible manufacturing variations
and incorporating many different playing styles which may affect considerably the producible
sound. Current transcription systems often disregard these subtle facts and try to develop com-
putational models that either ignore instrument-specific characteristics or attempt to detect notes
in an instrument-independent way.
If transcription systems were to incorporate models for different instruments, in the same way
as in automatic speech processing, speech recognition systems often employ language-specific
models or speaker adaptation (Huang et al., 2001), then the resulting system performance could
be improved, although the additional computational complexity and time would also have to be
accounted for.
The application of such instrument-specific models would, however, require the target in-
strumentation to be known or inferred from the recording. In this case, instrument recognition
algorithms like the one proposed in Chapter 4 would have to be considered.
Another, interesting future direction for AMT research, mainly because it requires minimal
effort and added complexity, is that of information integration. The main idea would be to inte-
grate information from other music content descriptors such as instrumentation and rhythm by














Onset/offset detection Beat/tempo estimation
Instrument Identification Key/chord Detection
Figure 5.1: General architecture of a proposed music transcription system that incorporates
techniques and methods to improve the overall transcription accuracy as presented in (Bene-
tos, Dixon, Giannoulis, Kirchhoff, and Klapuri, 2013b). Optional subsystems and algorithms
are presented using dashed lines. The double arrows highlight connections between systems that
include fusion of information and a more interactive communication among the systems.
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combining independent estimators of such descriptors with the main AMT system that tries to
perform note tracking. Musical aspects other than onset detection, such as tempo, estimation,
key detection and instrument recognition are highly interdependent and if analysed jointly could
improve the overall system performance.
Another direction of information integration is to combine methods targeting the same fea-
ture. In other words, information could also be integrated by combining multiple estimators or
detectors for a single feature, for instance combining two multi-pitch estimators, especially if
these are based on different acoustic cues or different processing principles. This could help
overcome weak points in the performance of the individual estimators, offer insight on the weak-
nesses of each and raise the overall system accuracy provided that the methods do not fail on the
same instances.
5.2 A Proposed Integration Framework within an AMT System
In the following, we propose a fusion of an independent instrument recognition system with
an AMT system in an attempt to improve overall musical instrument recognition performance.
Instrument information extracted from the instrument recognition system is fused into the tran-
scription system using Dirichlet priors. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first attempt in the
literature to fuse systems for instrument recognition. Furthermore, this work focuses on perform-
ing instrument recognition on complete music recordings and not isolated notes or chords as the
evaluation in Chapter 4 was focused on.
5.2.1 The Automatic Music Transcription System
The transcription system used in here, proposed in Benetos et al. (2013a), which is based on shift-
invariant probabilistic latent component analysis (SI-PLCA) Smaragdis (2009). In SI-PLCA, the
input spectrogram Vω,t , which must be scaled to have integer entries, is modeled as the histogram
of the draw of N independent random variables (ωn, tn), which are distributed according to P(ω, t)
(ω denotes frequency, and t time). The model is shift-invariant due to the fact that inter-harmonic
spacings are the same for all pitches in the log-frequency domain, which is utilised in the present
model for supporting tuning deviations and frequency modulations.
The model decomposes p(ω, t) as:
p(ω, t) = p(t) ∑
f ,h,c
p(ω|c, f ,h)p(h| f , t)p(c| f , t)p( f |t) (5.1)
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where f denotes pitch in semitone resolution, c instrument source, and h the log-frequency shift-
ing factor. p(ω|c, f ,h) is the pre-extracted and pre-shifted spectral template for pitch f and
instrument c, which is shifted across log-frequency according to h. p(h| f , t) is the time-varying
shifting parameter, p(t) is the log-spectrogram energy (known quantity), p( f |t) are the pitch ac-
tivations (used for multi-pitch detection), and finally p(c| f , t) are the time-varying instrument
contributions. h is constrained to a semitone range. In the present system, we use as a time-
frequency representation the constant-Q transform (CQT) from the toolbox in (Schörkhuber and
Klapuri, 2010), with a log-frequency resolution of 60 bins per octave, thus, h ∈ [1, . . . ,5], and a
40 ms step to give us good time and frequency resolution.
The unknown model parameters can be iteratively estimated using the Expectation-Maximisation
(EM) algorithm Dempster et al. (1977). For the expectation step, the following posterior is com-
puted:
p( f ,h,c|ω, t) = p(ω|c, f ,h)p(h| f , t)p(c| f , t)p( f |t)
∑ f ,h,c p(ω|c, f ,h)p(h| f , t)p(c| f , t)p( f |t)
. (5.2)
For the maximisation step, unknown parameters p(h| f , t),p(c| f , t), and p( f |t) are updated using
the posterior computed from the expectation step. For brevity we only include the update equa-
tion for the instrument contribution p(c| f , t), which is relevant for this work (all maximisation
equations can be found in (Benetos et al., 2013a)):
p(c| f , t) = ∑ω,h p( f ,h,c|ω, t)Vω,t
∑c,ω,h p( f ,h,c|ω, t)Vω,t
. (5.3)
The update equations for the expectation and maximisation steps are iterated until conver-
gence, with 15-20 updates being sufficient. Sparsity constraints are also applied to the update
equations for p( f |t) and p(c| f , t) in order to control the level of polyphony as well as the number
of active instruments for producing a note.
The matrix used for multi-pitch detection evaluation is given by p(t, f ) = p(t)p( f |t) and the
matrix used for instrument assignment evaluation is p(c, t, f ) = p(t)p( f |t)p(c| f , t). Since the
resulting activations are non-binary, the pitch and instrument activation matrices have to be con-
verted into binary representations (this procedure is also called note tracking). Both matrices are
thresholded, in order to remove weak (low-energy) components, followed by minimum duration
pruning set to τ = 80ms, in order to remove detected notes with small durations.
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5.2.2 The Instrument Recognition System
The system utilised is the one presented in Chapter 4 and proposed in Giannoulis and Klapuri
(2013). In this system, polyphonic musical instrument recognition is performed using a missing
feature approach as described in detail in Chapter 4. In this work, among other things, we eval-
uate the system performance using continuous music recordings rather than artificially created
mixtures from isolated notes.
In this work the system is employed in order to compute the instrument assignment proba-
bilities p(c| f , t) and subsequently “feed” these into the AMT system we introduced in Section
5.2.1. In order to measure the maximum benefit we can achieve out of the two system integra-
tion we decided to use “oracle” masks for the missing data estimation and disregard, at present,
the hard mask estimation process. Extracting the missing data mask in a fully realistic scenario
(as is continuous music recordings) is, probably, the most difficult part of such approaches, and
because of that, an assumption often made is that prior knowledge, informing us with certainty
about which spectro-temporal regions are missing, is available (Barker, 2012).
The instrument recognition system also estimates internally and independently of the AMT
system the pitch probabilities p( f |t) and thus the system could on its own produce a transcription
output after some post-processing. However, the system employed in this work is used only to
produce a set of conditional probabilities p(c| f , t) for each candidate instrument c, in other words,
the instrument contributions as in (5.3). That is, the probability that the true source that produced
the sound corresponding to pitch f at time frame t is instrument c.
The system performs instrument recognition within individual time frames. So let us de-
fine the system input with o to denote the observed time-domain signal of the music mixture.
The system models a single frame of the mixture signal ot at time t as a mixture of harmonic
sounds and a residual and calculates the probabilities p(c|ot , f ), ∀ f ∈ F , where F denotes
the set of candidate active pitches detected in frame t. Given an analysis time frame t we can
rewrite p(c|o= ot , f ) as p(c|t, f ) since these two are equivalent and thus we obtain the instrument
contributions.
As stated earlier, the system performs instrument recognition independently in each analysis
frame t using only local spectral features extracted from the mixture. It does not include any
temporal features and information from the estimated frame-wise class-conditional probabilities
is not integrated across time. As a result, the system is perhaps not achieving its full potential as
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is the case for the AMT system of Section 5.2.1, however it is computationally very light and easy
to integrate as we will show in the following section. Finally, we are interested to see whether
by integrating information from this system to a complete AMT system the overall performance
can still be boosted.
5.3 System Integration
The SI-PLCA framework on which the AMT system of Section 5.2.1 is based upon, is Bayesian
and allows the introduction of additional probabilistic factors in the decomposition of the repre-
sentation matrix with relative ease. In the context of this work, we are interested in incorporating
the instrument contribution estimates that are extracted from the instrument recognition system
of Section 5.2.2 into the model of the AMT system to act as prior information of the instrument
identities of the signal in each analysis frame.
A mechanism for imposing priors for estimated parameters in a PLCA model is introduced
in (Smaragdis and Mysore, 2009). The class conditional densities of PLCA models like p(c| f , t)
follow multinomial distributions, as explained in (Smaragdis and Mysore, 2009). Therefore pri-
ors can be easily introduced in the model as Dirichlet distributions which constitute a conjugate
prior distribution to a mutlinomial. Dirichlet distributions, denoted as Dir(α), are parameterized
by a set of positive and real hyperparameters α . In order to satisfy the unit measure assumption
for the priors and without loss of generality we impose ∑iαi = 1.
At this stage, we can define the instrument contribution priors Λc over all possible pitches f







p(c|t, f )λcα(c|t, f ) (5.4)
where λc is a weight parameter utilised in order to allow us to scale the hyperparameters α
arbitrarily based on how much we wish to impose the priors in the model for each instrument c.
Based on this, we can rewrite the update equation for the instrument contribution parameters in
(5.3) as:
p(c| f , t) = ∑ω,h p( f ,h,c|ω, t)Vω,t +λcα(c|t, f )
∑c,ω,h p( f ,h,c|ω, t)Vω,t +λcα(c|t, f )
(5.5)
where α(c|t, f ) are the instrument contribution estimates of the system from Section 5.2.2. For
the proposed system, the value of λc was set to 0.2 after experimentation.
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Figure 5.2: Piano-roll representations for the bassoon track of recording “Herr Gott” from the
Bach10 dataset. (a) Ground-truth. (b) Output of the AMT system. (c) Output of the instrument
recognition system. (d) Output of the integrated system.
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5.4 Evaluation
5.4.1 Dataset
For testing the proposed system, the Bach10 dataset (Z. Duan and Zhang, 2010) was employed,
which is currently the largest freely available dataset of recorded music for both instrument as-
signment and multi-pitch detection evaluation. It consists of 10 polyphonic music recordings of
four-part J.S. Bach chorales, performed by violin, clarinet, saxophone, and bassoon. Recordings
are included as final mixes containing all instruments (which are used for testing), as well as
individual tracks for each instrument (which are used for comparative experiments). The dataset
also contains pitch ground truth for each instrument.
For training the SI-PLCA-based transcription system, isolated note samples for violin, clar-
inet, saxophone, and bassoon were utilised from the RWC database (Goto et al., 2003), using the
complete note range of each instrument. In order to extract log-frequency spectral templates for
each note of each instrument, unsupervised SI-PLCA on each note sample was performed. For
comparative purposes, note templates from the RWC database for the following instruments were
also extracted: cello, flute, oboe, and piano. Finally, also for comparative purposes, we extract
note templates directly from the individual Bach10 tracks. In order to achieve this, the non-
negative matrix factorisation (NMF) algorithm with β -divergence (Kompass, 2007) was used.
All recordings that correspond to a single instrument were combined to form the input and in-
formation on pitch activations using the Bach10 ground truth was also provided in parallel (thus,
only the spectral template matrix is estimated).
For training the missing feature-based instrument recognition system and learning statistical
models representing the various instruments c, a similar procedure using isolated note samples
from the RWC database (Goto et al., 2003) was utilised as the one proposed in Chapter 4. On a
different experiment training was performed on isolated notes from the Bach10 dataset but per-
haps because the lack of data diversity in the tracks did not enable the system to learn meaningful
pitch and instrument specific statistical models the training was instead performed on a mixture
of RWC database and Bach10 training samples.
5.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
For assessing the performance of the proposed system, we employ instrument assignment and
multi-pitch detection metrics. In all cases, we use the precision, recall, and F-measure metrics,
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System Fmp
Inst. Rec. System trained on RWC 53.18%
AMT system with RWC templates 61.96%
AMT system with Bach10 templates 67.38%
Table 5.1: Multi-pitch detection results using the two systems.
System Fv Fc Fs Fb Fins
Giannoulis and Klapuri (2013) 20.10% 12.62% 19.65% 32.37% 21.18%
Benetos et al. (2013a) 21.52% 36.01% 21.45% 35.49% 28.62%
Integrated system 22.32% 34.03% 29.33% 37.36% 30.76%
Table 5.2: Instrument assignment results for the transcription system, the instrument recognition
system, and the proposed integrated system (using training data for 4 instruments from the RWC
database).












where Ntp is the number of correctly detected pitches, Nsys is the number of pitches detected by
the system, and Nref is the number of ground-truth pitches.
As in the MIREX evaluations (MIREX), a detected note is considered correct if its pitch is
the same as the ground truth pitch and its onset is within a 50ms tolerance interval of the ground-
truth onset. For multi-pitch evaluation, we use the pitch ground-truth each recording and the
resulting F-measure is denoted as Fmp. For the instrument assignment evaluations we use the
pitch ground-truth of each instrument separately, and denote the following metrics (in terms of
F-measure): Fv,Fc,Fs,Fb, denoting the F-measure metrics for violin, clarinet, saxophone, and









Instrument assignment and multi-pitch detection experiments are performed using training data
from the RWC database for the 4 instruments present in the recordings. Comparative experiments
are also performed using training data from the Bach10 dataset and also using training data from
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System Fv Fc Fs Fb Fins
Giannoulis and Klapuri (2013) 31.86% 28.84% 20.03% 38.80% 29.88%
Benetos et al. (2013a) 39.08% 46.01% 64.98% 50.93% 50.25%
Integrated system 43.26% 46.93% 66.09% 53.63% 52.48%
Table 5.3: Instrument assignment results for the transcription system, the instrument recogni-
tion system, and the proposed integrated system (using training data for 4 instruments from the
Bach10 and RWC databases).
System Fv Fc Fs Fb Fins
Giannoulis and Klapuri (2013) 7.67% 11.00% 14.43% 24.12% 14.30%
Benetos et al. (2013a) 17.87% 30.67% 22.52% 27.71% 24.69%
Integrated system 17.39% 30.29% 25.17% 29.22% 25.52%
Table 5.4: Instrument assignment results for the transcription system, the instrument recognition
system, and the proposed integrated system (using training data for 8 instruments from the RWC
databases).
the RWC database for a more broad 8-instrument set (also including cello, flute, oboe, and piano).
Fig. 5.2 shows the raw piano-rolls extracted from the two detectors as well as the integrated
system for a bassoon track of the Bach10 dataset.
Multi-pitch detection results for the two independent systems can be seen in Table 5.1. The
AMT system reaches a note-based F-measure of 61.96%. It can be seen that the achieved F-
measure increases by about 6%-units when training samples from the Bach10 set are used, giving
an indication of the upper limit of the algorithm.
Instrument assignment results using RWC data trained for 4 instruments are shown in Table
5.2. It can be seen that the average instrument assignment performance for the AMT system in
terms of F-measure is 28.62%, with the best results reported for clarinet (which has a distinct
spectral shape). The instrument recognition system reaches Fins = 21.18%, recognising best the
bassoon, having tones in a different pitch range compared to the other instruments. The perfor-
mance of the integrated system is improved over 2%-units in terms of Fins, showing that fusing
detectors can lead to a performance improvement in instrument assignment. The improvement
is particularly pronounced for the saxophone, where both detectors exhibit similar performance.
In cases where there is a significant gap in performance between the two detectors, the resulting
performance might be smaller, or in certain cases there might be a decrease (as shown for the
clarinet). The proposed method is also robust in terms of λc: by varying its values from 0.1 to
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0.5, the Fins improvement is always above 1.6%-units.
In Table 5.3, instrument assignment results using training data from the Bach10 dataset (for
the instrument recognition system also from the RWC database) are shown. For the AMT system,
the increase over the RWC-trained system is over 20%, while for the instrument recognition
system the increase is over 8%. The integrated system improves upon the AMT system by about
2%. Here, the best performance for the AMT system is reported for the saxophone; the fact
that many different saxophone variants exist might indicate that the instrument model used for
training from the RWC might not have been the same as in the test recordings. For the instrument
recognition system, the best performance is still reported for the bassoon.
Finally, results for systems trained on RWC data for 8 instruments are displayed in Table 5.4.
In all cases, the performance drops compared to systems trained only using the 4 instruments
present in the recordings. However, an improvement of +0.9% is still reported for the integrated
system over the AMT system.
5.5 Discussion
This chapter focused on automatic music transcription (AMT), which is a central task of inter-
est within music processing applications. Current challenges for automatic music transcription-
related research were presented and future directions that could help overcome those challenges
were proposed.
Focusing on instrument recognition in AMT, a system for instrument recognition in poly-
phonic music which combines two detectors, namely an automatic music transcription system
which supports instrument assignment and an instrument recognition system based on missing
feature theory, was proposed. The instrument recognition system was fused with the AMT sys-
tem using Dirichlet priors and an application on a continuous music dataset was presented.
From experiments performed on the Bach10 dataset (Z. Duan and Zhang, 2010) consisting
of 4-instrument recordings it was evident that the integrated system has a clear instrument as-
signment performance improvement since it outperformed the two individual systems, opening
the door for further research on the fusion of systems and information integration amongst them.
The improvement of the system was more significant in cases where the performance of the two
individual systems before integration was comparable. However, it is worth mentioning that
even in the most challenging of the evaluation scenarios, when 8 instrument classes were utilised
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and the performance of the AMT system was clearly superior to that of the instrument recogni-
tion system (potentially because the latter performs the recognition only within single analysis
frames), there was still reported improvement in the performance of the integrated system. This
improvement can be considered statistically significant since the size of the Bach10 dataset is
comparable to the ones used in (Benetos, 2012, Ch. 3) where it is argued that an improvement of
0.72% is shown to be statistically significant. Furthermore, it is argued that performing statistical
significance tests on transcription performance over entire music pieces is an over-simplification
given the big problem space (detecting from 88 different pitches and a number of different in-
struments) and also the fact that the independence assumption does not necessarily hold between
time frames within a recording. This is the reason that such tests do not often appear in the
transcription literature.
The reported results also demonstrate the level of difficulty in creating a system for iden-
tifying instruments in polyphonic music, especially in cases with many harmonic overlaps or
when the active instruments belong in the same instrument taxonomy (as is the case with the
Bach10 dataset). A significant improvement can be achieved if system parameters can be suited
to the instrument sources present in the test signals, as demonstrated by results using the Bach10
dataset for training. To that end, in the future we will work on source-adaptive systems for both
instrument assignment and multi-pitch detection.
Contributions of this work include:
• A detailed depiction of AMT challenges and directions for improvement as presented in
(Benetos, Dixon, Giannoulis, Kirchhoff, and Klapuri, 2013b).
• Proposing a novel application where two independent systems for instrument recognition
are integrated together.
• Performing evaluations on continuous music recordings from a newly published dataset




Conclusions and Future Directions on Polyphonic
Instrument Recognition
This part of the thesis dealt with the recognition of sound sources in music signals. This can be
identified with musical instrument recognition, which is essentially the task of recognising the
musical instruments that are present within a music recording. The majority of the work pre-
sented in this thesis has been presented in international peer-reviewed journals and conferences,
as shown in Section 1.2. In this chapter, the main contributions of the part are summarised and
directions for future work are presented.
6.1 Summary
6.1.1 Disjointness of Sources in Music
In Chapter 3, several signal representation have been investigated for their separability of overlap-
ping sound sources using a dataset consisting of multi-track song data. A method was proposed
to measure the level of overlap of the different musical instruments and its relationship to sparsity
was studied. The results for different instrument combinations were put into perspective through
a comparison with speech signals, as the later were found to be more disjoint. A finding that was
justified given the characteristics of music (desired blend of different instrument sounds into a
unified sound favouring spectral and temporal overlaps).
Future work should investigate these findings further by initially trying to reproduce the re-
sults for music signals, as well as for speech signals or other types of signals, on a bigger dataset.
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6.1.2 Missing Feature Approach for Polyphonic Instrument Recognition
In Chapter 4, a system for polyphonic musical instrument recognition utilising a missing feature
framework has been proposed. The main contributions of this work are summarised in the fol-
lowing. The system works in a frame by frame process and uses a novel set of local spectral
features, a pre-requisite for missing feature techniques, that attempt to capture the spectral differ-
ences of musical instrument sounds. A series of mask estimation algorithms was proposed in an
attempt to exploit the spectral characteristics of musical instrument and other harmonic natural
sounds, namely the spectral smoothness assumption. Additionally, a mask marginalisation pro-
cess was also proposed in an attempt to bypass the hard step of estimating a meaningful mask,
although a meaningful distribution over possible masks is still required. A way to marginalise
the missing data from the feature vectors in each analysis frame out of the classification process
was proposed using bounded integration.
The system was evaluated using several datasets commonly used in the literature, where it
was shown that the proposed system outperforms a baseline system that is often employed for
musical instrument recognition.
In addition, an application of the missing feature system to the recognition of harmonic
sounds, specifically music notes, out of varied environmental audio backgrounds was proposed.
It was shown that missing feature techniques are very powerful in noisy conditions where the
interference from background sounds or other co-occurring sounds is significant and the signal-
to-noise ratio is low. Missing feature approaches were shown to be robust to low SNR, especially
when the missing data mask was meaningful (close to the oracle).
Future work could include augmenting the model with temporal features, integrating frame-
wise class probabilities over time, and using GMMs in place of simple Gaussian models for the
classes as well as extending the mask estimation process to include additional information, so as
to further improve the accuracy and robustness of the algorithm.
6.1.3 Applications on Automatic Music Transcription
In Chapter 5, polyphonic musical instrument recognition was examined in the context of auto-
matic music transcription (AMT) in order to get a wider scope. AMT is in the heart of music
signal processing and has high impact on audio processing and music technology. Challenges
and prominent future directions in the field of AMT were proposed by the author.
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Focusing specifically on instrument recognition, a novel fusion technique for the integration
of two musical instrument recognition systems was proposed. The system was evaluated on
continuous music data and was found to outperform the two independent systems, justifying the
author’s claim for integration approaches as a means to improve system performance in AMT
and overcome current limitations.
Future work would include development of source-adaptive systems for both instrument as-
signment and multi-pitch detection. Additionally, further fusion techniques would be investigated
to study potential performance improvements through information integration techniques.
6.1.4 From Music to More Generic Environmental Audio
So far, we have focused on music signal processing and analysis. Music is a form of art based
on sound. Music sounds as produced by the various types of musical instruments possess certain
common elements or properties such as melody, harmony, rhythm etc. Nevertheless, the charac-
teristics of music sounds when these are considered in isolation are not unique to them and do not
distinguish them from more generic environmental sounds. The characteristic harmonic structure
of most pitched instruments, the percussive-transient nature of drum sounds and effects such as
inharmonicity, and amplitude or frequency modulation are often observed in the natural environ-
ment from sounds coming from nature, animals and so on. It is after all our natural environment
that gave our ancestors the inspiration to create and develop the various musical instruments we
use today. In the following part of the thesis, we leave music signals aside and focus on the more








Introduction to Environmental Audio Analysis
A lot of research has been conducted on signal processing and analysis of specific audio signal
types. See for example, for music, research in the AMT field on multi-pitch detection, instru-
ment identification etc. Similarly, speech processing has also received a fair share of research,
probably for a much longer period, with tasks such as speaker diarisation and speech tagging
having drawn much attention from the scientific community. But audio is not comprised solely
from speech and music. Everyday life soundscapes; a title given as the auditory equivalent of
landscapes in order to describe the audio environment that reaches our ears composed mainly
by the natural acoustic environment, consisting of natural sounds such as animal vocalisations,
weather phenomena and environmental sounds created by humans (Schafer and Murray, 1977);
are dominated by non-speech, non-music audio and include a huge variation of sounds. Auditory
Scene Analysis (ASA) as defined by Bregman (1990), can be distinctly separated into psychoa-
coustic perceptual studies aimed to understand the cognitive processes of human understanding
of acoustic scenes and Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA), a wide set “machine
listening” systems involving computational algorithms that deal with the analysis of acoustic
scenes as defined by (Wang and Brown, 2006a).
Practical applications that fall under the umbrella of CASA, such as noise-robust automatic
speech recognition and automatic music transcription, have seen a high amount of research over
the last decades, and state-of-the-art approaches for both are able to achieve satisfactory perfor-
mance, comparable to that of humans (see the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange
(MIREX) 1 and the PASCAL CHiME Speech Separation and Recognition Challenge (Compu-
1http://music-ir.org/mirexwiki/
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tational Hearing in Multisource Environments) (Barker et al., 2012) 2). However, the field of
CASA involves a much wider set of tasks and “machine listening” systems, many of which are
far from being fully explored at a research level yet. Two tasks that have seen a particular rise
in research over the last few years, probably due to their interdependence with other tasks of
high interest such as blind source separation and yet are far from being considered mature are
the tasks of identifying auditory scenes, and that of attempting to detect and classify individual
sound events within a scene.
If we consider a more generic audio scene from everyday life, where music is only one pos-
sible class of sounds among the myriad others that could potentially be present, the performance
of a sound event detection algorithm is almost dismal. Systems are no way near the human
recognition accuracy (Eronen et al., 2006a, Peltonen et al., 2001). However, for the case where
the objective is to recognise only the surrounding acoustic scene, systems are able to match or
at least be close to human performance but with an evident scope of improvement (Giannoulis
et al., 2013c).
This chapter includes the motivation and aim of this part of the thesis in Section 7.1 along
with the main contributions of the work in Section 7.2
7.1 Motivation
We identify two main motivations for research in environmental audio analysis. Compared to
other research fields that deal with specific types of signals such as music and speech, as men-
tioned earlier, this one is relatively immature and only recently it has drawn a bigger attention
from the scientific community. Therefore, there is great potential in investigating performance
and highlighting the limitations of state-of-the-art techniques and algorithms applied on prob-
lems within this research area but also in helping to better define the problems associated with it.
Secondly, there is a great range of application that could benefit from this kind of research and
we could mention a few such as: audio archive management, surveillance systems etc.
The aim of this work is, on one hand, to propose and develop a novel method for poly-
phonic musical instrument recognition that is able to retain high performance while increasing
the amount of polyphony (number of overlapping sound sources) or the level of interference in
the surrounding environment (background). For that we are influenced by the human ability to
2http://spandh.dcs.shef.ac.uk/projects/chime/challenge.html
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identify sounds with relative ease under such difficult conditions. On the other hand, we focus
on environmental audio signals with the aim to first identify specific tasks within this broader
research area and help in defining the research problem associated with them. We then present
a challenge on tasks in the field, we study the performance of existing systems that took part in
the challenge as well as the human performance. Finally, we have released annotated datasets,
baseline systems and evaluation metrics for each task in order to provide a useful set of tools for
future researchers in the field.
7.2 Contributions
The principal contributions of this part of the thesis are:
• Chapter 9 (and selected material from 8): an analysis on the current state of research ( on
the tasks of acoustic scene classification and event detection from the field of computa-
tional auditory scene analysis by D. Giannoulis.
• Chapter 10: a challenge on the aforementioned tasks is presented in detail. The chapter
includes the design and development of the challenge’s tasks, the evaluation framework,
the data collection, as well as, the evaluation of submitted systems and the analysis of re-
sults. The challenge was conceived by D. Giannoulis with feedback from E. Benetos. It
was proposed and subsequently designed and organised by D. Giannoulis, E. Benetos, D.
Stowell and M. Plumbley. The datasets were collected by D. Giannoulis, E. Benetos and
D. Stowell. The polyphonic dataset for the event detection task was created by M. Rossig-
nol and M. Langrange using data collected by D. Giannoulis, E. Benetos and D. Stowell.
The participating system’s were evaluated by D. Giannoulis, E. Benetos, D. Stowell and
D. Barchiesi. The listening test for the acoustic scene classification task was designed
by D. Giannoulis, D. Barchiesi and D. Stowell. The listening test was implemented and




Background - Computational Auditory Scene
Analysis (CASA)
In this chapter we briefly describe the main mechanisms of sound perception in the human au-
ditory system and then introduce the two main tasks of interest that we are dealing with from
within CASA. In Section 8.2 acoustic scene classification is defined, while in Section 8.3 we
define Sound Event Detection. Each section presents difficulties that arise from building ma-
chine systems that try to “listen” to the surrounding environment and perform the same way as
humans do, gives detailed overviews of past and existing approaches and builds up frameworks
for systems dealing with each problem. Finally, in Section 8.5 we briefly discuss the literature
on perceptual studies of human cognition of acoustic environments.
8.1 Sound Perception: from Humans to Machines
When Bregman (1990) defined Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA), he described the processes based
on which people decode information of the acoustic scene received as simple auditory sensations
into higher level perceptions and understanding. The exact auditory functions and perceptual
mechanisms, beyond the basic level, by which we make sense of the acoustic environment are
still not well understood (Carlyon, 2004). However, as Ellis (1992) highlight in his thesis, Breg-
man identified two important processes of our auditory perception, fusion and auditory stream-
ing. Fusion is the process by which distinct elements of acoustical energy (such as different
harmonic partials) are assembled into a single and often indivisible auditory sensation — “event”
(such as a musical note). Auditory streaming, or stream segregation is a process of selective
attention by which, we are able to focus on a series of specific acoustic events - “streams” - while
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others are intentionally ignored. The auditory system thus organises by grouping, segmenting
and separating, the acoustic data into percepts of sound events and streams.
When CASA came to be as a research field, linking together pre-existing fields of research
such as machine learning and artificial intelligence, we start developing algorithms and “machine
listening” systems that deal with the analysis of acoustic scenes. Most of them model to some
extent the human auditory system and its mechanisms and aim to detect, identify, separate and
segregate sounds in the same way that humans do (Wang and Brown, 2006a).
A specific research area within CASA and machine listening is enabling devices to make
sense of the acoustic environment through the analysis of sounds. This can be separated into
two distinct tasks. The tasks of identifying auditory scenes, and that of attempting to detect and
classify individual sound events within a scene. Both have seen a particular rise in research over
the last few years, mainly due to them being interdependent with other tasks of high interest
such as blind source separation, however the current state of the field is not as saturated as other
more popular tasks that fall under the umbrella of CASA such as noise-robust automatic speech
recognition and automatic music transcription.
8.2 Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC)
Acoustic scene classification aims to characterise the environment in which an audio stream
was recorded by providing a semantic label (Aucouturier, 2006, Aucouturier et al., 2007). The
problem, also addressed as Computational Auditory Scene Recognition (CASR) (Peltonen et al.,
2002), is a standard classification task in machine learning; given a clip of audio that was recorded
within a specific acoustic scene, the task is to assign it to the most appropriate of a set of prede-
fined classes (or labels).
A challenging problem that characterises the task is the fact that the semantic labelling of
acoustic scenes is not strictly defined and remains open to different interpretations. There exist
many different taxonomies of acoustic environments that involve many intermediate levels from
more generic acoustic scene categories such as outdoors or indoors to location-based (i.e. home,
office spaces or vehicles that in turn can be further separated like for example vehicles could be
categorised into train, car, bus and so on. Finally, categories may involve special characteristics
of a scene i.e. reverberant associated with high reverberation or busy street associated with
high traffic and as a result high loudness of the recording sample sounds. To the best of our
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knowledge there exists no comprehensive taxonomy that encompasses all possible categories
and that is because the semantic labels come directly from our complex perception of sounds, the
mechanisms of which we do not yet fully understand (Carlyon, 2004).
Therefore, researchers usually employ a predefined set of labels to serve as classes for the
classification problem. Yet another difficulty related with the ASC task even under a framework
of predefined classes is the fact that sound events and other acoustic cues observed within an
environment are hardly never constrained to that environment only. For example, sounds of foot
steps can be potential events within an office, street or even train class. Although the probability
of appearance and associated sound quality might differ from one class to another, and our brain
is able to exploit such cues for classification, such a task is probably non-tractable with our
current algorithms and systems.
Applications that are related and can directly benefit from ASC include the design of context-
aware services and applications (Schilit et al., 1994), audio archive management (Landone et al.,
2007), robotics navigation systems (Chu et al., 2006) or intelligent wearable interfaces (Xu et al.,
2008).
8.2.1 An Overview of ASC Approaches
There are two main methodologies found in the literature. One is to use a set of low-level signal
descriptors (features) under a bag-of-frames approach (Aucouturier et al., 2007). This approach
treats the scene as a single object and aims at representing it as the long-term statistical dis-
tribution of some set of local-in-time spectral features. Prevailing among different features for
the approach is MFCCs that have been found to perform quite well (Aucouturier, 2006). For a
description of features the reader is directed to Section 2.2.2.
The bag-of-frames, is an approach derived directly from the bag-of-words technique as we
explained in Section 2.2. Bag-of-frames approaches discard any information about the ordering
of the features extracted from from the signal. The bag-of-frames system proposed in (Aucou-
turier et al., 2007), employed the GMMs derived from MFCCs to calculate distances and map
audio signals to acoustic scene classes.
Other approaches focused on modelling the temporal evolution of audio features. Eronen
(2003) employed MFCCs to describe the local spectral envelope of audio signals, and (GMMs)
to describe their statistical distribution. Subsequently, they trained HMMs to account for the tem-
poral evolution of the GMMs using a discriminative algorithm that exploited knowledge about
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the categories of training signals (Ben-Yishai and Burshtein, 2004). Later on, (Eronen et al.,
2006a) this work was expanded by considering a larger group of features, and by adding a fea-
ture transform step to the classification algorithm.
The other main methodology for ASC, is to use an intermediate representation prior to clas-
sification that models the scene using a set of higher level features that are usually captured by a
vocabulary or dictionary of “acoustic atoms”. These atoms usually represent acoustic events or
streams within the scene which are not necessarily known a priori and therefore are learned in an
unsupervised manner from the data. Sparsity or other constraints can be adopted to lead to more
discriminative representations that subsequently ease the classification process. An example is
the use of non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) to extract bases that are subsequently con-
verted into MFCCs for compactness and used to classify a dataset of train station scenes Cauchi
(MS thesis, 2011). Building upon this approach, the authors in Benetos et al. (2012) used shift-
invariant probabilistic latent component analysis (SIPLCA) with temporal constrains via hidden
Markov models (HMMs) that led to improvement in performance. In Chu et al. (2009) a system
is proposed that uses the matching pursuit algorithm to obtain an effective time-frequency fea-
ture selection that are afterwards used as supplement to MFCCs to perform environmental sound
classification.
8.3 Sound Event Detection (SED)
Sound event detection1 is the task of detecting sound events within a scene. It aims to label
temporal regions within the audio, within which a specific event class is active, by estimating the
start and end time of each event and if necessary (i.e. for audio extraction purposes) separate it
from other overlapping events.
Event detection is perhaps a more demanding and computationally complex task than ASC,
since it involves estimation of temporal boundaries within which events are considered to be ac-
tive, but at the same time, they are heavily intertwined. For example, information from scene
classification can provide supplementary contextual information for event detection (Heittola
et al., 2013). The task becomes increasingly difficult in polyphonic cases especially as the num-
ber of events that overlap in time and the frequency with which this happens gets increased, in the
same way as polyphonic instrument recognition as described in Section 2.2.3 is still a challenging
1Also, often denoted as Acoustic Event Detection (AED) in the literature.
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problem.
Difficulties associated with the task are somewhat similar to those of ASC. The semantic
labelling issue is evident here as well.. Although, it is somewhat easier to assign a label to indi-
vidual events, problems relating to similarities between sound events or words used to describe
the semantic label are evident. For instance the sound of keys jiggling might be a different event
to the sound of keys dropped on a table. Likewise, door knock and objects touching table sur-
faces could be extremely similar and hard to differentiate one another. Pre-defining the possible
sound event classes or building systems for specific target sounds could help in overcoming most
of these problems.
Another problem related to SED is that of the time duration of sound events. Certain events
may have quite soft onsets and offsets like for example a printer’s warming-up stage or a fading-
out phone ringing tone. Similarly, certain events are characterised by a series of not necessarily
periodic sounds with short silences in between like footsteps, speech or laughing. These silences
could either be acknowledged or disregarded in the analysis process but there is no rule of thumb
against one or the other choice of action.
Applications that can directly benefit from SED include audio archive management (Landone
et al., 2007), audio surveillance systems (Atrey et al., 2006, Radhakrishnan et al., 2005, Valenzise
et al., 2007), supporting systems for the deaf or hearing-impaired (Kanevsky et al., 2003, Lozano
et al., 2007) or intelligent wearable interfaces (Xu et al., 2008).
8.3.1 An Overview of SED Approaches
Sound event detection methods is a very recent research topic and work in the area spans only
the last few years. Early work in event detection treated the sound signal as monophonic, with
only one event detectable at a time.
The earliest work is probably that of Harma et al. (2005) in which an attempt to classify and
log sounds from an auditory scene has been presented. The system used involves two subsystems,
a recording and a classification. The recording system was able to detect auditory events based
on loud onsets and transients, and segment them appropriately. For each event a set of descriptive
features were calculated, all related to stationary properties of the signal observed over a short
time-window. Afterwards, the classification system performed clustering over the data using a k-
means algorithm for unsupervised classification with the purpose of allocating the cluster centres
at the local maxima of the data distribution in the feature space. A second classifier was designed
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by hand selecting the cluster centres from representative examples of the hand-chosen sound
events. The results were interesting with the unsupervised method finding many environment
events but also wasting a big number of clusters on various keyboard and speech sounds. The
supervised method produced the desired class centres but the clustering led to mixed classes. A
combinatory method might exploit the benefits of each method. An event detection system that
worked over a larger and more complex dataset of real life recordings was presented in (Mesaros
et al., 2010). The task of the system was to recognise and locate audio events in the recording.
The authors followed a different approach, using a network of hidden Markov models to model
the events, after explicitly choosing their size and topology of the HMMs based on studying
isolated audio events. The system’s reported performance for classifying between isolated events
of 61 classes extracted from real-life recordings was reported at 24% in average.
Much more recently, and in a similar scope of detecting short events from within an audio
recording, (Härmä, 2012) also proposed a very different approach with promising results. In
their method they collected local Time-Frequency patterns from the audio and defined features
directly from these patterns that were treated as a library of weak classifiers, subsequently trained
using the Adaboost algorithm (Freund et al., 1999). AdaBoost (standing for Adaptive Boosting)
is a machine learning algorithm that involves the use of a set of weak classifiers that could be
used together with a learning algorithm in tasks like classification to boost the performance of
the later.
However, events in a typical sound scene may co-occur, and so polyphonic event detection,
with overlapping event regions, is of higher interest. From the few proposed approaches that
can be found in the literature among, spectrogram factorisation techniques tend to be a regular
choice. In (Mesaros et al., 2011) a probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) system, a closely
related approach to NMF, was proposed to detect overlapping sound events. The acoustic models
of the event classes are constructed using HMMs with MFCCs as features and PLSA was used
to learn the relationships between individual events. In (Cotton and Ellis, 2011) a convolutive
NMF algorithm was applied on a Mel-frequency spectrum but was only tested on detecting non-
overlapping sound events, although the method could be applied in polyphonic cases too.
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, in the polyphonic case, the detection and recognition problems
are closely related to source separation. The technique of employing a front-end sound source
separation stage prior to subsequent processing and analysis to simplify the task has been pro-
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posed in (Heittola et al., 2011). The audio was separated into four individual signals using an
NMF algorithm. Each separated signal was then used individually for feature extraction, segmen-
tation and classification. Classes were represented by HMMs trained on MFCCs. Classification
was performed using the Viterbi algorithm (Bishop, 2006, p. 629).
A somewhat different application, that shares many in common is that of finding similar
acoustic events within audio recordings. In that direction, (Cotton and Ellis, 2009) proposed
a system that attempts to find repetitions of perceptually similar audio events in generic audio
recordings with background noise and other overlapping sounds. They employed MP with Ga-
bor basis functions (Gaussian-windowed sinusoids). The extracted atoms where pruned using
psychoacoustic masking on a post-processing stage and locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) was
performed to find similar events.
Finally, a number of proposed systems focus on the detection and classification of specific
sound events as target sounds within environmental audio scenes such as speech (Barker et al.,
2005), birdsong (Briggs et al., 2012), musical instrument and other harmonic sounds (Giannoulis
et al., 2013c, as presented in Section 4.4) or pornographic sounds (Kim and Kim, 2011).
8.4 Classification Framework for Environmental Audio Analysis
Irrespectively of whether a classification system deals with acoustic scene classification, sound
event detection or some other similar task from the field of environmental audio analysis a general
classification framework that shares some key components can be identified. The pre-processing
of most systems involves obtaining a set of features (or feature-vectors) that represent key aspects
of the acoustic scene or of sound events within the scene. These features are extracted directly
from the signal either in the form of feature-vectors on a frame-by-frame analysis basis, including
also their first or second order time derivatives between consecutive frames or as a “dictionary”
of atoms, bases or elementary functions a linear combination of which provides an approximate
representation of the signal. The latter case regards matrix factorisation and subspace analysis
techniques as presented in Section 2.4.
At this stage, some algorithms employ a Features transform stage, that serves to enhance
the discriminative qualities of features but also as a dimensionality reduction mechanism. Such
transforms include principal component analysis (PCA) (see Section 2.4.3), LDA but also ICA
(see Section 2.4 for details on these techniques).
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Subsequently, the feature representations derived from the signal(s) are used to train statis-
tical classification models for the different classes of acoustic scenes or sound events through a
supervised training procedure.
At the classification, or testing stage, a decision criterion is employed in order to assign
unlabelled and previously unseen audio samples or recordings to the category that best matches
the distribution of their feature representation.
In between training and testing stages some methods may employ a development stage where
a subset of testing samples is used in order to test and fine-tune some of the parameters and latent
variables of the statistical models trained by the algorithm.
Features
A detailed list of features and feature representations has already been given in Section 2.2.2.
Although that list emphasised features used for musical instrument recognition, which comprise
only a small subset of possible sounds in environmental audio, most of those features are also
relevant and have been employed in environmental audio analysis (Eronen et al., 2006b).
Low-level spectral but also temporal features, collectively acknowledged as low-level audio
descriptors, such as spectral centroid, spectral roll-off, zero-crossing rate and so on have been
utilised in (Eronen et al., 2006b, Malkin and Waibel, 2005).
Higher level spectral features such as frequency-band energies that analyse the energy of the
signal within spectral sub-bands, but also auditory filter banks that mimic the human auditory
system filterbank decomposition, such as the Gammatone filterbank (Sawhney and Maes, 1997)
or the Mel-scaled filterbank (Clarkson et al., 1998) is another choice.
Cepstral features such as MFCCs are another, rather frequently, employed set of features
for environmental audio signal processing and analysis for audio recognition tasks (Aucouturier,
2006, Cheng et al., 2010, Chu et al., 2009).
Spectro-temporal features such as modulation spectra have also been utilised for auditory
discrimination of natural sounds (Woolley et al., 2005). In that paper, the authors studied the
spectro-temporal receptive fields (SRTFs) of neurons of a bird species in an attempt to identify
how tuning by auditory neurons to specific spectro-temporal modulations is used in discriminat-
ing amongst sounds.
Finally, unsupervised learning procedures such as matrix factorisation techniques like NMF
(see Section 2.4) are often employed in order to obtain intermediate signal representations used
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for the classification of environmental audio sounds. The main motivation behind the use of such
approaches is that the learned basis functions capture salient spectral or spectrotemporal (for the
case of two-dimensional atoms) features of sound events that lead to discriminative learning and
thus improved classification. Techniques often employed are, among others, NMF and its vari-
ants, i.e. convolutive NMF, as introduced by (Cauchi, MS thesis, 2011) or Shift invariant PLCA
as used by Benetos et al. (2012). Other more complex methods include the use of matching
pursuit (MP) (see Section 2.4) in order to build a matching-pursuit time-frequency distribution
(MP-TFD) as signal representation (Ghoraani and Krishnan, 2011). The MP-TFD representation
is subsequently decomposed using NMF and features are extracted from the decomposition. In
a previous study (Ghoraani and Krishnan, 2008), the authors claimed that NMF is able to learn
components with better representation and localisation properties than other matrix decompo-
sition methods such as ICA or PCA. Classification is performed using an LDA classifier. In
comparative tests with MFCC features, the proposed method showed about 10% higher classifi-
cation accuracy, it is however computationally more demanding.
Statistical Classification Models
Techniques to learn statistical models for classification and their categories have been discussed
already in some detail in Section 2.3. Both generative and discriminative classifiers are often
employed for classification in audio recognition tasks with combinations of the two comprising
also another possibility. The, probably, most often employed generative classifier is GMMs as
presented in Section 2.3.
From discriminative classifiers, the most popular is probably, Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
SVMs attempt to optimally learn sets of hyperplanes that separate the feature space in regions
that correspond to the different classes. The standard SVM framework discriminates between
two possible classes, however, combining multiple SVMs together the classifier’s task can be
reformulated to discriminate between more than two classes. There are two main approaches for
this reformulation. In the one versus all approach, SVMs are trained to discriminate between
data belonging to one class and data belonging to all the remaining classes. In the one versus
one approach, SVMs are trained to classify between all the possible class combinations. In the
classification stage, an unlabelled instance (sample) is classified as belonging to a certain class
by measuring the distance between the sample point and the learned hyperplanes. (Duda et al.,
2001).
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For a detailed list of features, statistical models and decision criteria employed for environ-
mental audio analysis the reader is directed to (Barchiesi et al., 2013). In (Barchiesi et al., 2013),
we also propose in detail a classification framework for the case of ASC systems and we present
how different algorithms and techniques that deal with the specific task can be analysed and
examined under the proposed framework.
8.5 Perceptual Studies on Human Cognition
There is extensive research in experimental psychology focussing on understanding the percep-
tual processes driving the human ability to categorise and recognise sounds and sound scenes that
spans the last two decades. Ballas (1993) found that the speed and accuracy in the recognition of
sound events is related to the acoustic nature of the stimuli, how often they occur, and whether
they can be associated with a physical cause or a sound stereotype. Peltonen et al. (2001) ob-
served that the human recognition of soundscapes is guided by the identification of typical sound
events, and measured an overall 70% accuracy in the human ability to discern among 25 acoustic
scenes (Dubois et al., 2006) investigated how individuals define their own taxonomy of semantic
categories when this is not given a-priori by the experimenter.
Finally, Tardieu et al. (2008) tested both the emergence of semantic classes and the recogni-
tion of acoustic scenes within the context of train stations. Their work dealt with the perception
of acoustic environments in train stations. 66 recordings were produced from 6 location types
in French train stations (platform, hall, waiting room, ticket office, shops, stairs/corridors). A
first experiment dealt with free categorization. People were asked to assign a free number of
categories to the recordings. From a cluster analysis it resulted that the participants divided the
dataset into 8 categories. From a verbalization of the salient characteristics of each ambient, 5
themes emerged: audio sources, human activities, ambient type, category and personal judge-
ments. A second experiment dealt with recognition using the 6 ground-truth classes. Participants
achieved a recognition of around 55%. Finally, they reported that sound sources, human activities
and room effects such as reverberation are both the elements driving the formation of soundscape
classes and the cues employed for recognition when the categories are fixed a-priori.
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8.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we provided a detailed background to environmental audio analysis. Tho main
tasks of central importance to the field, acoustic scene classification and event detection were
presented. Many widely used algorithms and techniques for these two tasks were described
and further information was given to dominant techniques, methods and tools coming from the
fields of machine learning or digital signal processing, that are often employed in the analysis of
environmental audio. In the following chapters, we will focus on presenting novel work and we




Data Availability and Existing Challenges
In the previous chapter, we introduced the tasks of acoustic scene classification and acoustic event
detection and provided a detailed overview of state-of-the-art approaches for each problem. In
this chapter, we address the main problems associated with this field of research such as data
availability and lack of public evaluations. In Section 9.1 we talk about reproducible research
and highlight the triptych: freely-available datasets, open-access code and public evaluations, as
the “golden rule” in improving research quality within the scientific community. In Section 9.2
we introduce a public evaluation challenge we ran on the aforementioned tasks, the motivations
behind the attempt and the aims and objectives we tried to achieve.
9.1 Research Reproducible Through Shared-Code and Data
Over the last decade, research on CASA and machine listening has seen an increased focus
of attention. It was, to an extent, expected that the more practical applications that deal with
specific types of audio signals such as music and speech would be the first to see a high amount
of research output. Applications such as automatic speech recognition and automatic music
transcription have a well-established research field around them with state-of-the -art approaches
in both that are able to achieve good results, although performance is still not close to humans
and there are challenges remaining (Benetos et al., 2013b, Vincent et al., 2012).
In parallel, the recently sparked interest in moving from sharing code and data in an ad hoc
basis within the scientific community to code dissemination and public evaluation of algorithms
and systems has also made its appearance in the audio processing community. Explaining the
potential benefits of public evaluation and open software and data is beyond the scope of this
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work. If the reader is interested then they are directed to the reproducibility research movement
(Buckheit and Donoho, 1995) which, with its emphasis on open software and data, provides
examples of best practice which are worthy of consideration by the research community. Van-
dewalle et al. (2009) cite the benefits to the scientific community when research is performed
with reproducibility in mind, and well documented code and data are made publicly available:
it facilitates building upon others’ work, and allows researchers to spend more time on novel
research rather than reimplementing existing ideas, algorithms and code. To support this, they
present evidence showing that highly cited papers typically have code and data available online.
Other than that, it is very hard to perform a direct and objective comparison between open-source
software or algorithms and a proprietary equivalent. From limited comparative experiments one
can find in the literature, it is not possible to claim which exhibits higher quality or “better soft-
ware” (Oram and Wilson, 2010, Ch.15). However, we can argue that writing open-source code
promotes some aspects of what are “good programming practices” (Wilson et al., 2012), while
also promoting the inclusion of more extensive and complete documentation, modularisation, and
version control that are shown to improve the productivity of scientific programming (Kovacevic,
2007, Oram and Wilson, 2010, Wilson et al., 2012).
We argue that freely-available datasets, open access code and public evaluation of code are
directions that promote and enhance research reproducibility but also overall research quality.
9.1.1 Public Evaluations
There are already established public evaluations for tasks such as the aforementioned ones, with
well-defined performance metrics and good availability of data at hand. For instance, automatic
music transcription is addressed within the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange
(MIREX), speech recognition is addressed within the PASCAL CHiME Speech Separation and
Recognition Challenge (Computational Hearing in Multisource Environments) (Barker et al.,
2012) and in the past through the Aurora Speech Recognition Experimental Framework (Pearce
et al., 2000) or the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Speech Processing
Evaluations (Doddington et al., 2000) and audio signal source separation is addressed within the
Signal Separation Evaluation Campaign (Araki et al., 2012, SiSEC).
However, despite the recent rise in research on detection and classification of more generic
acoustic scenes and sound events there is little work done towards establishing a coordinated,
international challenge in this area with a thorough set of evaluation metrics, nor are there many
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publicly-available open datasets.
At present the closest challenge to one dealing with generic environmental audio scene anal-
ysis and classification is TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection, where the focus is on audio-
visual, multi-modal event detection in video recordings (TRECVID). There are researchers that
are using only the audio from the TRECVID challenge in order to evaluate their systems but a
dataset explicitly developed for audio challenges would offer a much better evaluation frame-
work since it would be much more varied with respect to audio. In addition, such a dataset would
be made so that it would address the needs for a more thorough evaluation of audio analysis
systems and would potentially be used more widely and set itself as a standard. We should also
note that a public evaluation on Audio Segmentation and Speaker Diarisation (Alb) has also been
proposed. This proposed evaluation task consists of segmenting a broadcast news audio docu-
ment into a few specific classes that are: music, speech, speech with music/noise in background
or other. Therefore it is addressing a very specific task and it does not overlap with the proposed
challenge.
Finally, one public evaluation that is related to the proposed challenge took place in 2006
and 2007, as part of the CLEAR evaluations (Stiefelhagen et al., 2007), funded by the CHIL
project (Computers in the Human Interaction Loop). Several tasks on audio-only, video-only
or multimodal tracking and event detection were proposed and among them was an evaluation
on “Acoustic Event Detection and Classification”. The datasets were recorded during several
interactive seminars and contain events related to seminars (speech, applause, chair moving, etc).
From the datasets created for the evaluations, the “FBK-Irst database of isolated meeting-room
acoustic events” (CHIL, 2008) has widely been used in the event detection literature; however, the
aforementioned dataset contains only non-overlapping events. The CLEAR evaluations, although
promising and innovative at the time, did not lead to the establishment of a widely-accepted
evaluation challenge for this type of tasks mainly because the datasets were limited to specific
types of events and acoustic scenes. These evaluations have been discontinued with the end of
the CHIL project.
9.1.2 Available Datasets
When it comes to data, present availability does not help improving the picture. Any existing
work on scene classification, for the most part, is carried out by private datasets, not available
to other researchers. These data are either privately collected and maintained or they are not
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published under a creative commons license that would enable sharing them. This hinders, if not
rendering impossible, any attempt to reproduce research and results. One notable exception is
Freesound.org1, a collaborative database of creative-commons licensed sounds that could be used
for research purposes. The only issue is that the database is massive, hard to navigate and find
useful samples and the sounds are of varied quality and specifications, rendering any attempt of
creating a meaningful dataset out of it a rather tedious task. Other researchers resort to commer-
cially available databases like the Series 6000 “The General” Sound Effects Library2, a massive
database consisting of 40 CDs of recorded sounds including many different audio events, noise
sounds, sound effects and environmental scenes. The downside is that the price of the prod-
uct and the wide variety of sound types do not allow many researchers to consider the database
for their research. Only recently, as far as we are aware, datasets, made explicitly available for
researchers and research purposes, have start appearing. A noteworthy example of a recently
created dataset of multichannel environmental noise recordings is the The Diverse Environments
Multi-channel Acoustic Noise Database (DEMAND) (Thiemann et al., 2013). This dataset pro-
vides an extensive collection of 16-channel recordings of various acoustic scenes (denoted as
“noises") that consist of everyday environment like street, nature, transportation, office etc. This
database was made in order to serve as a set of background noises which could be mixed with
other sounds of interest in a source separation, noise removal and signal enhancement evaluation
framework, and was made as a more than 2-channel alternative to other such databases like the
CHiME background noise data (Barker et al., 2012).
Finally, one last interesting example of a freely available database of sounds including a wide
range of annotated real-world sound events recorded within a series of everyday environments is
the DARES-G1 database (van Grootel et al.)3.
9.2 The DCASE Challenge
Based on the above observations, I, together with E. Benetos, D. Stowell, M. Rossignlo, M.
Lagrange and M. D. Plumbley, proposed to organise a challenge on the performance evaluation






to include these two tasks in the challenge due to the fact that they are highly interdependent
and because they, both, pose an active problem for environmental audio signal processing. The
datasets of the DCASE challenge (see Appendix C) are openly-available to researchers and the
reader can access them through the C4DM Research Data Repository (the link can be found in
Appendix C or (Giannoulis et al., 2013d)).
Our aims with this challenge were to help the research community move a step forward in
better defining the specific tasks and also provide incentive for researchers to actively pursue
research on this field. Finally, the challenge would help by shedding light on controversies that
currently exist in the tasks and offer a reference point for systems developed to perform detection
and classification of acoustic scenes and events.
The challenge was supported by the Audio and Acoustic Signal Processing (AASP) Technical
Committee of the IEEE Signal Processing Society4 and it was presented in the IEEE Workshop
on Applications of Signal Processing to Audio and Acoustics (WASPAA) 2013, held in Mohonk
Mountain House, New Paltz, NY, USA. In the next chapter we will present in more detail how we
chose to develop and run the challenge and provide justifications behind any design choices we
made. For more details about the challenge the reader is directed to the Appendix C or associated
publications (Giannoulis et al., 2013a,b,d).
9.3 Discussion
This chapter served as an introduction to the DCASE challenge, which will be presented in the
next few chapters. The main contribution of this chapter was to offer a detailed depiction of the
“research-scape" on environmental audio analysis as seen though the eyes of the author. This
includes a detailed account of the current state of research in the field, the availability of data,






Evaluations in the DCASE Challenge
In the previous chapter we introduced the DCASE challenge together with motivations and aims
behind its organisation. In this chapter, we will describe in more detail the reasons behind choices
with respect to the tasks, the created datasets, the metrics and the evaluation process. We will
also provide results for the submitted systems and analysis on their performance. Section 10.1
discusses how we chose to run the challenge, create the datasets and how we chose the met-
rics. Section 10.2 provides an overview of the submitted systems while Section 10.3 summarises
their results and highlights the interesting features and trends that appeared from this evaluation.
Finally, Section 10.4 presents in detail a listening test that was conducted in order to measure
performance for the acoustic scene classification tasks.
10.1 Overview of the DCASE Challenge
In Chapter 9 and in particular in Section 9.2 we listed the reasons behind our decision to organise




In order to evaluate Scene Classification systems I, together with E. Benetos, D. Stowell and M.
D. Plumbley, created a dataset across a pre-selected list of 10 scene types, representing an equal
balance of indoor/outdoor scenes in the London area. In order to enable participants, but also
future researchers, to further explore whether machine recognition could benefit from the stereo
field information as this is made available to human listeners (Wang and Brown, 2006a, Chapter
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5), we recorded in binaural stereo format using a set of Soundman binaural microphones, model
OKM II (Soundman). In order to ensure a “fair”, unbiased evaluation we created two separate
datasets: one for public release, on which participants could train and test their systems, and
one private, undisclosed set for evaluating submissions. The datasets consist of 30-second audio
segments in WAV format (16 bit, stereo, 44.1 kHz), with scene labels given in the filenames.
Each dataset contains 10 examples for each scene type. The public dataset is published on the
C4DM Research Data Repository (see the Appendix C for more details).
Event Detection
For the Event Detection task, we addressed the problem of detecting acoustic events in an office
environment. The reason behind choosing to record in offices is mainly easiness and availabil-
ity given we were able to collect the recordings within building of the university campus, but
also because the office environment exhibits certain characteristics that make it an interesting
choice for an event detection task. More specifically, it has a significant variety of potential
sound events that include both human generated sounds (speech, coughing, laughter), transient
sounds (knocks, switches), continuous, noise-like sounds (printer, fan, AC unit) but also har-
monic sounds (telephone, beeping sounds). At the same time, the frequency of different events
and the average noise-floor are not such that would render the detection task impossible or ex-
tremely difficult as would be for example a busy street where a multitude of many different events
are active at any given time.
In order to control the degree of polyphony in the dataset, so that algorithms’ performance can
be evaluated across different polyphony levels, we followed two related approaches. We recorded
live, scripted, monophonic sequences in real office environments that where then annotated to
obtain lists with the onset, offset times of the events in each recording as well as their labels.
To capture the spatial layout of the acoustic environment, recordings were made in first order
B-format with a Soundfield model SPS422B microphone placed in an open space in the room,
with events spatially distributed around the room. Recordings were also mixed down to the
standard stereo (using the common “Blumlein pair” configuration). Both the 2-channel and the
4-channel formats are made available to the public. The challenge was conducted using the stereo
files in order to avoid giving a big comparative advantage to participants with systems that deal
exclusively with multi-channel format data and source separation techniques and as a result risk
discouraging participants with systems that deal with mono or stereo sound files, that is often the
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format of most data available. However, there is scope for future challenges to be extended to
full B-format and take into account spatial information for event detection.
We also recorded isolated events as well as background ambience, and artificially composed
these into scenes with controllable polyphony. For this we chose to collaborate with M. Rossig-
nol and M. Lagrange from IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique)
who had designed a scene synthesiser able to easily create a large set of acoustic scenes from
many recorded instances of individual events. The synthetic scenes are generated by randomly
selecting for each occurrence of each event we wish to include in the scene one representative
excerpt from the natural scenes, then mixing all those samples over a background noise. The
distribution of events in the scene is also random, following high-level directives that specify the
desired density of events. The average SNR of events over background noise is also specified
and, unlike in the natural scenes, is the same for all event types (this is a deliberate decision in
order to allow us to measure system performance as a factor of SNR). The synthesised scenes
are mixed down to mono in order to avoid having spatialisation inconsistencies between succes-
sive occurrences of a same event; spatialisation including room reverberation is left for future
work. The resulting development and testing datasets consist of scripted/synthetic sequences
with varying durations, with accompanying ground-truth annotations. The development dataset
is published on the C4DM Research Data Repository (see the Appendix C for more details).
We provided the same training dataset for both the monophonic and the polyphonic event
detection tasks so that, participants would be able to train their system once and measure their
performance in both scenarios in order to draw fruitful conclusions about the system performance
under varied polyphony. The training dataset consisted of 20 instantiations of individual events
for every class. Two separate development sets, for the monophonic and polyphonic cases re-
spectively, where sent out to participants, while another set of testing datasets was kept private
for us to run the evaluation.
For an analytic description on the datasets, the annotation process and other design consider-
ations the reader is directed to the Appendix C.
10.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
For the train/test scene classification task, participating algorithms were evaluated with 5-fold
stratified cross validation in order to see how the results generalise on the datasets. The number
of folds has to be a big number to ensure variability reduction, while still be smaller and dividable
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with the total number of samples to allow meaningful subsets of data at each fold. 5 pairs (folds)
of training and test subsets are defined from the 100 available short recording containing 80 and
20 of them, respectively. The partition is designed so that the test subsets are disjoint, thus allow-
ing to perform the classification of each of the 100 recordings in the test phases. In addition, the
stratification ensured that the proportion of signals belonging to different classes is kept constant
in each training and test subset (8 per class in the former and 2 per class in the latter) to avoid
any class biases during the statistical learning. The raw classification (identification) accuracy,
standard deviation and a confusion matrix for each algorithm were computed unsing each of the
train - test subsets, yielding in total 5 results for each algorithm.
Classification accuracy is defined as the proportion of correctly classified sounds relative
to the total number of test samples. The confusion matrix is an N ×N matrix whose (i, j)-th
element indicates the number of elements belonging to the i-th class that have been classified as
belonging to the j-th class. In this evaluation the number of classes N = 10 and therefore, chance
classification has an accuracy of 10%.
For the event detection tasks, in order to provide a thorough assessment of the various systems
three types of evaluations will take place, namely a frame-based, event-based, and class-wise
event-based evaluation. We believe that all three of them would be able to capture in full the
accuracy of an event detection system. More specifically, the event-based metrics would be able
to measure the accuracy of the overall event detection process, while the frame-based metric
would provide a more detailed accuracy over time since the analysis is performed in a frame by
frame basis.
Frame-based evaluation is performed using a 10ms step and metrics are averaged over the
duration of the recording. The main metric used for the frame-based evaluation is the acoustic





where N is the number of events to detect for that specific frame, D is the number of dele-
tions (missing events), I is the number of insertions (extra events), and S is the number of event
substitutions, defined as S = min{D, I}. Additional metrics include the Precision, Recall, and
F-measure (P-R-F). By denoting as r, e, and c the number of ground truth, estimated and correct
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For the event-based metrics, two types of evaluation will take place, an onset-only and an
onset-offset-based evaluation. For the onset-only evaluation, each event is considered to be cor-
rectly detected if the onset is within a 100ms tolerance, while its offset is entirely disregarded.
For the onset-offset evaluation, each event is correctly detected if its onset is within a 100ms tol-
erance and its offset is within a range of 50% the event’s duration from the ground truth event’s
offset. Duplicate events are counted as false alarms. The AEER and P-R-F metrics for both the
onset-only and the onset-offset cases are utilised.
Finally, in order to ensure that that repetitive events do not dominate the accuracy of an
algorithm, class-wise event-based evaluations are also performed. Compared with the event-
based evaluation, the AEER and P-R-F metrics will be computed for each class separately within






where Fk is the F-measure for events of class k.
All the metrics were coded as a set of metrics functions in Matlab and were made publicly-
available on the C4DM Research Data Repository (accessible through (Giannoulis et al., 2013b)).
10.1.3 Evaluation Process
The evaluation was performed internally in QMUL by the challenge organisers. We did not
wish to constrain the programming languages that participants could use and for this reason we
allowed the use of most of them including but limited to: Matlab, Octave, C/C++, Java, Python,
R etc. For Matlab submissions it is relatively easy to avoid any problems when running the
evaluations simply by stating the version of Matlab to be used, the generic system hardware
specifications and the available toolboxes. If participants wished to use any extra toolbox or
function they simply had to provide it with their submission.
However, this is not the case for other programming languages such as Python or C++. There,
it is almost impossible to ensure that one version of the language will include all the libraries,
toolboxes and dependencies required by the participants for their system. In order to tackle this
problem we provided a Linux disk image (virtual box) that was essentially an equivalent envi-
ronment to the server where we planned to run the submissions. Participants had to ensure that
their submissions could run on the disk image without needing to be provided with any additional
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configurations or required dependencies or modify the disk image in any way. Additionally, we
set up detailed submission guidelines that constrained the submission format to be very specific.
Participants had to follow a specific calling format for their submitted systems. If using addi-
tional Python/R script libraries or Matlab toolboxes, they had to be included in the submission
bundle, and the script should be able to use them without installing them systemwide. If us-
ing any additional C/C++ libraries, they had to be statically-linked to the executable. Detailed
guidelines for each task can be found through the challenge’s website1(Giannoulis et al., 2013b).
10.1.4 Baseline Systems
In order to provide a basic framework for the development of systems for each task we decide to
implement baseline systems that perform scene classification and event detection. These systems,
introduced in the section below, were published in (Giannoulis et al., 2013d).
Scene Classification System
As discussed in Section 8.2, the most standard approach to audio classification is the “bag-of-
frames” method. The approach ignores the temporal ordering of analysis frames in the audio and
models collectively the set of features extracted from the analysis process. A favoured choice
of features for the method is the use of MFCCs. As an early example, Foote (1997) compared
MFCC distributions via vector quantisation. Since then the approach has been standardised to
include the use of MFCCs as features and train classification models for each class using GMMs
(Aucouturier, 2006, Cheng et al., 2010, Chu et al., 2009, Wegener et al., 2008).
The MFCC+GMM approach to audio classification has been widely used for scene clas-
sification as well as other recognition tasks. Aucouturier (2006) specifically claim that the
MFCC+GMM approach is sufficient for recognising urban soundscapes while not for polyphonic
music (due to the importance of temporal structure in music).
Since code for the bag-of-frames model has previously been made available for Matlab, 2 the
offered baseline was implemented in Python and made publicly available under an open-source
licence,3.
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Event Detection System
As mentioned in Sec. 8.3, the NMF matrix factorisation framework is a useful one for event
detection as it can deal with polyphonic content and the low-rank approximation it provides can
efficiently model the underlying spectral characteristics of sources hidden in an acoustic scene.
Therefore, we chose to provide an NMF-based baseline system4 that performs event detection in
a supervised manner, using a pre-trained dictionary.
Our algorithm is based on NMF using the β -divergence as a cost function Kompass (2007)
(see Section 2.4 for more details), code for which as well as for other variants of the NMF
can be found in the publically available NMFlib toolbox5. As a time-frequency representation,
we used the constant-Q transform (CQT) with a log-frequency resolution of 60 bins per octave
Schörkhuber and Klapuri (2010) in order to give equal emphasis on lower and higher frequencies
of the spectrum as explained in Section 3.2. The training data were normalised to unit variance
and NMF with Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (corresponding to the β−divergence with β =
1) was used to learn a set of N bases for each class. The numbers of bases we tested was
5,8,10,12,15,20 and 20i, the “i” in the latter corresponding to learning one basis per training
sample individually, for all 20 samples. Putting together the sets for all classes we built a “fixed”
dictionary of bases used subsequently to factorise the normalised development set audio streams.
It should be mentioned that the development set did not have to be normalised as we did not
concatenate the audio streams in the set together (due to their length) but rather applied the
method separately on each.
After obtaining the learned bases, we summed together the activations per class obtained
from the NMF factorisation. We tested the use of applying median filtering for smoothing pur-
poses on the activation matrices but this did not improve the classification. Finally a threshold
T was chosen to be applied in order to give us the final class activations. The optimal N and
T values were chosen empirically by maximising the F-measure for the two annotations on the
development set.
Baseline results on the development set
The baseline systems for the two tasks were tested using the public development datasets of the
challenge as described in Sec. 10.1. In scene classification, where chance performance is 10%,
4http://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/d-case-event
5http://www.ee.columbia.edu/~grindlay/code.html













































bus 9 - - - - - - - 1 -
busystreet - 5 - 2 - - 1 - - 2
office - - 8 - 1 - - 1 - -
openairmarket - - - 8 - - 1 1 - -
park - - 2 1 3 3 - 1 - -
quietstreet - - - 2 2 4 - 2 - -
restaurant - - - 2 - - 3 3 - 2
supermarket 1 - 1 2 1 - 1 2 - 2
tube - - - - - - 2 - 6 2
tubestation - - - 2 - - - 2 2 4
Table 10.1: Confusion matrix for scene classification with baseline MFCC+GMM classifier.
Rows are ground-truth labels and columns are the inferred labels.
our baseline system attained 52±13% (95% confidence interval). Table 10.1 breaks down these
results as a confusion matrix. It shows, for example, that supermarket was the true class most
often mislabelled, most commonly as openairmarket or tubestation.
Results for the event detection system are shown in Table 10.2. These include the evaluation
metrics, as well as the optimal system parameters determined separately for both annotations (1-
2), calculated as mentioned in Sec.10.1.4. We found that learning basis vectors from individual
sounds resulted in better performance. It is also worth highlighting that the event-based metrics
lead to lower reported performance than the frame-based metric.
Finally, not all classes were detected equally well. The Fk was 0% for certain classes, which
were: keyboard, keys, mouse, printer, and switch. All these sounds are characterised by a short-
lived and highly transient nature and very low SNR levels that might be potential reasons for
failing to be detected by the system. A further set of sounds with an overall poor Fk were: alert,
laughter, and pageturn. We believe that the big variation that characterises these sounds could
be the reason behind the low performance of the baseline system.
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Evaluation Method
Metrics Event Class-Wise Frame
Parameters Based Event Based Based
R 16.8 21.7 16.0
P 15.9 11.6 29.1
F-measure 15.4 13.5 20.6
AEER* 2.51 2.94 1.62
Offset R 4.4 7.1 -
Offset P 4.5 3.6 -
Offset F-meas. 4.2 4.0 -
Offset AEER* 2.88 3.37 -
Optimal N 20i 20i 20-20i
Optimal T 750-650 400-700 400-550
* Not measured in (%)
Table 10.2: Detection accuracy (%) of the NMF system for the Event Detection task for the
monophonic Office Live Dataset.
10.2 Challenge Evaluation
In this section we present and analyse the results of the DCASE challenge, published in (Gian-
noulis et al., 2013b). Overall, in the challenge, 11 systems were submitted to the Scene classifica-
tion task, 7 systems were submitted to the monophonic event detection task, and 3 systems to the
polyphonic event detection task. Variants for each system were allowed that increased the total
number and variety considerably. The systems submitted for the scene classification and event
detection tasks are listed in Tables 10.3 and 10.4, respectively, along with a short description of
each system and the programming language in which it was written.
Apart from the submitted systems, performance on the test sets is also reported for baseline
systems for the two tasks we introduced in Section 10.1.
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Chum et al. CHR Various features at 2 frame sizes, classified either: (a) per-
frame SVM + majority voting; (b) HMM
Matlab Y
Elizalde ELF Concatenation of 4 different mono mixdowns; “i-vector”
analysis of MFCCs, classified by pLDA
Matlab N
Geiger et al. GSR Diverse features, classified within 4-second windows using






KH “Cochleogram” representation, analysed for tonelikeness in
each t-f bin, classified by SVM
Python N
Li et al. LTT Wavelets, MFCCs and others, classified in 5-second win-
dows by treebagger, majority voting
Matlab N
Nam et al. NHL Feature learning by sparse RBM, then event detection and
max-pooling, classified by SVM
Matlab N
Nogueira et al. NR1 MFCCs + MFCC temporal modulations + event density es-
timation + binaural modelling features, feature selection,
classified by SVM
Matlab N
Olivetti OE Normalised compression distance (Vorbis), Euclidean em-




PE Auditory representation analysed for spectrotemporal mod-
ulations, classified within one-second windows using SVM,




RG Computer vision features (histogram of oriented gradient)
applied to constant-Q spectrogram, classified by SVM
Matlab N
Roma et al. RNH Recurrence Quantification Analysis applied to MFCC time-
series, classified by SVM
Matlab Y
Baseline MFCCs, classified with a bag-of-frames approach Python Y
Table 10.3: Summary of submitted scene classification systems. Abstracts describing each sys-
tem can be found in the challenge’s url in (Giannoulis et al., 2013b). Systems denoted as “open
source” have their code publically availavble to download.
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Chauhan et al. CPS Feature extraction - Segmentation - Likelihood ratio test
classification
Matlab N
Diment et al. DHV MFCCs (features) - HMMs (detection) Matlab N
Gemmeke et al. GVV NMF (detection) - HMMs (postprocessing) Matlab Y
Niessen et al. NVM Hierarchical HMMs + Random Forests (classification) -
Meta-classification
Matlab N
Nogueira et al. NR2 MFCCs (features) - SVMs (classification) Matlab N
Schr’´oder et al. SCS Gabor filterbank features - HMMs (classification) Matlab N
Vuegen et al. VVK MFCCs (features) - GMMs (detection) Matlab Y
Baseline NMF with pre-extracted bases (detection) Matlab Y
Table 10.4: Summary of submitted event detection systems. Abstracts describing each system
can be found in the challenge’s url in (Giannoulis et al., 2013b). Systems denoted as “open













































bus 81 3 0 4 1 0 0 4 6 2
busystreet 1 69 14 2 1 2 1 3 3 5
office 1 0 55 13 9 12 4 3 1 3
openairmarket 1 2 0 59 13 0 9 12 3 2
park 1 1 8 3 51 29 3 2 1 1
quietstreet 0 5 4 3 29 43 9 5 0 1
restaurant 1 1 0 16 5 0 53 21 2 3
supermarket 6 5 6 6 4 7 10 42 7 7
tube 7 7 1 1 2 2 5 3 44 28
tubestation 5 16 1 4 1 2 3 8 19 41
Table 10.5: Aggregate confusion matrix for scene classification across all submissions. Rows are
ground truth, columns are the inferred labels. Values are expressed as percentages rounded to the
nearest integer.




























































Figure 10.1: Classification accuracy(%) for the SC task. Plot shows mean over 5-fold cross-
validation with 95% confidence intervals. Dashed/dotted lines indicate (left to right): chance
performance (dotted black); baseline system performance (dashed blue); mean accuracy of hu-
man listener (dashed orange). “Majority vote” is a meta-classifier using the majority decision
over all submissions. Last dot (in orange), corresponds to human accuracy measured as mean
classification with 95% confidence intervals (see 10.4). The original LTT submission achieved
low accuracy due to a bug in a Matlab toolbox - original results are presented in grey, while the
revised correct results are in black.
10.3 Challenge Results
Results were computed by running all the submitted systems on the held-back testing datasets
and computing the metrics as in Section 10.1.2. Figure 10.1 shows the overall performance of
submitted systems for the scene classification task (see Table 10.3 for the acronyms of the meth-
ods). The central dots are the percentage accuracies of each technique calculated by averaging
the results obtained from the 5 folds. The vertical error bars are the relative confidence intervals.
These were defined by assuming that the accuracy value obtained from each fold follows a Gaus-
sian distribution whose mean is the true value of the overall accuracy (that is, the value that we
would be able to measure if we evaluated an infinite number of folds). The total length of both
bars is the magnitude of a symmetric confidence interval computed as the product of the 95%
quantile of a standard normal distribution q0.95N (0,1) ≈ 3.92 times the standard error of the accuracy
(that is, the ratio between the standard deviation of the folds’ accuracies divided by the square
root of the number of folds σ/
√
5) (Spiegel and Stephens, 1988, Section 5, problem 5). Under
the Gaussian assumption, confidence intervals are proportional to the standard deviation of the
folds’ accuracies and can be interpreted as covering with 95% probability the true value of the
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expectation of the accuracy.
Most systems were able to outperform the baseline system, and some matched the accuracy
we found in human listeners (72%; see Section 10.4), although a strict comparison is not possible
because the confidence intervals of the algorithms are not directly comparable to the variations
found in human performance. The strongest performers are notably diverse in their choice of
features and their use of temporal information, though often using SVMs for classification. The
best results were obtained by the RNH system 6, which used Recurrence Quantification Analysis
(RQA) features over MFCCs and classified by SVM. Two interesting findings reported by the
authors of the RNH system were that simply using MFCCs but constraining them to the range
of 0-1 kHz increaseded the performance of the baseline method by about 10% while using re-
currence quantification analysis features computed from the MFCCs resulted in achieving 76%
accuracy and the best performance out of all the systems. Using MFCCs together with Delta-
MFCCs resulted in a performance drop to around 40%. An explanation given by the authors for
that was that temporal derivatives of spectral features as the Delta-MFCCs are fairly noisy and
non-stable and therefore, do not improve classification.
Two submissions achieved good results on the development data but not on the held-out
test data, which suggests that they overfitted the training data and were lacking generalisation,
although after the challenge was concluded it was found that one of the two, the LTT submission,
achieved low accuracy due to a bug in a Matlab toolbox, therefore in Figure 10.1both the original
results and the revised are presented.
Table 10.5 shows a confusion matrix for the scene labels as round percentages of the sum
of all confusion matrices for all submissions. Note that the rows of the confusion matrix might
not add to 100% due to the rounding of percentages. Confusions are mostly concentrated over
classes that share some acoustical properties such as park/quietstreet and tube/tubestation.
For the event detection OL and OS tasks, results are summarised in Tables 10.6 and 10.7,
respectively. The baseline was outperformed by most systems for these tasks too. The best
performance for the OL task using all types of metrics is achieved by the SCS submission 6,
which used a Gabor filterbank feature extraction step followed by 2-layer hidden Markov models
(HMMs) for classifying events, followed by the NVM submission 6, which used a meta-classifier
combining hierarchical HMMs and random forests. For the OS task, the best performance in
6See system descriptions in the challenge’s website: http://c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/
sceneseventschallenge/
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terms of F-measure is achieved by the DHV system 6, which used an iterative scheme with
HMMs. It should also be noted that submitted systems performed better with lower polyphony,
with the exception of the DHV system, which had better performance with higher polyphony
levels. As expected, the onset-offset evaluation produced worse results compared to onset-only
evaluation for both tasks, although the performance difference is rather small. This may be
explained by the percussive nature of most events.
The challenge website 6 (see also (Giannoulis, Benetos, Stowell, Rossignol, Lagrange, and
Plumbley, 2013b)) gives detailed system descriptions, extensive results and analytic breakdown
of performance per system. In Appendix D, the reader can find detailed results for the event
detection tasks for all participating systems.
Evaluation Method
Event-Based Class-Wise Event-Based Frame-Based
System F (%) Foffset (%) AEER AEERoffset F (%) Foffset (%) AEER AEERoffset F (%) AEER
CPS 2.23 1.65 2.285 2.301 0.65 0.49 1.872 1.891 3.82 2.116
DHV 26.67 22.43 2.519 2.676 30.72 25.29 2.182 2.370 26.0 3.128
GVV 15.52 13.46 1.779 1.831 13.21 12.03 1.556 1.606 31.94 1.084
NVM_1 32.57 24.95 1.864 2.095 29.37 21.80 1.639 1.899 40.85 1.115
NVM_2 34.16 26.28 1.852 2.095 33.05 24.88 1.602 1.877 42.76 1.102
NVM_3 34.51 27.01 1.827 2.052 33.52 24.65 1.575 1.846 45.50 1.212
NVM_4 30.47 24.68 1.906 2.083 28.17 21.62 1.650 1.849 42.86 1.360
NR2 19.21 15.26 3.076 3.244 21.54 17.64 2.857 3.010 34.66 1.885
SCS_1 39.47 36.74 1.669 1.749 36.33 34.20 1.579 1.677 53.02 1.167
SCS_2 45.17 41.06 1.601 1.727 41.51 38.32 1.511 1.646 61.52 1.016
VVK 30.77 25.40 2.054 2.224 24.55 20.36 1.762 1.949 43.42 1.001
Baseline 7.38 1.58 5.900 6.318 9.00 1.86 5.960 6.462 10.72 2.590
Table 10.6: Evaluation metrics for the participating systems for the (monophonic) Office Live
Event Detection task.
10.4 Human Listening Test
In order to determine a human benchmark for the algorithmic results of the challenge, we ran
a listening test. For this we focused on the acoustic scene classification (ASC) task, which is a
simple classification task involving a single labelling of a short audio clip. A similar listening
test for the event detection task wouldn’t have been possible since it is not a straightforward clas-
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Event-Based Class-Wise Event-Based Frame-Based
System F (%) Foffset (%) AEER AEERoffset F (%) Foffset (%) AEER AEERoffset F (%) AEER
DHV 8.45 6.18 4.741 4.860 9.73 7.58 4.028 4.147 13.08 8.426
GVV 7.69 7.33 1.913 1.920 6.69 6.51 1.584 1.591 10.30 1.553
VVK 5.80 5.28 1.885 1.895 5.10 4.77 1.436 1.445 5.77 2.106
Baseline 4.98 0.24 6.507 6.895 6.69 0.18 5.389 5.782 6.88 3.047
Table 10.7: Evaluation metrics for the participating systems for the (polyphonic) Office Synthetic
Event Detection task.
sification problem as is ASC. The task requires detecting the temporal regions of event activity
and also producing a label for the event within that region, thus it can be seen as a segmentation-
classification task. In the polyphonic case, the task involves also separation of a target event from
other potential overlapping events. Such a listening test woould be very laborious to design but
also for listeners to participate to. It would require supervision, suitable high-quality equipment
and ideal listening conditions and potentially some training for the subjects to the sounds but also
to the tools employed.
For the ASC task we designed an online listening test in which participants have been asked
to classify sounds of the public DCASE dataset by listening to randomised audio recordings from
the dataset and asked to choose the environment in which each recording has been made from the
set of 10 categories as described in Appendix C. The listening test was designed by myself, D.
Stowell and D. Barchiesi and was implemented and run by D. Barchiesi who was also recruited
to help in running part of the evaluations. We took measures to avoid the test being advertised
and completed by people who might have had exposure on the data and thus be familiar with the
dataset and its class labels, such as advertising the listening test only locally and on mailing lists
where we had not previsouly advertised the challenge. Additionally, we did not link the listening
test to the DCASE challenge while the first was still ongoing.
The order in which audio clips appeared in the test was randomised so as to ensure that each
file had the same probability of being classified, since, in order to maximise the number of people
taking the test, we allowed each participant to classify as many acoustic scenes as they desired.
Participants were able to listen to a single clip at a time, as many times as they wanted and were
asked to choose one of the 10 possible class labels that described the acoustic scene in which
the audio was recorded, i.e. tube, busystreet, office etc. and save their option. They would then
proceed to the next clip and would not be able to go back and amend their previous choices.
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Distribution of Human Accuracies
Figure 10.2: [Left Plot] Distribution of human soundscape classification accuracies. [Right Plot]
Box plot of the distribution of human soundscape classification accuracies depicting the median
(horizontal line in the box), the 1st and 3rd quantile (lower and upper box borders) and the
whiskers depicting points within 1.5IQR of the lower (Q1) and upper(Q3) quartiles. Outliers
have been omitted.
We have chosen not to divide the classification into training and test phases, thus participants
were not presented with labelled training sounds prior to the test, because we were interested
in evaluating how well humans can recognise the acoustic environments based on their personal
judgement and also examine the effects of potential accuracy improvement through “learning”
and adapting on the dataset on which humans are exposed. After all, we can safely assume that
most people, at least those taking part in the test, have already some sort of trained models for
classes such as “bus”, “train” etc. developed from life experience. The different experimental
design between the human listening test and the algorithmic evaluation (it would not have been
possible to perform a k-fold cross validation with humans and “reset” their memory for each run)
forbids us from determining a statistically significant ranking between the human performance
and the algorithms, but on the other hand, it allows for a fairer evaluation of machine listening
systems whose ultimate goal is to mimic and eventually extend the human listening capability
while they do not possess the extended training to the surrounding environment that humans
possess.
10.4.1 Measuring Human Accuracy
A total of 59 participants took part in the listening test. Extra care was taken to remove “test”
cases or invalid attempts. 6 participants clearly labelled as “test” in the metadata were removed.
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3 participants were excluded from the analysis as they only attempted to label 1 sound out of a
maximum of 100 and cannot be considered as valid cases. As shown in Figure 10.1, the mean
accuracy among all participants was 72%, and the distribution of accuracies shows that most
people scored between 60% and 100%, with a few outliers whose accuracy has been lower than
50%. It should be noted that if we disregard any processing to clean the sample and include
all cases, even the ones that only classified a single sound then the mean falls to 65% for a
population of 59 samples, 8 of which have accuracy below 10% and for some as low as 0%
(having no sample labelled correctly).
Since the distribution of accuracies is not fully symmetric, we show a box plot summarising
its statistics instead of reporting confidence intervals for the mean accuracy, as we did for the
systems performance earlier. The boxplot as well as the distribution of accuracies can be seen in
Figure 10.2. The median value of the participants’ accuracy resulted to be 75%, the first and third
quartiles, denoted as Q1 and Q3, respectively, are located at around 50% and 85%, while the 95%
of values which are not outliers 7 lie between about 25% and 100%. We can only speculate that
a small portion of the participants approached the test with a lack of interest, we did not however
attempt to remove “suspicious” cases.
During the test, we asked the participants to indicate their age and the device they used to
listen to the audio signals, but we did not observe correlation between these variables and the
classification accuracy. We did observe a correlation between the number of classified samples
and the overall classification accuracy, as people who listened to and categorised most or all of
the 100 total samples tended to score better than individuals who only classified a few sound clips
and then dropped out. To assess whether this occurred because participants learned how to better
classify the sounds as they progressed in the test, we computed for each individual the cumulative
accuracy ρ(n), that is defined as the ratio between the number of correctly classified samples and
the total number of classified samples with n = 1, . . . ,K being an index on the listening audio
samples where K ≤ 100 depending on whether participants listened to all 100 recordings or less.
A positive value of the discrete first time derivative of this function ρ ′(n) = ρ(n)−ρ(n−1)
would indicate that there is an improvement in the cumulative classification accuracy as time
progresses. Therefore, we can study the distribution of ρ(n) to assess the hypothesis that partici-
7Outliers are data points below Q1−1.5×IQR or above Q3+1.5×IQR, where IQR is the interquartile
range, IQR = Q3−Q1. Outliers are viewed as being too far from the centre of the distribution to be
reasonable. (Benjamini, 1988)
















































































81 5 1 10 1
5 82 1 1 9 1
2 89 2 6 1 1
1 15 1 63 7 4 3 3 1 5
1 1 77 20 1 1
6 2 2 15 71 1 1 1
2 2 92 3
2 2 7 8 2 6 11 56 1 5
1 1 88 9
2 1 2 1 2 9 83
Figure 10.3: Confusion matrix of human classification results. Rows are ground truth labels,
while columns are the inferred labels.
pants had been implicitly training an internal model of the classes as they performed the test. The
average of the function ρ ′(n) calculated for all the participants results to be−0.0028, and a t-test
(Student, 1908) rejects with 95% confidence that the expectation of ρ ′(n) is greater than zero,
indicating that participants did not improve their accuracy as they progressed through the test.
The listening test has been designed to study the effect of possible training from the exposure to
the soundscapes, and the aforementioned findings suggest that no such effect occurred in the test,
which comes in accordance with our earlier hypothesis that people participating on the listening
test had a predefined set of the classes for the target soundscapes learned from life-experience.
Having rejected the learning hypothesis, we are left with a selection bias explanation: we
believe that people who classified more sounds were simply better able or more motivated to do
the test than individuals who found the questions difficult or tedious or simply approached the
test with a lack of interest and did not perform as well. Even if this interpretation seems correct,
we cannot and did not discard any individuals in the computation of the average human results.
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We also computed the overall confusion matrix of the listening test in order to gain more
detailed insight on the human classification results per acoustic scene category. Figure 10.3
shows on the y-axis the true categories and on the x-axis the estimated categories assigned by the
participants of the listening test. The numbers at each (x,y) location indicate a rounded percentage
of samples belonging to the true category that have been assigned to the estimated category
and as such the total sum for all categories per line does not always add up to 100 as it would
otherwise for an individual listener who classified all 100 sound clips. For example, about 81%
of ‘bus’ soundscapes have been correctly classified, whereas 5% of them have been assigned to
the ‘busy-street’ category, 10% to the ‘tube’ category, and 1% to the ‘restaurant’ and ‘tubestation’
categories. From the confusion matrix we can observe that ‘supermarket’ and ‘openairmarket’
are the most commonly misclassified categories whose samples have been estimated as belonging
to various other classes. In addition, there is some common misclassification between the classes
‘park’ and ‘quietstreet’ as was the case for the algorithms. The confusion between the classes
‘tube’ and ‘tubestation’ that was also rather frequent for algorithms holds here to a much smaller
extent and we can probably attribute this to the fact that humans can easily make use of “speech”
cues and in many cases can enable them to immediately infer the acoustic environment.
10.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter we gave a detailed description of the DCASE challenge, the tasks associated with
it, the created datasets, the employed metrics and the evaluation process. We provided conclusive
results for the submitted systems and their performance and presented a listening test we run for
measuring the human performance in the acoustic scene classification task. All the above clearly
highlight the central contributions of this work. What follows is a summary of the main findings
of this work.
For the acoustic scene classification, systems had a performance of around 70%. It was also
found that a simple and computationally “inexpensive” baseline implementation based on Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients was able to achieve a similar performance to that of most systems.
From the comparison between human performance and algorithm performance we draw the
conclusion that algorithms are still performing worse than humans. Most of the analysed ASC
systems achieved a performance between 55−65% with only one algorithm able to pass the 70%
threshold. Humans, on the contrary, achieved a mean performance of 72% while the median value
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was found to be even higher at 75%.
This finding is in accordance to past findings in the literature. The listening test in (Peltonen
et al., 2001), designed to measure the human abilities in recognising everyday auditory scenes
based on binaural recordings and analyse the acoustic cues used by the subjects, showed a 70%
accuracy for 25 different scenes. In (Eronen et al., 2006a), the listening test conducted by the
authors to compare the proposed system’s performance to that of human subjects showed that
humans’ recognition accuracy was around 69%. 11% better than the system’s.
It is worth mentioning that the results of the listening test were close, although a bit lower, to
the results of a human listening test performed by one of the participating groups to the challenge
using the development dataset for the acoustic scene classification task. In that test, reported in
(Krijnders and Ten Holt), the human accuracy was found to be 79%. The test subjects were
all scientists and this together with better or more controlled listening conditions are potential
reasons for the higher, albeit not significantly, reported performance.
For the sound event detection task, systems had a performance much more inferior to the
scene classification task. On average this was around 30% for the monophonic dataset and 15%
for the polyphonic. This can possibly be attributed to the increased complexity and difficulty of
the task that involves temporal localisation of sounds in addition to classification and also source
separation or a way to deal with interference from co-occurring sounds for the polyphonic task.
However, we should not exclude the possibility that the dataset was limited or the task was set
up harder than what present state-of-the-art algorithms can deal with.
Overall, the challenge was strongly embraced by the scientific community, drawing the in-
terest of many research groups and people and having a significant number of participants. This
justified my decision, and the decision of the co-organisers, to set-up, organise and run this chal-
lenge from scratch and without any funds allocated specifically for the purposes of organising
such a venture. I believe that the outputs from the challenge (publications, data, metrics, baseline
systems etc.) would help the research community working on computational auditory scene anal-
ysis and specifically on environmental audio analysis and classification and would leave a strong
positive impact for the years to come, as it can serve as a reference point for the performance
of proposed methods and for studying performance improvements in future years. Additionally,
I hope that the challenge would be a source of influence and motivation for other researchers
to take part or attempt to host similar public evaluations, as it is my personal opinion that such
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Conclusions on Environmental Audio Analysis
This part of the thesis dealt with the tasks of acoustic scene classification and sound event de-
tection. Two distinct tasks belonging to environmental audio analysis which is part of the more
generic research area of computational auditory scene analysis (CASA). The majority of the work
presented in this thesis has been presented in international peer-reviewed journals and confer-
ences, as shown in Section 7.2. In this chapter, the main contributions of the part are summarised
and directions for future work are presented.
11.1 Summary
Research in environmental audio analysis has not been as popular as other more specific acoustic
scenes like music or human speech have been, and the purpose of this work is to focus on non-
music, non-speech audio, analyse the aforementioned tasks, give a detailed picture of the current
level, trends and directions of research in the field and offer a comprehensive analysis of system
as well as human performance.
11.1.1 DCASE Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
With the DCASE challenge the followings goals were achieved:
• Reusable audio datasets for system development as well as reusable baseline implementa-
tions were published.
• Metrics for comparing algorithms and a framework for machine-listening system evalua-
tion was established.
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• A reference point was made for the performance of proposed methods as well as future
work on the tasks in question and for studying performance improvements in the future.
• A sub-community of researchers working in the tasks in question was brought together and
helped to grow as part of the more extended research community of the research field.
• More scientists and researchers were introduced to the public evaluation initiative, and
made aware of the benefits of reproducible research and open source software.
Future work may include the creation of a code repository for open source algorithms and
systems for the task. This will initially include systems that took part in the challenge with an
ultimate goal of expanding it with other submissions that fall under the environmental audio
analysis framework. A detailed analysis of the acoustic scene classification task, participating
algorithms and performance results has already been performed in (Barchiesi, Giannoulis, Stow-
ell, and Plumbley, 2013). Similar analysis will be performed for the event detection task and the
challenge as a whole and published through an IEEE journal. Finally, at the moment this thesis
was written, an ongoing discussion was taking place on whether a 2nd DCASE challenge should
be organised and run by Queen Mary University of London (QMUL) in collaboration with some
other institution(s) or it should be transferred and run through Kaggle, an online platform for




This chapter concludes this thesis and serves as a summary of the work described in the previous
chapters. This thesis focused on the task of recognition of sound sources and acoustic events. The
first part dealt with the analysis of a specific category of sound signals, music signals, whereas
the second part explored and investigated more generic, environmental audio signals. In music
signal analysis, the focus was specifically polyphonic musical instrument recognition. A series
of novel studies and analyses were performed and as a result a number of algorithms and systems
were designed, implemented and evaluated with the findings presented in detail. In environ-
mental audio analysis, the two closely compared recognition tasks were considered: of acoustic
scene classification and sound event detection. Both tasks were presented and analysed, includ-
ing detailed description of often employed methodologies, state-of-the-art algorithms, evaluation
procedures and comparison with human performance. Ultimately, a challenge was designed, run
and documented on the two aforementioned tasks in an effort to help research on environmental
audio analysis obtain a wider audience and more popularity.
In the following, we summarise the conclusions presented earlier in the two distinct parts
of the thesis, in order to offer a compact summary of the work. We also provide more detailed
future directions for the work. The reader should refer to separate sections of each chapter for
more detailed and in-depth conclusions.
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12.1 Polyphonic Musical Instrument Recognition.
12.1.1 Disjointness of Sources in Music
In Chapter 3, several signal representation have been investigated for their separability of overlap-
ping sound sources using a dataset consisting of multi-track song data. A method was proposed
to measure the level of overlap of the different musical instruments and its relationship to sparsity
was studied. The results for different instrument combinations were put into perspective through
a comparison with speech signals, as the later have been found to be more disjoint. A finding
that was justified given the characteristics of music (desired blend of different instrument sounds
into a unified sound favouring spectral and temporal overlaps).
Future work should attempt to reproduce the results reported in this thesis using a bigger
and more diverse dataset for both music signals and speech signals. Another experiment could
include more signal transforms and representations and also investigate disjointness of overcom-
plete representations, including dictionary-learning approaches and unions of bases, each with
different time-frequency characteristics (Plumbley et al., 2010a). We expect that a dictionary
composed of Fourier atoms of different lengths would have more descriptive power and poten-
tially result in more disjoint source representations, even though such approaches would require
employing meaningful ways to obtain source representations with one such way being the use of
a greedy algorithm such as Matching Pursuit, described in 2.4.8.
12.1.2 Missing Feature Approach for Polyphonic Instrument Recognition
In Chapter 4, a system for polyphonic musical instrument recognition utilising a missing feature
framework has been proposed. The main contributions of this work are summarised in the fol-
lowing. The system works in a frame by frame process and uses a novel set of local spectral
features, a pre-requisite for missing feature techniques, that attempt to capture the spectral differ-
ences of musical instrument sounds. A series of mask estimation algorithms were proposed in an
attempt to exploit the spectral characteristics of musical instrument and other harmonic natural
sounds, namely the spectral smoothness assumption. Additionally, a mask marginalisation pro-
cess was also proposed in an attempt to by pass the hard step of estimating a meaningful mask.
A way to marginalise the missing data from the feature vectors in each analysis frame out of the
classification process was proposed using bounded integration.
In addition, an application of the missing feature system to the recognition of harmonic
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sounds, specifically music notes, out of varied environmental audio backgrounds was proposed.
It was shown that missing feature techniques are very powerful in noisy conditions were the
interference from background sounds or other co-occurring sounds is significant and the signal-
to-noise ratio is low. Missing feature approaches were shown to be robust to low SNR, especially
the more meaningful (closer to the optimal) the missing data mask is.
Future work could include:
• Augmenting the classification model with temporal features, such as delta subband level
differences (∆-SLDs) [see Section 2.2.2.
• Integrating framewise class probabilities over time in an attempt to perform classification
at the note level rather than the frame level. This might require incorporation of an on-
set/offset detector in the algorithm, although a simple thresholding/filtering approach on
the raw “pianoroll” of probabilities over time frames could also work.
• Using GMMs in place of simple Gaussian models for the pitch and class-conditional prob-
ability distributions. This could potentially increase the discriminative power of the algo-
rithm, although it would also increase complexity.
• Extending the mask estimation process to include additional information i.e. the identi-
fied active pitches in each frame coming from the pitch detector or information coming
from some other detector. This could further improve the accuracy and robustness of the
algorithm by bringing the estimated masks closer to the oracle.
12.1.3 Applications on Automatic Music Transcription
In Chapter 5, polyphonic musical instrument recognition was examined in the context of auto-
matic music transcription (AMT) in order to get a wider scope. AMT is in the heart of music
signal processing and has high impact on audio processing and music technology. Challenges
and prominent future directions in the field of AMT were proposed by the author.
Focusing specifically on instrument recognition, a novel fusion technique for the integration
of two musical instrument recognition systems was proposed. The system was evaluated on
continuous music data and was found to outperform the two independent systems, justifying the
author’s claim for integration approaches as a means to improve system performance in AMT
and overcome current limitations.
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Future work would include development of a source-adaptive system based on the proposed
integrated system, for both instrument assignment and multi-pitch detection. That way infor-
mation from part of the system would result in the adaptation of the other to better fit the input
data. For example, the instrument estimates from the instrument recognition sub-system of our
proposed model would result in the automatic music transcription sub-system choosing a more
suitable set of pre-extracted bases (note templates) for the PLCA algorithm. Another case, would
be to adapt the note templates to better match extracted templates from interference-free areas of
the spectrogram from the unclassified input data.
Additionally, further fusion techniques would be investigated to study potential performance
improvements through information integration techniques by linking together more detectors and
a wider variety of features.
12.2 Acoustic Scene Classification and Sound Event Detection
The purpose of the work presented in Chapters 8–10 is to focus on non-music, non-speech audio,
analyse the tasks of acoustic scene classification and sound event detection, give a detailed picture
of the current level, trends and directions of research in the field and offer a comprehensive
analysis of system as well as human performance.
12.2.1 DCASE Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
With the DCASE challenge the followings goals were achieved:
• Reusable audio datasets for system development as well as reusable baseline implementa-
tions were published.
• Metrics for comparing algorithms and a framework for machine-listening system evalua-
tion was established.
• A reference point was made for the performance of proposed methods as well as future
work on the tasks in question and for studying performance improvements in the future.
• A sub-community of researchers working in the tasks in question was brought together and
helped to grow as part of the more extended research community of the research field.
• More scientists and researchers were introduced to the public evaluation initiative, and
made aware of the benefits of reproducible research and open source software.
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Future work relating to the two baseline systems of the challenge would include expand-
ing those systems to include optimisations and more more advanced techinques that would help
future researchers further. The acoustic scene classification system could incorporate a more
refined classifier such as SVMs or take into account temporal information through the use of
HMMs. The acoustic event detection system could include certain expansions such as constrain-
ing the frequency range of the analysis or applying some weighting on the frequencies (i.e. give
more emphasis on the lower end of the spectrum). Alternatively, it could extend the PLCA
framework to the more advanced shift-invariant PLCA (2.4.7). That way the learned bases for
the various sound events would not be 1-dimensional spectral frames but would span a series of
time frames and thus carry temporal information that would increase the discriminative power of
the algorithm through the achievement of more accurate acoustic event representations.
Future work related to the DCASE challenge includes the creation of a code repository for
open source algorithms and systems for the tasks. This has already start happening and many of
the participating systems are already available for download. At present, this includes systems
that took part in the challenge but the goal is to get expanded with other submissions that fall
under the environmental audio analysis and classification framework.
A detailed analysis of the Acoustic scene classification task, participating algorithms and per-
formance results has already been performed in (Barchiesi, Giannoulis, Stowell, and Plumbley,
2013). Similar analysis will be performed for the event detection task and the challenge as a
whole and published through an IEEE journal. This would serve as a reference point for similar
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Factorial Form for the Multidimensional Den-
sity
In the following we address the computational complexity of the integral in (4.15). The factor in
the brackets in (4.15) is assumed to take the following factorial form
∫
p(x|c, f )
p(x| f ) p(x|m,y, f )dx (A.1)
=
∫
p(xµ |c, f )
p(xµ | f ) p(xµ |m,y, f )
×∏
k /∈µ
p(x(k)|xµ ,c, f )
p(x(k)|xµ , f ) p(x(k)|m,y, f )dx
where we have used xµ to denote a shorter feature vector containing only the elements at clean
subbands, k ∈ µ . For the other elements, the above equation assumes that x(k) for k /∈ µ are
independent of each other given f and the values at the clean subbands.
The above assumption allows us to put the integral inside the product in (A.1), writing it as
p(χ |c, f )





p(x(k)|χ ,c, f )
p(x(k)|χ , f ) p(x(k)|m,y, f )dx(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
noisy subbands
(A.2)
where for the clean bands we have used p(xµ |m,y, f ) = δ (xµ − χ ) from (4.16) to obtain the
first term above. The integral in (A.2) is over each element of x(k) separately and this makes the
(originally multidimensional) integral tractable.
Another important requirement is that p(x|m,y, f ) should be invariant to the presentation
level (scaling) of sound s f , appearing as an additive constant in the log-power features x. (Note
that we cannot normalize the scale since some of feature vector elements are obscured and there-
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fore not available.) To achieve that, we only consider level differences between subbands k. Let
us use d`k ≡ x(k)− x(`) as a shorthand to denote the level difference between subbands k and `.
We assume that the level difference dµ(i+1)µ(i) of each neighbouring pair of clean subbands
depends only on f and the level differences on both sides, dµ(i)µ(i−1) and d
µ(i+2)
µ(i+1), but not on other
subbands. This assumption is made for computational tractability. Retaining the dependency on
the differences on both sides is important since the mentioned differences share one subband and
are therefore strongly correlated. We can then write the part indicated as “clean subbands” in
(A.2) as
p(χ |c, f )


























where on the last row we have introduced the shorthand notation Pc, fk,` for convenience in the
following. In the special case where all subbands are clean (i.e., the mask is all-one), (A.2)





For the noisy bands, k /∈ µ , we calculate the level difference dα(k)k between band k and its
nearest clean subband α(k). More precisely, α(k) = argmin`∈µ (k− `) denotes member in set
µ that is nearest to k. The subband α(k) is used as a “point of reference” for band k for which
m(k) = 0. Similarly, β (k) is used to denote the second-nearest member of µ to k.
We assume that dα(k)k depends only on f and the level difference d
β (k)
α(k) between the two nearest
clean subbands, but not on the other bands. As a result, the part indicated as “noisy bands” in
(A.2) can be written as
∏
k /∈µ




∣∣dβ (k)α(k), f) p(d
α(k)
k




Qc, fk,α(k),β (k) (A.4)
Based on (4.16), we can write the pdf of dα(k)k as
p(dα(k)k







∣∣dβ (k)α(k), f) for x(k)≤ y(k)
0 for x(k)> y(k)
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where recall that d`k is just a shorthand for x(k)− x(`). The normalizing constant W is required







∣∣dβ (k)α(k), f) (A.6)
Substituting (A.5)–(A.6) into (A.4) we get









∣∣dβ (k)α(k), f)dx(k) (A.7)
Finally, substituting (A.2)–(A.4) into (4.15), we can write (4.13) as
p(c|y, f ) (A.8)



















Calculation of the terms Pc, fk,` and Q
c, f
k,`, j requires estimating the distributions p(d
`
k|dkj,c, f )
from training data. In practice, the joint distributions p(d`k,d
k
j|c, f ) are estimated for all possible
triplets j,k, `, separately for all different classes c, and for the case where the distributions are
not conditioned on the class at all, that is, from training material repesenting all classes.
We use a multivariate Gaussian distribution with full (2× 2) covariance matrices to model
the densities p(d`k,d
k
j|c, f ). This renders the conditional distribution p(d`k|dkj,c, f ) to be univariate
Gaussian.
A conditional univariate distribution can be easily obtained from a multivariate as follows:












σˆ = σ11− σ12σ21σ22 . (A.11)





Marginalisation of the Binary Mask
In the following we present in detail an algorithm that implements summing over different masks
in (A.8). The algorithm proposed in the following is closely related to the forward algorithm
used to evaluate hidden Markov models (Rabiner, 1989).
The idea of our algorithm is to go through all possible masks by adding unity values (clean
subbands) to the mask one at a time, and proceeding towards higher subbands. For example, the
lowest clean subband can be at any position between 1 and K, the second clean subband can be
at any position between 2 and K, above the first one. At each step of adding one clean band to the
mask, we cumulate probabilities up to that subband. At the end, we get the probability p(c|y, f )
which is the goal of all the computations.
In the following, we use Zc, fk,` (i) to denote the partial probability where we have cumulated
the probabilities, up to subband `, over all masks that contain i clean bands (non-zero values) and
have the two highest clean subbands at positions k and `. Since we cannot have a mask with only
one clean band in our formulation, we start by adding two clean subbands (thus i = 2 at the first
step). After adding the first two clean bands to the mask, Zc, fk,` (i) becomes







Qc, fj,k,` [1−p(m( j))] (B.1)
where we have used the short form p(m(k)) in place of p(m(k) = 1|δ (k)) for convenience. The
values Zc, fk,` (2) are computed for k = 1,2, . . . , `− 1 and ` = 2,3, . . . ,K and are zero for other
combinations of k and `. The factor Pc, fk,` represents the two subbands for which we select m(k) =
m(`) = 1, and Qc, fj,k,` represent the subbands where we have m( j) = 0. Interpretation of (B.1)
becomes clear by comparing it with (A.8).
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Figure B.1: Illustration of the marginalization of the mask (cumulation of the probabilities Zc, fk,` (i)
until we get p(c|y, f )), using example masks. The second step is repeated as many times as
needed (see case b), and it can even be omitted (see case c) for masks with only three 1s). See
text for details.
Figure B.1 uses a few example masks to illustrate the mask marginalization (cumulation of
the probabilities Zc, fk,` (i) until we get p(c|y, f )). Let’s look at Fig. B.1 a) for example. On the
first step, using (B.1), two non-zero values have been added, therefore i = 2. In the example
mask, k = 3 and `= 5 (positions of the first two clean subbands). We need to calculate (B.1) for
different values of k and ` to cover all possibilities.
To write the equations further, we need a more specific notation, Pc, fk,`,h which we use in place











where we have made it explicit that the terms P actually depend on three different subbands, not
just two.
To calculate Zc, fk,` (i) for i> 2, we always add one more non-zero value in the mask m, above
the previous ones (one more member in the set of clean subbands µ ). The accumulated proba-
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Qc, fj,k,` [1−p(m( j))] (B.3)
The values Zc, fk,` (i) are computed for k = i− 1, i, . . . , `− 1 and ` = i, i+1, . . . ,K and are zero for
other combinations of k and ` (` cannot be smaller than i since there are i− 1 clean subbands
below `). Summing over j takes place in (B.3) in order to cover different masks where the
third-highest clean subband h can occur in different positions.
In Fig. B.1, application of (B.3) is indicated as Step 2. Note that this step is repeated as many
times as non-zero subbands are added, incrementing the value of i (see Fig. B.1 b) and c)).
Finally, when the last clean subband is added, we calculate the total probability over all
masks that have i clean subbands and have the two upmost clean subbands at positions k and `.
The update formula is the same as (B.3), except that the product over j goes up to K instead of













Qc, fj,k,` [1−p(m( j))] (B.4)
The difference between (B.3) and (B.4) stems from the fact that, in the former, one non-zero
value at a time is added to set µ , whereas in the latter, one non-zero value is added and then the
rest of the mask m (if any) is filled with zeros (Step 3).
The end probabilities Ẑc, fk,` (i) represent sums over all masks that contain i non-zero values and
have the two highest clean subbands at positions k and `. The values Ẑc, fk,` (i) are computed for
k = i−1, i, . . . , `−1 and `= i, i+1, . . . ,K and are zero for other combinations of k and `.
Finally, in order to get the probability p(c|y, f ) where we have cumulated the probabilities
over all possible masks, we need to sum over Ẑc, fk,` (i) for all values of i (number of clean subbands)
and k and ` (positions of the two highest clean subbands). This is given by










Ẑc, fk,` (i) (B.5)
where the smallest possible value for k is i− 1 because there are i− 2 clean subbands below k.




DCASE - An IEEE AASP challenge
C.1 Challenge Description
The aim of the proposed challenge is to build a specific set of sub-challenges for the detection and
classification of acoustic scenes and events in monaural recordings. Our goal is to provide a focus
of attention for the scientific community in developing systems for CASA that will encourage
sharing of ideas and improve the state of the art, potentially leading to the development of systems
that achieve a performance close to that of humans.
The first challenge addresses the problem of identifying and classifying acoustic scenes and
soundscapes. The second challenge addresses the problem of identifying individual sound events
that are prominent in an acoustic scene. Two distinct experiments take place for sound event
identification, one for simple acoustic scenes without overlapping sounds and the other using
complex scenes in a polyphonic scenario. In an everyday scenario, most of the sounds that
reach our ears tend to stem from a multitude of sources so the polyphonic case would be more
interesting but much more challenging.
C.2 Evaluation Data
C.2.1 Datasets
There are three datasets overall, one for scene classification and two for event detection, which
will be described below.
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Scene Classification Dataset
The dataset for the scene classification (SC) challenge consists of 30 sec recordings of various
acoustic scenes. The scene classification dataset consists of 2 equally proportioned parts each
made up of 10 audio recordings for each scene (class), for a total of 100 recordings per part.
One for public release (available to participants to build up and investigate the performance of
their system), and one private set for evaluating submissions. The public dataset is published












For each scene type, three different recordists (DG, DS, EB) visited a wide variety of loca-
tions in Greater London over a period of months (Summer and Autumn 2012), and in each scene
recorded a few minutes of audio. We ensured that no systematic variations in the recordings
covaried with scene type: all recordings were made in moderate weather conditions, and varying
times of day and week, and each recordist recorded each scene type. 30-second segments were
selected after careful review of the recordings to ensure they were free of issues such as mobile
phone interference or microphone handling noise.
Event Detection - Office Live Dataset
The dataset for the Event Detection - Office Live task consists of three subsets (a training, a
development and a testing dataset). The training set1 contains instantiations of individual events
for every class. The development (validation) and testing dataset, denoted as office live (OL),
consists of roughly 1 min long recordings of every-day audio events in a number of office en-
vironments (different-size and absorbing quality rooms, different number of people in the room
and varied noise level). The audio events include:
1The training set for the Event Detection OL and OS tasks can be obtained from http://c4dm.
eecs.qmul.ac.uk/rdr/handle/123456789/28











• object (specifically pen, pencil or
marker) put on table surfaces
• switch
• keys (put on table)
• phone ringing
• short alert (beep) sound
• page turning
Since there is inherent ambiguity in the annotation process, there are available two different
annotations corresponding to two different human annotators. Annotators were trained in Sonic
Visualiser2 to use a combination of listening and inspecting waveforms/spectrograms to refine
the locations. We then examined the two annotations per recording for for consistency and any
instances of errors. Especially in the case of long soft tails in the offset of some events it is
humanly impossible to extract a meaningful and accurate offset point and it usually comes down
to the subjective opinion of the annotator where the offset for that event is. Therefore, including
more than one annotation helps generalise the evaluation of the systems by allowing a small
trade-off in the complexity of the testing process. Participants are welcome to use both, the
average or only one of the two. Evaluation is made using both annotations.
The training set includes 24 recordings of individual sounds per class, followed by annota-
tions of their onset and offset in sec. The development set includes 3 recordings of a series of
events from one of the office environments. These recordings are also accompanied by annota-
tion of the events’ onsets and offsets. The third set that is not released contains recordings of
sound events made in all office environments, excluding the one used for the development set.
Event Detection - Office Synthetic Dataset
The third dataset (for the Event Detection - Office Synthetic task) contains artificially sequenced
sounds provided by the Analysis-Synthesis team of IRCAM. The aim of this subtask is to study
2http://www.sonicvisualiser.org/
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the behavior of tested algorithms when facing different levels of complexity such as the event
to background energy ratio, the level of overlap between individual events etc. The benefit of
using such a dataset is that the experiment is more controllable and practical than utilizing real
recordings. In addition to that, the ground truth is most accurate even for polyphonic mixtures
with lots of overlaps among different sounds. We expect systems to perform better in this dataset
but it could help for measuring the performance of systems in artificially created recordings
compared to real recordings.
The data for the OS task consist of three subsets like the previous task. The training dataset
consists of audio recordings of individual events which are identical to the one for the realistic
task. The development and testing datasets consist of artificial scenes built by sequencing record-
ings of individual events (different recordings from the ones used for the training dataset) and
background recordings provided by Centre for Digital Music (C4DM) . As the data are recorded
by researchers at Queen Mary University of London (QMUL) specifically for this challenge,
confidentiality is ensured.
A scene synthesiser able to easily create a large set of acoustic scenes from many recorded
instances of individual events was designed. The synthetic scenes are generated by randomly
selecting for each occurrence of each event we wish to include in the scene one representative
excerpt from the natural scenes, then mixing all those samples over a background noise. The
distribution of events in the scene is also random, following high-level directives that specify
the desired density of events. The average SNR of events over background noise is also spec-
ified and, unlike in the natural scenes, is the same for all event types (this is a deliberate deci-
sion). The synthesised scenes are mixed down to mono in order to avoid having spatialisation
inconsistencies between successive occurrences of a same event; spatialisation including room
reverberation is left for future work. The resulting development and testing datasets consist of
scripted/synthetic sequences with varying durations, with accompanying ground-truth annota-
tions. The development dataset is published on the C4DM Research Data Repository (accessible
through (Giannoulis et al., 2013b)).
Note: All datasets for the challenge are released under a creative commons (CC BY) license3.
3For more details on licensing please visit: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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C.2.2 Recording Equipment
The Centre for Digital Music at Queen Mary University of London (QMUL) collected data on
environmental audio to be used exclusively for the challenge. The recording equipment includes
two settings. The first is a high-quality Soundfield microphone system, model SPS422B (Sou),
able to capture 4-channel surround sound with high clarity that can also be mapped to stereo
or mono in a later state if necessary. The second is a set of Soundman binaural microphones,
model OKM II (Soundman), specifically made so that they imitate a pair of in-ear headphones
that the user can wear. The portability and subtlety of that system enables the user not to attract
any attention from people in the environment and therefore, we can obtain everyday recordings
unobstructed and with relative ease. Furthermore, the recorded audio is very similar to the sound
that reaches the human auditory system of the person wearing the equipment as it is recorded
after being filtered by the head-related transfer function (HRTF) (Cheng and Wakefield, 2001).
Therefore, the resulting data carry also binaural information about the sound that could addi-
tionally be utilized as cues for sound event and scene detection from audio or simply be ignored
entirely by adding the two channels together in order to obtain a mono recording.
The sound files for the first task (scene classification), recorded with the binaural micro-
phones, have the following specifications: PCM, 44100 Hz, 16 bit, two-channel (CD quality).
The specifications for the sound files for the other tasks, that were recorded with the Soundfield
microphone system, are: two-channel stereo (mixed down from 4-channel B-format), 44100 Hz,
24 bit. The B-format is also released together with the stereo versions but the challenge is run
on stereo and not the B-format. The participants for the challenge have the flexibility to mix
recordings down to mono if they desire to do so.
Finally it should be noted that the recording level was held constant for all sounds in both the
training and test recordings and for all tasks.
C.3 Metrics
C.3.1 Scene Classification
For classifying acoustic scenes, the output of each run for a single file only contains the class
label. As in the MIREX train/test tasks (MIREX), the metrics that are computed are the raw
classification (identification) accuracy, a normalised classification accuracy per class, the stan-
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dard deviation, and a confusion matrix for each submission. For this train/test task, participating
algorithms are evaluated using 5-fold cross validation.
C.3.2 Event Detection
For event detection, three types of evaluations take place. A frame-based, an event-based, and a
class-wise event-based evaluation. We believe that both methods together can provide a thorough
assessment of the various systems, with the event-based evaluation capturing the accuracy of the
overall event detection, and the frame-based evaluation offering in finer detail the accuracy over
time for each system.
The output of each run is a file that should contain the onset, offset and the event ID separated





Frame-based evaluation is performed using a 10ms step. The main metric utilised for the
frame-based evaluation is a frame-based version of the acoustic event error rate [7]:
AEER = (D+ I+S)/N ·100 (C.1)
where N is the number of events to detect for that specific frame, D is the number of deletions
(missing events), I is the number of insertions (extra events), and S is the number of event sub-
stitutions, defined as S = min{D, I}. Frame-level metrics are averaged over time for the duration
of the recording.
Additional metrics are given by using the Precision, Recall, and F-measure (P-R-F). By de-
noting as r, e, and c the number of ground truth, estimated and correct events for a given 10ms











For the onset-only event-based evaluation, each event is considered to be correctly detected
within a 100ms tolerance window. For the onset-offset event-based evaluation, each event is
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correctly detected if its onset is within a 100ms tolerance window and its offset is within 50%
range of the ground truth event’s offset with respect to the duration of the event. As in the
frame-based task, the AEER and P-R-F metrics for both the onset-only and the onset-offset event
detection tasks can be defined accordingly. It should also be noted that duplicate events are
considered as false alarms.
Finally, a class-wise event-based evaluation also takes place, in order to ensure that that
repetitive events do not dominate the accuracy of an algorithm. The output of the algorithm
is the same as in the event-based evaluation, but in this fase the AEER and P-R-F metrics are
computed for each class separately within a recording and will be averaged accoss a recording.









Tables D.1 - D.8, presented below, summarise all the results, including precision and recall, for
all the submitted systems that took part in the event detection tasks. The first 4 tables comprise
the results for the monophonic, Office Live (OL), task, while the following 4 comprise the results
for the polyphonic, Office Synthetic (OS), task.
For illustrative purposes, results are also summarised on a set of figures (D.1 - D.4), put to-
gether by E. Benetos and included in the conference presentation of Giannoulis et al. (2013a)
and later hosted on the challenge’s website, present detailed results for all systems for the mono-
phonic and polypohnic event detection tasks (temred OL and OS respectively).
Code Participants
CPS Sameer Chauhan, Sharang Phadke, Christian Sherland
DHV Aleksandr Diment, Toni Heittola and Tuomas Virtanen
GVV Jort F. Gemmeke, Lode Vuegen, Bart Vanrumste, Hugo Van hamme
NR2 Waldo Nogueira, Gerard Roma, Perfecto Herrera
NVM Maria E. Niessen, Tim L. M. Van Kasteren, Andreas Merentitis
SCS Jens Schröder, Benjamin Cauchi, Marc René Schädler, Niko Moritz, Kamil Adiloglu, Jürn Anemüller, Simon Doclo, Birger Kollmeier, Stefan Goetze
VVK Lode Vuegen, Bert Van Den Broeck, Peter Karsmakers, Jort F. Gemmeke, Bart Vanrumste, Hugo Van hamme
Table D.1: General Legend of submitted systems for OL Event detection task.
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F (%) Pre (%) Rec (%) AEER
CPS 3.82 9.15 3.05 2.116
DHV 26.0 19.84 45.28 3.128
GVV 31.94 61.78 22.29 1.084
NR2 34.66 37.15 34.96 1.885
NVM_1 40.85 59.90 32.90 1.115
NVM_2 42.76 61.15 34.28 1.102
NVM_3 45.50 57.23 38.80 1.212
NVM_4 42.86 50.79 37.79 1.360
SCS_1 53.02 59.89 48.28 1.167
SCS_2 61.52 66.18 57.83 1.016
VVK 43.42 68.14 32.60 1.001
Baseline 10.72 12.13 10.56 2.590
Table D.2: Frame-based Results for OL Event detection task.
F (%) Pre (%) Rec (%) F_off (%) Pre_off (%) Rec_off (%) AEER AEER_off
CPS 2.23 3.21 1.86 1.65 2.44 1.34 2.285 2.301
DHV 26.67 22.75 33.46 22.43 19.08 28.22 2.519 2.676
GVV 15.52 61.82 22.22 13.46 21.85 12.89 1.779 1.831
NR2 19.21 14.85 27.66 15.26 11.79 22.03 3.076 3.244
NVM_1 32.57 33.91 32.19 24.95 26.14 24.50 1.864 2.095
NVM_2 34.16 34.93 34.17 26.28 27.11 26.05 1.852 2.095
NVM_3 34.51 36.13 33.80 27.01 28.42 26.31 1.827 2.052
NVM_4 30.47 31.83 30.07 24.68 25.95 24.18 1.906 2.083
SCS_1 39.47 41.72 37.76 36.74 38.86 35.12 1.669 1.749
SCS_2 45.17 45.49 45.38 41.06 41.43 41.18 1.601 1.727
VVK 30.77 31.31 32.53 25.40 25.83 26.86 2.054 2.224
Baseline 7.38 4.82 18.18 1.58 1.02 4.17 5.900 6.318
Table D.3: Event-based Results for OL Event detection task.
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F (%) Pre (%) Rec (%) F_off (%) Pre_off (%) Rec_off (%) AEER AEER_off
CPS 0.65 0.41 2.16 0.49 0.32 1.55 1.872 1.891
DHV 30.72 30.99 35.85 25.29 25.49 29.58 2.182 2.370
GVV 13.21 14.23 13.80 12.03 13.24 12.13 1.556 1.606
NR2 21.54 20.86 28.46 17.64 16.65 23.34 2.857 3.010
NVM_1 29.37 28.88 34.23 21.80 21.26 25.56 1.639 1.899
NVM_2 33.05 33.07 37.33 24.88 24.74 28.14 1.602 1.877
NVM_3 33.52 35.10 36.61 24.65 25.29 27.57 1.575 1.846
NVM_4 28.17 30.16 30.79 21.62 23.07 24.15 1.650 1.849
SCS_1 36.33 40.63 39.56 34.20 38.80 36.31 1.579 1.677
SCS_2 41.51 43.44 46.42 38.32 40.57 41.94 1.511 1.646
VVK 24.55 22.26 33.00 20.36 18.76 26.76 1.762 1.949
Baseline 9.00 7.31 21.65 1.86 1.36 4.91 5.960 6.462
Table D.4: Class-wise Event-based Results for OL Event detection task.
Code Participants
DHV Aleksandr Diment, Toni Heittola and Tuomas Virtanen
GVV Jort F. Gemmeke, Lode Vuegen, Bart Vanrumste, Hugo Van hamme
VVK Lode Vuegen, Bert Van Den Broeck, Peter Karsmakers, Jort F. Gemmeke, Bart Vanrumste, Hugo Van hamme
Table D.5: General Legend of submitted systems for OS Event detection task.
F (%) Pre (%) Rec (%) AEER
DHV 13.08 9.60 30.07 8.426
GVV 10.30 17.75 7.39 1.553
VVK 5.77 10.25 5.04 2.106
Baseline 6.88 7.64 7.56 3.047
Table D.6: Frame-based Results for OL Event detection task.
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F (%) Pre (%) Rec (%) F_off (%) Pre_off (%) Rec_off (%) AEER AEER_off
DHV 8.45 5.99 16.81 6.18 4.33 12.84 4.741 4.860
GVV 7.69 9.97 6.51 7.33 9.26 6.26 1.913 1.920
VVK 5.80 9.52 4.69 5.28 8.11 4.37 1.885 1.895
Baseline 4.98 3.20 13.54 0.24 0.15 0.57 6.507 6.895
Table D.7: Event-based Results for OL Event detection task.
F (%) Pre (%) Rec (%) F_off (%) Pre_off (%) Rec_off (%) AEER AEER_off
DHV 9.73 8.84 17.00 7.58 7.09 13.02 4.028 4.147
GVV 6.69 8.46 6.51 6.51 8.31 6.28 1.584 1.591
VVK 5.10 6.97 4.87 4.77 6.52 4.55 1.436 1.445
Baseline 6.69 5.20 13.73 0.18 0.10 0.62 5.389 5.782
Table D.8: Class-wise Event-based Results for OS Event detection task.
Figure D.1: Event Detection - Office Live Results (F-measure).
FB: Frame-Based, EB: Event-Based, EBo f f : Event-Based with offests, CWEB: Classwise
Event-Based, CWEBo f f : Classwise Event-Based with offsets
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Figure D.2: Event Detection - Office Live Results (AEER).
Figure D.3: Event Detection - Office Synthetic Results (F-measure).
Figure D.4: Event Detection - Office Synthetic Results (AEER).
